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Abstract 
Radio frequency inductive coupling is extensively employed for wireless powering of embed-
ded devices such as low power passive near-field RED systems and implanted sensors. The 
efficiency of low power inductive links is typically less than 1% and is characterised by very un-
favourable coupling conditions, which can vary significantly due to coil position and geometry. 
Although, a considerable volume of knowledge is available on this topic, most of the existing 
research is focused on the circuital modeling of the transformer action between the external 
and implanted coils. The practical issues of coil misalignment and orientation and their impli-
cations on transmission characteristics of RF links have been overlooked by researchers. The 
aim of this work is to present a novel analytical model for near-field inductive power transfer 
incorporating misalignment of the RF coil system. 
In this thesis the influence of coil orientation, position and geometry on the link efficiency is 
studied by approaching the problem from an electromagnetic perspective. In implanted devices 
some degree of misalignment is inevitable between external and implanted coils due to anatom-
ical requirements. First two types of realistic misalignments are studied; a lateral displacement 
of the coils and an angular misalignment described as a tilt of the receiver coil. A loosely cou-
pled system approximation is adopted since, for the coil dimensions and orientations envisaged, 
the mutual inductance between the transmitter and receiver coils can be neglected. Following 
this, formulae are derived for the magnetic field at the implanted coil when it is laterally and 
angularly misaligned from the external coil and a new power transfer function presented. The 
magnetic field solution is carried out for a number of practical antenna coil geometries currently 
popular in RFID and biomedical domains, such as planar and printed square, and circular spi-
rals as well as conventional air-cored and ferromagnetic solenoids. In the second phase of 
this thesis, the results from the electromagnetic modeling are embodied in a near-field loosely 
coupled equivalent circuit for the inductive link. This allows us to introduce a power transfer 
formula incorporating for the first time coil characteristics and misalignment factors. 
This novel power transfer function allows a comparison between different coil structures such 
as short solenoids, with air or ferromagnetic core, planar and printed spirals with respect to 
power delivered at the receiver and its relative position to the transmitter. In the final stage of 
this work, the experimental verification of the model shows close agreement with the theoreti-
cal predictions. Using this analysis a formal design procedure is suggested that can be applied 
on a larger scale compared to existing methods. The main advantage of this technique is that it 
can be applied to a wide range of implementations without the limitations imposed by numer-
ical modeling and existing circuital methods. Consequently, the designer has the flexibility to 
identify the optimum coil geometry for maximum power transfer and misalignment tolerance 
that suit the specifications of the application considered. This thesis concludes by suggesting a 
new optimisation technique for maximum power transfer with respect to read range, coil orien-
tation, geometry and operating frequency. Finally, the limitations of this model are reiterated 
and possible future development of this research is discussed. 
lv 
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Introduction 
1.1 RF Wireless Power Transfer - A Novel Concept? 
Wireless power transfer is a fascinating field of research which enjoys a long and well estab-
lished history. The origins of power transmission via radio waves date back to the early work 
of Heinrich Hertz, [I]. In addition to Hertz's experiments, Nikola Tesla, an acknowledged 
genius in the area of low-frequency electrical power generation and transmission, conducted 
pioneering work into this topic at the turn of the 19th century. Tesla became interested in the 
broad concept of resonance and sought to apply the principle to the transmission of electrical 
power from one point to another without the aid of wires. By means of alternating surges of 
current running up and down a mast he strived to set up oscillations of electrical energy over 
large areas of the surface of the Earth. In this manner Tesla hoped to set up standing waves 
into which receiving antennas could be immersed at the optimum points. The first attempts 
of this type were carried out at Colorado Springs, Colorado, in 1899. The famous Tesla coils 
were resonated at a frequency of 150 kHz with an input power of 300 kW obtained from the 
Colorado Springs Electric Company, [2]. Unfortunately, there is no clear evidence as to the 
specific amount of power that could be transfered to a distant point. Tesla's work on high-power 
transmitters continued after the Colorado Springs in another large installation situated in Long 
Island 60 miles from New York. However, the unorthodox experimental methods employed 
by Nikola Tesla and the scale of his ambitious plans resulted in the termination of the project 
primarily due to the lack of financial resources. Despite the fact that this work was prematurely 
halted, Telsa managed to produce an impressive number of patents on transmission of electrical 
energy, [3,4]. 
In the past few decades, a considerable amount of work has been done in the area of wireless 
powering. There are two distinct scenarios for wireless powering, namely inductive powering 
for short ranges in the LF, MF and HF region, and high power density directive radiated pow-
ering in the microwave region. The difference between the two wireless powering methods is 
reflected in the preliminary work of Hertz and Tesla. In the former case of Hertz, radio wave 
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propagation was employed to transmit power from one point in space to another by propagat-
ing electromagnetic waves between antennae. In the latter case, which is the focus of the work 
described in this thesis, Tesla transfered power via inductive coupling between two resonating 
coils, [3,4]. With the advantage of historical perspective, one can realise that Tesla's attempts 
at efficient wireless power transfer were decades ahead of the available technology. It was not 
until the dawn of the biomedical implants era that the true potential of wireless energy transfer 
was realised. 
The last four decades have witnessed an increasing interest in the area of biomedical engi-
neering and Radio Frequency Identification. The development of the artificial heart in the mid 
1950's led the way in the evolution of biomedical implants. More recently, advances in mi-
croelectronics and System - on - Chip architectures (S0C) directed the interest of the research 
community to the implementation of low power biomedical systems for in-vivo diagnostic de-
vices, [5], [6], [7]. Some common applications of implanted devices include biomedical sen-
sors for biometric data measuring, biotelemetry implants, drug delivery systems, transducers, 
prostheses, artificial organs and neurostimulators to mention a few [8], [6,9-11]. Reliability, 
safety and size are of prime importance in the design of such systems. Consequently, in de-
signing implantable or autonomous microsystems, the development of a contact-less, wireless 
powering scheme that is capable of powering a system is a major challenge for biomedical en-
gineers, [12]. Wireless data and power transfer is a very attractive option for such systems as 
it frees them from wire tethering. The implementation of miniaturised embedded systems is 
not limited to biomedical applications. Sensors and actuating micro-systems are widely used 
for environmental monitoring and other industrial applications. Other fields that employ induc-
tive coupling are Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), contact-less smartcards and wireless 
microelectronic mechanical systems (MEMS). An inductive link between two magnetically-
coupled coils is now one of the most common methods for contact-less power transfer from 
the external world to implantable biomedical devices and sensor systems. A number of fac-
tors, such as size constraints, cost, battery lifetime issues, and reliability, forbid the use of 
an integrated power source. Real-time powering using inductive energy transfer is a favored 
alternative for such systems. 
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1.2 Power Supply Options 
Recent work in low power wireless communication systems and distributed sensing work has 
explored two main power supply options, these being batteries and ambient power scaveng-
ing. Battery technology is mature, completely self-contained and extensively commercialised. 
Improvements in the miniaturization and the energy density have been accomplished, with the 
new generation of primary Lithium cells being a good example. A promising trend in energy-
containing devices is in thin-film super capacitors. Despite the advancements in this area, using 
a battery to power an implant has a clear disadvantage; once the source is exhausted it needs 
to be replaced using a surgical procedure. Even for relatively large batteries and conservative 
communication schedules, an optimistic estimate for the mean time to replacement is approx-
imately two years. The problem is significantly aggravated for systems with batteries of more 
inconspicuous form factors. For example, in RFID scenarios which involve many sensors in-
teracting, integrated batteries will need a replacement every few months. This rate is clearly 
unsustainable for many applications particularly so for implanted devices. 
The alternative is to deliver wireless energy in order to (a) provide on-line power directly to the 
system or (b) recharge the implanted batteries. This can be achieved by using electromagnetic 
powering of the system (EMP). EMP includes two main options: (1) Inductive RF coupling 
of energy using a carrier frequency in the range of a few kHz to a few MHz, depending on 
the application, and (2) infrared powering, [13]. Infrared powering appears attractive at first, 
because using photodiodes as receivers rather than coils, results in smaller implants, [14, 15]. 
However, the process is inefficient, hence non-practical for many implant applications. 
Other power sources that have been explored include ambient-power scavenging from sources 
like thermal and kinetic energy from the body. Moreover, energy harvesting from the external 
environment as a source of energy, is another possibility. However challenges remain, particu-
larly with ambient power constraints since this technology is still in its infancy. Furthermore, 
although ambient power sources can be used for wireless communication devices, are unsuit-
able for implanted systems. 
Clearly the most attractive option is near-field coupling which can provide sensor operation in 
the range of a meter without line of sight. Inductive RF links are currently at the center of 
attention for short range power transfer and bidirectional data communication. Communication 
between the implanted device and the outside world can be established through the link by 
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modulating the RE signal used to power the implant, [16]. The use of inductive coupling can 
reduce the dimensions of such systems and extend their expected operational life. As such, 
implanted devices can be cost effective to manufacture and more reliable, a fact that renders 
inductive RE links very appealing for biomedical and RFID applications. Finally, this type of 
inductive coupling is advantageous because it avoids the undesirable surgical replacement of 
implanted power sources. Hence, the possibility of infection where wires would pierce the skin 
is diminished and patient discomfort is minimised. 
1.3 	Applications of Inductive Power Transfer 
Having established the main advantages of inductive coupling the main applications considered 
in this thesis should be now introduced in more depth. The main focus of this thesis is on 
applications involving inductively coupled RFID and biomedical embedded sensor systems. 
However, the model suggested in this thesis can be employed in any loosely coupled system 
where a magnetic link is adopted for wireless power transfer, so long as the operation range of 
the device remains well within the near-field. 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a rapidly developing technology with a wide range of 
applications in various areas. RED is an automatic identification method, based on remotely 
retrieving information via radio waves from miniature electronic circuits called RFID tags. An 
early work and possibly the first which explored RFID technology was presented by Harry 
Stockman in a landmark paper given in [18]. By the early 1950's several technologies related 
to RFID were being pursued. Among the most famous applications of RFID from this era is 
the long-range transponder systems of Identification Friend or Foe (1FF) for aircraft. Although 
the fundamental principle of RFID was established in the late 1940's, it is only recently that the 
technology has taken off due to a decrease in the cost and increasing capability, [19]. 
An RFID system has two main components, a reader and a tag. RFID tags are categorised as 
either passive or active tags depending on their source of power [22]. A diagram depicting the 
common ISM frequency bands available to RFID systems is shown in Fig. 1.3. Active RFID 
tags are autonomous and carry their own power source, usually in the form of an on-board 
battery. Active tags transmit a stronger signal, and can achieve a larger read range (20-100m) 
and higher data rates. Active tags operate at higher frequencies - commonly 455 MHz, 2.45 
GHz or 5.8 GHz depending on the application and memory requirements [23]. However, their 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 1.1: (a) The receiver unit is shown in the anterior segment of the eye. A microelectrode 
array for cortical stimulation is placed on the retinal surface, shown by a white arrow, and the 
RX coil is indicated by the red arrow. (b) view of the transmitter coil in front of the surgical eye 
and the intraocular receiver unit, [17]. 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 1.2: (a) The VeriChip implantable RFID tag. The device is 2mm long and 1mm in 
diameter; comparable to a grain of rice, [20], (b) X-ray of RFID implants showing the glass 
ampule style EM4102 tag in the left hand and the Philips H/TAG S 2048 in the right arm of the 
implantee, [21], [20]. 
high cost and considerable size are important disadvantages. 
When a smaller read range is required and data rate is not critical passive tags offer a desirable 
alternative [24]. This type of tag is read by intercepting the magnetic field of the reader. 
Usually passive tags are low power CMOS devices, very compact and inexpensive. The process 
by which a passive tag is powered is inductive near field coupling and typical read ranges are 
about 1 meter. Passive RFID systems can be subdivided into low frequency (LF) and high 
frequency (HF) devices. 
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Figure 1.3: Frequency bands employed in RFID systems. 
In addition, implantable RFID transponders have been used for livestock tracking for many 
years and they are bridging the gap between the RFID and embedded sensor domain. A recent 
but increasing development of this technology which evokes enormous interest is the use of 
RFID in humans. Until a few years ago human RFID implants were limited to the domain of 
cybernetics provocateurs like Kevin Warwick or hobbyists like Amal Graafstra, see Fig. 1.2(b). 
However, in 2004, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved the first RFID tag for 
human implantation as a method of accessing and tracking medical records in hospitalised or 
incapacitated patients, [20]. For example, sensitive information about the identity, physiolog-
ical characteristics, health and nationality can be easily embedded in a miniaturised but robust 
transponder about the size of the grain of rice, shown in Fig. 1.2(a). Such a system can be 
lifesaving for people with chronic conditions and in emergency situations. Despite the advan-
tages of this technology there are serious ethical issues that should be properly addressed such 
as personal data privacy and security. Nevertheless, with the proliferation of radio-frequency 
technology the use of embedded RFID devices for human implantation is expected to slowly 
but steadily increase in the near future. 
Additional applications of inductive coupling are emerging from the increasing interest in de-
veloping new standards for near-field communications. In recent years, a new principle of 
Near Field Communication (NFC) has originated from the evolution of more traditional RFID 
schemes. This technology is targeting simplified, standardized, short-range communication 
modules similar to the Contact-less Smart Card protocol. The operation of the NFC protocol 
is based on inductive coupling. This technology opens new applications for the RFID technol-
ogy, such as automatic payment using mobile phones in close proximity communication as a 
transaction vehicle. The forecasts for the future development of this technology are promising. 
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Market researchers anticipate that by the year 2012 twenty percent of the worldwide mobile 
phone sales will be NFC enabled, [25]. 
In the biomedical sensors arena inductive coupling is also a major technology. The rapid scal-
ing of CMOS technologies to smaller dimensions has resulted in very high integration densities. 
This enables circuitry of ever increasing complexity to be implemented on very small chip ar-
eas which is very well suited for use in implanted systems. Implanted electronics are used 
in medical devices for diagnosis as well as treatment. Among the first applications of such 
systems were pacemakers for cardiac arrhythmia, and cochlear implants for partially restoring 
the hearing of deaf people. Since the early 1980s the use of such systems has been extensive. 
According to U.S. Food and Drug Administration 2002 data, it is estimated that approximately 
59000 people worldwide have received cochlear implants, [26]. More recently, new appli-
cations like intracranial or intraocular systems have become possible. Such devices include 
deep-brain stimulators for Parkinson's disease, spinal-cord stimulators for control of pain and 
brain-machine interfaces for paralysis prosthetics, [27]. Ophthalmic applications of embedded 
devices are also extensive. For instance, devices for monitoring intraocular pressure in Glau-
coma patients are common. Other retinal prostheses include visual cortex stimulators where the 
idea is to restore vision in blind patients by coupling electrodes directly to the visual cortex. An 
example of the next generation of visual cortex stimulation implants is depicted in Fig. 1.4(a). 
This system is designed with an integrated planar R)( microcoil in order to minimise the size 
of the overall system. Fig. 1.4(b) illustrates an implanted drug delivery system, developed at 
the University of Edinburgh, which can be employed in a wide range of treatments such as 





(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 1.4: (a) Photograph of a retina implant, [26] (b) Photograph of a drug delivery mi-
crosystem developed at the University of Edinburgh, [28]. 
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It follows from the previous discussion that there is a considerable variety of biomedical im-
planted devices. Although the applications of such systems are diverse their common denom-
inator is that embedded devices need to have low power consumption, be compact, reliable 
and fully autonomous. Therefore, wireless operation of implantable systems is key to their 
successful deployment in clinical applications. 
1.4 	Powering Requirements of RFID and Biomedical Implants 
Power consumption is a major concern when designing implantable circuits and RFID systems. 
Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 give a representative selection of power consumption requirements for 
several available technologies in industry or reported in the literature. Applications involve 
biomedical embedded or RFID systems where power is supplied by means of a loosely coupled 
magnetic power link. 
Frequency (Hz) Consumption Technology Application Reference 
IM I mW 0.5 jim CMOS Neural Recording Neihart et at. 	[29] 
2M 90 MW 3sm BiCMOS Neural Recording Akin et. al., 	[30] 
24M/40M 0.5mW 2im BiCMOS Microtransponder for Biomedical Sensors Huang et. al.. [3 11 
10M 22mW 2.5 ILm CMOS Micro-system for Recording Purposes Parramon et at., [32] 
0.5-10 M 5mW 1 .2jtm CMOS Artificial Retina Chipset System Liu et at., 	[7] 
Table 1.1: Reported power requirements for existing technologies in implanted devices for 
biomedical applications. The overall power transfer efficiency for these applications is much 
less than 1%. 
Frequency (Hz) Consumption Technology Application Reference 
134.2k 1 2.5iW 2im CMOS Transponder IC for RFID Kaiser et. al, 	[33] 
4M 5.61mW 2sm CMOS Transponder IC for Embedded RFID Sauer et. al, [34] 
50M 65 jiW CMOS Capacitive Sensor Suster et al. 	[35] 
13.56 M 450 tiW CMOS Passive RFID Label Tag 	Philips Semiconductors, [36] 
Table 1.2: Reported power requirements for existing technologies used in RFID devices. Typ-
ical values of the coupling coefficient, i, in the applications listed in this table are between 
0.001 and 0.1. 
1.5 Motivation 
Wireless inductive power transfer systems are defined as systems where energy is transfered 
from an external primary TX coil to a secondary RX coil using an alternating magnetic field. 
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Essentially this principle is very similar to a transformer action. A typical low-power inductive 
link is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. Although improved designs have emerged in the industry, the 
electromagnetic modelling of the link efficiency and the optimisation of the coil design has 
received less attention by researchers. Such systems can be divided into two categories, namely 
closely coupled and loosely coupled systems. 
The efficiency of an inductive link depends on the magnetic coefficient of coupling, #c which 
is a function of the geometrical parameters of the link such as the coil size and shape and the 
coil separation distance. The magnetic links of micromodule systems considered in this thesis 
are loosely coupled systems and are characterised by extremely low coefficients of coupling. 
The coupling factor, which can be as low as 1%, presents a formidable problem for powering 
weakly coupled RFID and implanted micromodules. 
Power Amplifier 
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Figure 1.5: Example of low power inductive link for implanted sensor system illustrating RX 
coil displacement. D is the coil separation distance, A represents lateral misalignment and cy 
is the angular misalignment angle. 
An added complication in the design of an efficient inductive link is the variation of the relative 
position of the TX and RX coils. The primary or TX coil is located outside the body and is 
driven by an external transmitter circuit. The secondary or RX coil is implanted with the device 
and connected to the receiver electronics. A comprehensive study on the topic of injectable 
electronic identification, monitoring and stimulation systems has been carried out by Troyk 
which produced a review paper presented in [37]. Referring to this study, in embedded devices 
such as cochlear or visual prostheses, the coils are separated by a layer of skin and tissues 
in the region of 2 - 6cm. Also, a typical implanted micromodule has a diameter of < 3mm 
whereas an external transmitter coil has a diameter of at least 9cm. Essentially, the external coil 
dimensions are only restricted by issues related to patient comfort and aesthetic considerations. 
In fact, external coils can usually be as large as necessary. In an ideal situation the TX and RX 
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coils are coaxially orientated such that maximum coupling results. However in the biomedical 
domain, misalignment of the coils can easily occur due to anatomical requirements such as skin 
mobility and variations in the thickness of subcutaneous fatty tissue. 
In addition, coil displacement is common in conventional HF passive RFID devices. In the 
RFID systems envisaged in this work the reader (TX) and tag (RX) coils are separated by 
a distance D, typically in the range of a few centimeters, depending on the application and 
frequency. Often the tag coil is not placed directly on top of the reader coil. This can be easily 
demonstrated in spatially selective antennas for very close proximity HF RFID applications. 
Classic examples of this type of RFID systems include contact-less smart cards for access 
control, e-ticketing, and label item tracking. For these devices, also referred to as dynamic 
objects, the mutual reader-tag alignment can vary drastically. Consequently, for issues like anti-
collision, safety and reliability for the user it is critical to be able to predict the misalignment 
tolerance of such systems and specify geometric boundaries of operation. 
There have been several approaches to the analysis and design of inductively coupled transcu-
taneous links, targeting optimal efficiency in the majority of the cases. However, previous work 
mainly concentrated on steady-state circuit analysis for coupling optimisation and validation 
through experiment. Transcutaneous links have been analyzed by Donaldson et al. [38], Gal-
braith et al. [39], Heetderks et al. [5] and Ko et al. [40]. Although more limited, finite 
element analysis has been also used for transcutaneous link modelling, [41]. However, the 
definitive work on the coupling of air-core coils was done by Grover [42] and Terman [43]. It 
can be demonstrated that the coupling coefficient is related to the mutual inductance M. Ear-
lier research by Soma et al. [44] and Hochmair et al. [45] attempted to present complete 
analytical solutions for calculation of the mutual inductance M in order determine the effect 
of misalignment on the coupling factor. Unfortunately, most of the developed solutions so far 
are semi-analytical and mathematically complex. Furthermore, existing studies usually target a 
specific design and cannot be universally applied for different coil geometries and orientations. 
The aim of this work is to present simplified analytical methods for calculation of the power 
transfer efficiency under different coil orientations and characteristics. Based on the observation 
that for loosely coupled inductive links the mutual inductance is very low, the problem can be 
significantly simplified. This can be achieved by studying the magnetic field of the TX coil 
and avoiding the involved mathematical treatment of the mutual inductance. Coil dimensions, 
shape and orientation substantially affect the magnitude of the magnetic field in the near-field. 
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Since the magnitude of the magnetic field is closely related to the efficiency of the inductive 
link, it is critical to identify a coil structure that maximises the coupling between the TX and 
RX. 
1.6 Research Objectives & Contribution to Knowledge 
This project aimed to explore a simple analytic method for expressing the power transfered 
between inductively-coupled coils. It was considered vital that the effects of misalignment and 
coil geometry (circular, square spiral and solenoid coils) be modeled with some accuracy, such 
that power transfer be optimised in real systems. 
Radio frequency inductive links are becoming extensively used in wireless powering of em-
bedded devices such as RFID systems and sensors. The design of RF coils for such links is 
often empirical and non optimal. A novel analytical model for near field inductive coupling is 
developed which incorporates misalignment effects on the RF coil system. Formulae are de-
rived for the magnetic field at the tag coil when it is laterally and angularly misaligned from the 
reader and a new power transfer function presented. For the first time a near-field power trans-
fer formula is suggested incorporating coil characteristics and misalignment factors. This novel 
power transfer function allows a comparison of different coil structures such as short solenoids, 
with an air or ferromagnetic core, as well as planar and printed circular and square spirals with 
respect to power delivered at the RX and its relative position to the TX. It is also possible to 
define the maximum degree of misalignment permissible in a given application. This analysis 
allows a formal design procedure to be established in order to identify the optimum coil ge-
ometry for RFID tags with respect to read range, angular and lateral coil misalignment, and 
operating frequency of the system. 
The specific objectives of this thesis are listed here: 
To investigate ways of maximising the power transfer efficiency across a loosely coupled 
link with a special focus on RFID and embedded sensor scenarios. It is the aim of this 
work to model the RF link between the TX/reader coil and the RX/tag coil and suggest a 
method to optimize read range and misalignment tolerance of the system. 
Study the magnetic near-field of short-solenoid, and planar coils currently employed in 
the afforementioned applications. 
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Identify the effect of coil geometry on the power transfer, compare different coil struc-
tures with respect to the power transfer efficiency and suggest an optimal structure de-
pending on the application. 
Quantify the effect of the most common coil misalignment configurations on the power 
transfer efficiency. Lateral displacement and angular tilt of the RX coil with respect to a 
stationary TX coil are studied. 
One of the difficulties in the design of loosely coupled inductive links has been the lack 
of simple, easy to use parameters that combine the performance of the electromagnetic 
and the circuital design. In this thesis a new analytical set of power transfer functions is 
derived which attempts to bridge this gap. 
Design a dedicated experimental system that will test the validity of the proposed model. 
An optimisation analysis follows for each of the coil geometries. To the author's knowl-
edge there has not been a previous attempt to compare the behaviour of circular and 
square planar coils with conventional solenoid coils. This work attempts to do this based 
on the analytic power transfer functions developed. 
To accomplish the above objectives a four-phase approach was employed: 
Phase 1: Develop an analytic solution 
Phase 2: Experimental verification 
Phase 3: Comparison of different coil structures and an optimal coil geometry is sug-
gested 
Phase 4: The benefits of the analytic approach are illustrated using an HF passive RFID 
design example 
The original contribution of this thesis is the introduction of a set of novel power transfer 
functions incorporating misalignment of the RF coils. The analytical expressions for the power 
transfer allow the designer to optimise the efficiency of the link and predict the effect of coil 
characteristics, geometry and misalignment on the coupling factor. The analytical approach 
given in this thesis provides the designer with an in-depth understanding of the problem which 
is difficult to achieve with numerical methods. Consequently, it is possible to identify the 
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different parameters and mechanisms affecting the efficiency of loosely coupled inductive links 
and easily perform optimisation studies. Finally, the optimum coil geometry with respect to 
the power transfered across the link and insensitivity to misalignment is suggested for a given 
application. 
1.7 Thesis Outline 
This chapter provides an overview of the topic of wireless inductive power transfer and dis-
cusses the motivation behind this work. A review of the basic applications of wireless power 
transfer is given. Emphasis is placed on loosely coupled inductive links for low power embed-
ded sensors from the RFID and biomedical domains. Finally the frequency ranges and radio 
licensing regulations are discussed. This section briefly outlines the contents of the chapters 
which follow: 
Chapter 2: Modelling Near-Field Inductive Coupling. The theory of near-field inductive 
coupling is discussed in this chapter. A detailed literature review and discussion of the im-
portant studies linked to the research introduced in this thesis is presented. The limitations of 
existing work are addressed and the scope of the current thesis clearly identified. In addition 
inductive power transfer is introduced from a circuital and electromagnetic perspective. 
Chapter 3: Misalignment Analysis. In this chapter the effects of coil orientation, position and 
geometry on the power transfer efficiency are studied. First, the most popular coil geometries 
currently employed in RFID and embedded sensor applications are introduced. Expressions for 
the magnetic field strength at the RX coil when it is laterally or angularly misaligned from the 
TX or RF source are developed based on the Biot-Savart principle. Then the magnetic field ex-
pressions are incorporated into a circuital model of a loosely coupled transformer, which yields 
a set of novel-power transfer functions describing the power transfer efficiency between several 
coil geometries such as circular and square printed spiral and conventional short-solenoid coils. 
In conjunction with air-cored coils, the influence on the power coupling of a ferromagnetic core 
integrated in the RX coil is also considered. In the case of the embedded sensor application, 
due to the presence of some conductive tissue between the TX and the implanted RX coil, 
some of the power transfered across the link will be dissipated as heat due to eddy current in 
the conductive medium. This chapter concludes by presenting a theoretical treatment in order 
to quantify the ohmic losses resulting from the presence of biological tissue in the vicinity of 
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the RX coil. 
Chapter 4: Experimental Verification. This chapter describes the experimental verification 
of the analytical model developed in Chapter 4. This chapter is organised in three sections. The 
first part introduces the experimental methodology followed in order to characterize the mag-
netic near-field of the TX coils and measure the power transferred across the inductive link. The 
second part discusses the calibration of the equipment in addition to the design of the prototype 
coils used. The design and implementation of a novel misalignment apparatus is introduced. 
The misalignment jig is very critical since it makes possible field and power transfer efficiency 
coupling measurements under several coil angular orientations and lateral displacements. In the 
third part of this chapter the focus is directed to the discussion of the results from the magnetic 
field and power transfer measurements. Finally, an error analysis is performed and the sources 
of error are carefully identified and explained. Overall the experimental results strongly support 
the analytical model of the power transfer functions developed in the previous chapter. 
Chapter 5: Optimal Coil Geometry for Efficient Power Transfer. This chapter compares 
the efficiency of power transfer across the inductive link for short-solenoid, printed circular and 
square spirals of equal effective areas. The behaviour of the power transfer for different coil 
structures is investigated for the coaxial coil orientation, lateral and angular coil misalignments 
by employing the analytical functions for the power transfer developed in Chapter 4. Initially, 
the magnetic field distribution for the aforementioned coil geometries is discussed. Subse-
quently, the coupling efficiency for each coil geometry under misalignment is investigated, 
and trends between quantities in the power transfer functions are identified. In this manner a 
set of design rules is proposed and an optimisation algorithm is suggested in order to achieve 
maximum power transfer. The influence of misalignment and coil geometry is determined by 
adopting the analytic model developed in this thesis. Hence, the analysis presented in this chap-
ter yields an optimum coil geometry which achieves maximum power transfer under different 
coil orientations. 
Chapter 6: RFID Design Example. This chapter demonstrates a practical RFID design ex-
ample based on the theoretical model developed in this thesis. The power transfer functions 
derived in Chapter 4 are employed to determine the operating range and sensitivity to misalign-
ment of a HF passive RFID label IC device. Two sets of square and circular planar spiral coils 
are compared with respect to the power delivered to the device and displacement tolerance of 




Chapter 7: Conclusions. The thesis concludes with an overview of the theoretical and ex-
perimental work that constitutes this work. The final chapter gives a summary of the main 
contributions to knowledge of this thesis, reviews the conclusions made in the previous chap-
ters and suggests possibilities for future work. 
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Chapter 2 
Modelling Near-Field Inductive 
Coupling 
2.1 Introduction 
In building implantable or autonomous micro-systems, the development of a contact-less or 
wireless powering scheme that is capable of running the system is one of the challenges en-
countered by designers. Currently, the preferred method for wireless power and data transfer 
to implanted electronic devices is magnetic or inductive coupling. A number of parameters 
need to be considered in the design of such systems. Among these are the size and shape of 
the coils, location of the implanted device, communication bandwidth, complexity of trans-
mitter (TX) and receiver (RX) circuitry, power consumption, radio frequency regulations and 
misalignment tolerance of the system. The priority of these factors depends on the specific re-
quirements of each individual application. Consequently, although there are approaches to this 
problem each methodology targets specific parameters. In spite of the fact that an extensive 
volume of knowledge is available on this topic, the majority of the studies available attempt to 
maximise coupling efficiency through the design of the resonant TX and RX circuits. The fol-
lowing sections are a review of studies relevant to this thesis. In this chapter emphasis is given 
to the modelling of near-field inductive coupling. The reader is introduced to the fundamental 
principles of this technique and the contribution of this thesis is discussed in detail. The main 
purpose of this chapter is to establish the fundamental steps taken in the novel approach for 
modelling wireless power transfer suggested in this thesis. Finally, this chapter concludes by 
discussing the limitations of the proposed procedure and sets the pace for the more in-depth 
technical discussion that follows. 
2.2 Inductive Coupling and Transformer Action 
Recent advances in microelectronics and System - on - Chip architectures (SoC) directed the 
interest of the research community into the implementation of biomedical systems for in - vivo 
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diagnostic devices. Currently, there is a proliferation of embedded sensors for a wide range of 
applications. These vary from biomedical uses such as biometric data measuring, drug delivery 
and neurostimulation to RFID techniques for security, animal tagging and the recent, but in-
creasing, use of implantable RFID chips in humans. Reliability, autonomy, power consumption 
and size have been of prime importance in the design of such systems since the very beginning. 
Currently magnetic or inductive coupling is probably the most widely acknowledged solution 
for a contact-less powering scheme that meets the requirements of low power devices. 
ITX 	 IRX 







LTX 	 LRX  
jwMJJx I 
Figure 2.1: Equivalent circuit of near-field transmission model using the principle of the trans-
former action, [46]. 
An inductive link consists of two weakly coupled resonant circuits with the TX and RX coils 
forming the primary and secondary windings of a loosely coupled air-cored transformer, il-
lustrated in Fig. 2.1. The inductive term suggests that power transmission takes place in the 
near-field and transformer action theory is adequate to describe the coupling of energy from the 
TX to the RX load. 
A time-varying current, I = 10 sin(w0t), circulating in the transmitter coil generates a mag-
netic field flux which when detected by the receiver a time-varing voltage appears across the 
inductance of the receiving coil. The magnitude of the e.m.f. induced in the receiver circuit is 
expressed by Faraday's law as follows: 
V = Mdi = w0MI0 sin(w0t + 7r/2) 	 (2.1) 
dt 
A physical representation of an inductive link is shown in Fig. 2.2 where the air-cored primary 
coil is wired to the transmitter and the pick up coil is incorporated in the receiver unit (RFID 
tag or Biomedical Sensor). An AC power source excites the primary coil creating the magnetic 
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Figure 2.2: Physical representation of inductive coupled coils. 
field that surrounds the antenna coil. The secondary coil intersects the magnetic field lines 
created by the transmitter coil and a current is induced in it. This process is prone to power 
losses with three main categories involved, these being, radiation, ohmic and absorption losses. 
It should be noted that these losses are critical to the efficiency of the link and they will be 
discussed in detail later in sections (2.8), (2.9.2) and (2.10) of this chapter. 
The associated TX and RX coil resistance introduces some ohmic losses, denoted as RLOSSTX 
and RLOSSRX  respectively. The ohmic losses comprise the most important loss component and 
are dissipated as heat in the coil. The radiation losses are represented by an additional series 
resistance, RRADTX  and RRADRX,  as shown in Fig. 2.1. It should be noted that the radiation 
resistance for the applications considered in this work are negligible and can be omitted. In 
biomedical applications there are some additional losses present due to energy absorption in 
the tissue. This is mainly caused by the current circulating in the tissue due to the magnetic 
field. The generated current increases the temperature in the tissue which can be potentially 
dangerous. Higher frequencies have a smaller skin depth and therefore more radiation is ab-
sorbed. Therefore, in order to be able to eliminate this type of loss it is important to work with 
lower frequencies. The presence of a ferrite cored receiver antenna permits the use of lower 
frequencies without compromising for range and power transfer efficiency. 
Using the equivalent circuit of a transformer as shown in Fig. 2.1 a near-field power transmis-
sion model can be developed. The general procedure adopted follows the approach introduced 
by Yates [47] and Earnshaw [48]. By employing nodal analysis the current and voltage gains 
can be easily evaluated. Consequently, the power transfered from the transmitter antenna to the 
receiver can be determined. For simplicity in the following mathematics, the ohmic resistance 
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and radiation losses can be combined in as follows: 
RTX = RLOSSTX + RRADTX 
RRX = RLOSSRX + RRADRX 
For the purpose of simplicity any absorption losses will not be included in the circuital mod-
elling at this stage. It follows that the nodal equations can be determined from the equivalent 
circuit in Fig. 2.1 using Kirchhoff's laws: 
VTX = (Z8 + RTX)ITX + jWLTXITX - jWMIX 	 (2.2) 
VRX = ZLIRX = jwM 'TX - jwLx 'RX - RRXIRX 	(2.3) 
Thus the current gain can be expressed as: 
	
IRX 	jwM (2.4) 
'TX - jwLRX + RRX + ZL 
The relationship between VTX and VRX can be obtained by algebraic manipulation of the 
previous expressions. Solving for 'TX  in (2.3) and substituting in (2.4), it yields: 
jwM - W2M2ITX 
'TX = 	 (2.5) 
(3WLRX + RRX + ZL) (Zs + RTX + jWLTX) 
Referring back to equation (2.3) it follows that by multiplying (2.5) by ZL and rearranging the 
voltage transfer function can be determined: 
VRX - 	 JWMZL 
VTx -(jWLRX + RRX + ZL) (Z + RTX + jWLTX) + w2M2 	
(2.6) 
2.3 	Resonant Topologies 
In order to increase the efficiency of power transmission by inductive coupling, resonant cou-
pled coils are usually utilized in RFID and embedded devices [38,39,49-51]. The incentive 
behind a resonant implementation lies in the following parameters: 
. In a tuned TX circuit configuration the current circulating in the antenna coil is max-
imised. As demonstrated by Galbraith in [39], there are two methods for driving the 
TX. For a current driven TX a capacitor needs to be connected in parallel in order for 
the impedance of the circuit to be maximised and the voltage across the inductor coil to 
resonate. For the voltage driven transmitter the situation is reversed and series resonance 
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is required to achieve minimum impedance. Both of these techniques optimise the cur-
rent flow which in return maximises the magnetic field generated by the TX antenna coil 
[39]. 
The second reason for adopting a tuned configuration is justified for impedance matching 
purposes. Resonance is considered as a means of matching the RX antenna coil to the 
load introduced by the electronics in the embedded device. The decision to use series or 
parallel resonance depends on the load resistance as indicated by Vandevoorde in [50]. 
For low power inductive links studied in this work, the choice between a series or par-
allel connection is determined by practical considerations regarding the secondary coil 
inductance and the impedance of the resonant capacitor. It can be argued that the series 
scenario requires values for the RX coil which are impossible to attain practically. This 
is especially true for an implanted scheme due to the size restrictions imposed on the 
embedded coil. It is evident from Fig. 2.3 that both the series and parallel topologies 
achieve an optimal efficiency but for very different resonant capacitor values. The high 
values for the RX inductor coil can be explained by the high voltage drop across the se-
ries capacitor. Therefore, for low power links a series secondary L-C tank behaving as a 
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Figure 2.3: Efficiency versus c = WCRXRL, [50]. 
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The value of the tuning capacitor in the series configuration can be computed by the following 
formula: 
(2.7) 
However, if parallel resonance is used, expression (2.7) is only valid for an unloaded Q greater 
than 5. In inductive coupled links there are four possible combinations of series or parallel 
tuned resonant coils in the transmitter and receiver circuits, as follows: 
. Series Resonant TX: Parallel Resonant RX 
. Series Resonant TX: Series Resonant RX 
. Parallel Resonant TX: Parallel Resonant RX 
. Parallel Resonant TX: Series Resonant RX 
The equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.1 can equally well represent any one of the four tuned resonant 
coil topologies. The mutual inductance of the coils can be expressed as: 
M=11.1/LTX LRX 	 (2.8) 









where i, (0 < tc < 1), is the coefficient of coupling, [48]. The quality factor Q is defined as the 
ratio of capacitive or inductive reactance to the resistance. Any distributed mutual capacitance 
denoted as Cm, in Fig. 2.4, is associated with the transmitter and receiver coils coupling. 
However, for the link analysis described any mutual capacitance will be omitted as it is small 
enough to be neglected. 
The equations expressing voltage and current transfer functions for all four topologies as de-
picted in Fig. 2.5(a), Fig. 2.5(b), Fig. 2.6(a) and Fig. 2.6(b), can be derived using the same 
method as the one described previously. However, analysing these topologies using the stan-
dard nodal equations is tedious and does not facilitate intuitive insight into the problem studied 
in this thesis. Although it could be useful to know the voltage and current transfer ratios, the 
main aim of this work is to suggest a power transfer function which allows a direct comparison 








(b) Parallel (TX) - Series (RX) 
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Figure 2.4: Equivalent Circuit of an Imperfect Inductive Link, [48]. 
(a) Series (TX) - Series (RX) (b) Series (TX) - Parallel (RX) 
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(a) Parallel (TX) - Parallel (RX) 
Figure 2.6: Equivalent circuit for Parallel resonant TX topology and series or parallel resonant 
RX configuration. 
2.4 Power Transfer Across a Poorly Coupled Link 
The explosion in the development and popularity or RFID technologies and embedded devices 
has directed the interest of designers for wireless systems to issues such as power consumption 
and harvesting. Until recently, these parameters have been almost last on the list of specifi-
cations with implementations focusing more on reliability and data rate. The importance of 
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consistent power supply becomes even more pronounced in implanted devices where coupling 
variations are common and the coils are weakly coupled. Although, it is useful to know the 
voltage and current transfer functions of the coupled coils, the main objective of this thesis is 
to introduce a simple power transfer function permitting a direct comparison of different an-
tenna designs for a number of possible antenna orientations. For the applications studied, such 
a function could be an invaluable aid to the designer as it could provide immediate insight into 
the problem. In the development of a power transfer function it is critical to define the physical 
ITX 	 IRX 
RRAD_TX I I 	I I RRAD_RX 
	
Zs 	





LTX 	 LRX  
Figure 2.7: Near-field power transfer model assuming poor coupling. 
meaning of real power transfer. Real power transfer can be identified as the ratio which deter-
mines the amount of power dissipated in the TX in order to transfer a specific amount of power 
across the link to an implanted load, as given below: 
!i— 	VLIL COS cbL 
PTX - VTXITX COS OTX 
The real power dissipated in the load is expressed by PRX  and PTX  represents the power 
provided by the source driving the TX coil. VTX, 'TX VL and 'L  define the voltage and 
current amplitude at the resonant TX and RX tuned circuits respectively. The phase differences 
between the voltage and current signals in the primary and secondary tuned circuits are given 
by 'ITX and L.  It should be noted, that the phase difference does not affect the power transfer 
function and therefore only the modulus of (2.11) and not the associated argument of the load 
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An equivalent circuit model for a poorly coupled system is depicted in Fig. 2.7, [47]. Using 
this equivalent circuit a formula expressing the power transfer from transmitter to receiver can 
be derived, following the method suggested by Yates et al. [47]. On the transmitter side the 
impedance Z is assumed to resonate with the transmitter coil inductance, LTX, enabling the 
maximum current flow. It follows that: 






The TX coil is exited by a sinusoidal current 'TX = Ioe3t. The real input power under these 
conditions is given by: 
PTX = 'TXrtns . RTX 	 (2.14) 
On the receiver side the load impedance denoted ZL in Fig. 2.7, should be conjugately matched 
to the impedance of the RX coil to achieve maximum power transfer. 
ZLOAD = RRX - jWLRX 	 (2.15) 
In this case the available real power from the TX that is delivered to the load is given as follows: 
T72  
T) 	 ___________ RX 
Real (ZLOAD) 
However, to optimise the power transfer in the radio frequency region it is necessary to use 
Jacobi's theorem'. Consequently, the RX circuit is transformed to a potential divider where: 
I Z 
\\ 
VL = 	 . VIND 	 (2.17) 
\ Z, + RRX I 
Following from (2.16) and (2.17) the received power is expressed in terms of the induced volt-
age across the RX coil: 
PRX = 2 
/ 
VIND/ 4RRx 	 (2.18) 
The resulting magnetic field vector at the receiver coil can be obtained by integrating Biot-
Savart law around the TX loop [52, 53]. Thus, for a short solenoid coil with N turns the 
magnetic field at the center of the RX coil becomes: 
H
I•NTX fdlxr 
- 47r 	r3 	
(2.19) 
By Faraday's law, the induced voltage at the receiver antenna is expressed by the rate of change 
of flux linkage as follows [54]: 
VIND = p., NRX ARX jw H 	 (2.20) 
'For a fixed source impedance, maximum power is always transferred into a conjugate matched load 
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where NRX is the number of turns of the receiver coil, ARX is the loop area (ARX = 7r. b), b 
is the radius of the RX loop and [t,, is the permeability of free space. 
z 
Figure 2.8: Representation of two inductive coupled coils with figure not drawn to scale. In 
practice the RX coil is significantly smaller that the TX in order for the field to be uniform 
across the effective area of the RX. 
Equation (2.20) is valid only for poorly coupled systems. In order for this condition to be true 
the distance of separation (d) between the TX and RX needs to be much larger than the dimen-
sions of the RX antenna. This is indeed true for biomedical and short range RFID applications 
where the dimensions of the link are between I to 5 cm and the RX coil is usually millimeter 
and sub-millimeter sized [55]. This condition ensures a uniform magnetic field around the RX 
such that Faraday's law is applicable. 
Combining (2.19) and (2.20), the induced voltage at the RX can be expressed in terms of the 
transmitter current: 
NTX . NRX . ARX 	'TXrms VIND = 
	
	 HINT 	 (2.21) 
47r 
Substituting for VIND  and TTXrms  in (2.18) and rearranging yields: 
PRX - 	. N . N . A . 	
. H 	 (2.22) 
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The function derived by Yates et al. is based on an analysis of two identical solenoid coils as-
sumed aligned on a common central axis as depicted in Fig. 2.8. Clearly this scenario represents 
the ideal case and is not realistic for the applications envisaged in this work. Consequently, it 
is the objective of this thesis to suggest an extended model for several coil geometries and mis-
alignments. Following, the power transfer expressions introduced in this section, a set of design 
rules can be formed and the efficiency of the link calculated for several different coil structures 
and misalignments. 
2.5 Radiation Integrals and Auxiliary Potential Functions 
Wire loop antennas, are some of the oldest, simplest and most versatile for a variety of applica-
tions. It should not come as a surprise to the reader that the review of antenna theory presented 
in this chapter begins by considering these basic structures. The theory presented here will form 
the mathematical basis for the analysis of the practical antennas used in wireless power transfer 
such as the coils structures investigated in this thesis. The coil geometries studied in chapter 
3 are the circular, square spiral coils and circular short solenoids usually adopted in RFID and 
embedded inductive link implementations. As discussed in detail in section 3.4, the loop and 
dipole antennae are considered the fundamental building blocks in the magnetic field modeling 
of the more complex structures studied in chapter 3. 
In this section the usual procedures used in the analysis of radiation problems are introduced 
and the method used in this work is justified. A block diagram in Fig. 2.9, depicts the steps used 
in the computation of radiated fields from electric and magnetic sources. It is common practice 
to specify the sources and then calculate the fields radiated by the sources. The introduction 
of auxiliary functions, known as vector potentials, is a valuable aid in the solution of these 
problems. The solution is often simplified significantly by the introduction of such functions as 
the magnetic vector potential A and the electric vector potential F. While the vector potentials 
may facilitate the solution some additional functions may still be required. Alternatively, it is 
possible to derive the electric and magnetic field intensities E and H directly from the source-
current densities J and M or compute the auxiliary potential functions first and then determine 
the required field intensities, [56]. According to Balanis in [56], in the computation of field 
intensities two procedures can be identified, as illustrated in Fig. 2.9. A one-step procedure 
relates the E and H fields to the J and M, by integral relations. The two-step procedure, through 
path 2, associates A and F potentials to J and M by integral relations. The electric and magnetic 
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Integration 
Sources iated Fields 
J,M 	 E,H 
Integration 	 Differentiation 
Path 2 ___ 	 Path 2 
Vector Potentials 
A, F 
Figure 2.9: Block diagram for computing radiated fields from electric and magnetic sources. 
field intensities can be simply determined by differentiating A and F. The one-step process will 
be adopted in this work as it is less laborious since the integrands appear to be simpler for 
certain geometries, such as the ones investigated in this work. The integration in the process 
adopted requires its limits to be determined by the bounds of the sources and the result to be 
a function of the observation point coordinates. Depending on the situation considered one of 
the two methods can be employed. The magnetic vector potential approach is more suitable 
when the radiation pattern of an antenna is required which suggests that it is more suitable for 
far-field problems. 
For many years, the radiation characteristics of loop antennas has an area of interest to re-
searchers. Evidence of this is a substantial body of literature devoted to the subject. An ex-
cellent review of research relating to loop antennas is available, among these being King et 
al. [57], Balanis [56], [58], Kraus [59] and Smith [60]. Literature is readily available for 
thin circular-loop antennas assuming uniform and nonuniform current distribution and located 
either in free-space, [61], [62] [63-65] or immersed in layered media [66], [67-69]. As 
stated and reviewed in [61], [62] and [63], many papers dealt with the radiated fields in 
the far-field zone generated by circular loops, by applying certain restrictions such as uniform 
current, sinusoidal current as discussed by Li et al. [64]. Contrary to this, for the near-field 
zone, only a small amount of work has been reported primarily due to the difficulty in evalu-
ating the integrals of the magnetic vector potential analytically. Werner [61,62] employed the 
Lommel expansion of Euler's identity in order to evaluate the Hertzian potential integral. This 
approach involves expressing the electromagnetic components in terms of spherical Bessel and 
harmonics functions. Some general results are obtained in closed form, with the aid of Fourier 
Series. In the meantime, Overfelt [63] assumed a constant current distribution in the thin loop 
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antenna and derived the series form of the Hertzian potential and the radiated near-zone field 
by means of elliptic integrals. A year later, Li [64] revisited the problem presenting a solution 
for the electromagnetic fields (EM) for both near and far zones generated by thin circular loop 
antennas using series in closed form expressions. The results obtained by Werner, Overfelt, 
Greene and Li although correct, do not appear to be straightforward. Despite the fact that the 
solutions are analytical and in closed form the use of complex mathematical techniques in the 
results render them far too complex to be used in practical applications. In addition, the series 
form solutions presented for the near-field zone converge very slowly and in order to be valid 
there is a restriction on the observation point. Special cases such as fields due to sinusoidal and 
uniform current distribution in the circular loop antenna, which are of interest in the applica-
tions studied in this work, are presented by Li et al. in [64]. However, for the special case of 
an electrically small loop antenna which is of interest in this project, the assumption by Li et 
al., in [64], that uses the first term in the summation in (18) compromises the accuracy of the 
field calculations for the near-field zone. 
On a different note, studies on the field characteristics of polygonal loop antennas are very lim-
ited in the literature. In the case of rectangular loop antennas the lack of a circular symmetry 
seems to complicate a theoretical analysis of the field characteristics. In an early attempt on 
the problem, King modeled the rectangular loop as a dipole in [66]. Unfortunately, the results 
presented in this work are extremely complicated. Although this paper provides some infor-
mation about the circuital properties of the loop the radiation patterns are not given. Another 
study of rectangular antennas from the same era by Kennedy, [70], presents only experimen-
tal techniques and measurements for evaluating the impedance of the antenna. In addition, 
Balanis and Kraus studied the far-field pattern of a square loop by treating the antenna as a 
collection of four mutually perpendicular dipoles and superimposing the contributions of each 
dipole, [56,71]. In this approach both Balanis and Kraus conclude that the far-field pattern 
of an electrically square loop of constant current is identical to the far-field characteristics of a 
small circular loop. On the contrary in the near-field this equivalence does not hold true since 
the transmitting antenna cannot be modeled based on a source point approximation. However, 
neither of the aforementioned papers provide any details about the behaviour of the structure 
in the near-field. It is obvious that in the near-field, the geometry of the loop will influence the 
field, if the loop is electrically small, but finite in comparison to the observation point. To the 
author's knowledge there are only two papers available in the literature by Levin, [72], and 
Lou, [73], that present exact analytic expressions for the field of a square loop. However, these 
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solutions are mathematically complex. This is attributed to the fact that in the near-field it is 






Figure 2.10: Circular and square loop antennas, [56]. 
The previous discussion aims to show that in the magnetostatic case the magnetic field in a 
circular loop can be easily derived from Biot-Savart law using the one-step process. For the 
applications envisaged here the loop considered is electrically small and thus the magnetostatic 
approximation holds well. As a first approach, for the applications envisaged in this work, an 
electrically small loop antenna is considered. As shown in Fig. 2.10 the loop is thought to be 
located in an unbounded, homogeneous, isotropic medium consisting of a number of small line 
elements dl' carrying a current I' and located at the origin of an orthogonal coordinate system 
(x)  y, z). In order to obtain the magnetic field of the current elements along the current path of 
a constant current I = I0ejwt we  integrate Ampere's Law over the path: 
i 




2.6 Region Separation 
The space surrounding an antenna is usually subdivided into three regions: the reactive near-
field region, the radiating near-field referred to as Fresnel region and the far-field or Fraunhofer 
region. These regions are designed to identify the changes in the field structure as the observa-
tion point is crossing between boundaries. For an electrically small antenna there are only two 
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separate regions, the reactive near-field and the radiating field. Energy is stored in the former, 
whilst energy propagates as electromagnetic waves in the latter. The boundary between the two 
regions is generally accepted to be at a distance, r, from the antenna: 
A 	
(2.25) 
A being the wavelength, [46]. 
In the case of an electrically large antenna a further distinction becomes significant where the 
radiating field is split into the radiating near field and the radiating far-field regions. There are 
distinct differences between regions posing a great difficulty in a universal field representation 
for any point in space. However, approximations can be made to simplify the formulation of 
the field and yield a closed form solution. At this stage it is very important to introduce the 
field regions properly and disscuss their influence on the field solution. Over the years various 
criteria have been established and are commonly used to identify the different field regions. 
The following definition and quotations are presented by the IEEE, in [74]. 
The reactive near-field is defined as "that region of the field immediately surrounding the an-
tenna wherein the reactive field predominates". For most antennas, the outer boundary of this 
region is commonly taken to exist at a distance R < 0.62/b7 from the antenna, where A is 
the wavelength and D is the largest dimension of the antenna. 
The radiating near-field or Fresnel region is defined as "that region of the field of an antenna 
between the reactive near-field region and the far-field region wherein radiation predominates 
and the angular field distribution is dependent upon the distance from the antenna". The radial 
distance R over which this region is defined is 0.62/D3/A < R < 2D2 /A. In this region the 
field pattern is, in general, a function of the radial distance and the radial field component may 
be appreciable. 
The far-field (Fraunhofer) region is defined as "that region of the field of an antenna where 
the angular field distribution is essentially independent of the distance from the antenna". In 
this region, the real part of the power density is dominant. The radial distance R over which 
this region exists is R > 2D2 /A. The outer boundary is situated ideally at infinity. In this 
region, the field components are essentially transverse to the radial distance, and the angular 
distribution is independent of the radial distance. 
In order to illustrate the difference between the three field regions, as described above, the 
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magnetic field of a small loop antenna is discussed. At a radial distance r from a small circular 
loop carrying a sinusoidal uniform current I = IoejWt two components of magnetic field exist, 
these being H9 and 11r [59]. Due to the circular symmetry of the antenna there is no variation 
with respect to q.  Hence, H0 and H are expressed as follows: 
mo sin  Oej(wt_13T) [_ 
	
1] 	 (2.26) H9 
= 	47r 	 r r2+j 
Hr 	
= 
m0 cos j(wt-Or) I3 1 	 (2.27) 
2ir T2_ 73 
where m0 is the magnetic moment, equal to I07ro 2 and 3 is defined as the phase constant of 
free-space and is equal to 27r/\ 0. 
Conventionally, the terms in the magnetic field intensity expressions H0 and Hr are described 
as follows: 
1/r, radiation component in the far-field 
1/r2, induction component in the radiating near-field 
1/r3, magnetostatic component in the reactive near-field 
Solving Maxwell's equations for the fields of a localized oscillating source like an antenna, 
surrounded by a homogeneous and isotropic material, the field decays proportionally to the 
terms listed above. For instance, the fields of a source in a homogeneous isotropic medium can 
be written as a multipole expansion. The terms in this expansion are spherical harmonics, which 
provide the angular dependence, multiplied by spherical Bessel functions, which support the 
radial dependence. For large r, the spherical Bessel functions decay as 1/r in the radiating far-
field. For a distance closer to the source, the reactive near-field dominates and other powers of 
r become significant. In this case the field strength is proportional to the term 1/r2. This term 
is sometimes referred to as the induction term of the radiating near-field. It can be thought of as 
the energy stored in the field and returned to the antenna in every half-cycle. For even smaller r, 
terms proportional to 1/r3 become significant; this is sometimes called the magnetostatic field 
term at regions very close to a loop antenna where the magnetic field dominates. The difference 
between the field regions can be effectively illustrated using the diagram of Fig. 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11: Diagram depicting the analogy between the situation within the near-field with 
that of a resonator Inside the radian sphere high-energy is pulsating whereas some leakage is 
radiated outside the boundary of the near-field. 
2.7 	The Infinitesimal Dipole 
Let us consider an infinitesimal linear dipole where the length of the conductor is very short 
compared to the wavelength (1 << A). The dipole is positioned symmetrically at the origin 
of a rectangular coordinate system and oriented along the z-axis, as shown in Fig. 2.12. It is 
of special interest to introduce the infinitesimal dipole and examine the radiation properties of 
short conductors which can then be applied in the study of more realistic antennas such as rect-
angular loop structures. Although, infinitesimal dipoles are not very practical structures they 
can be utilized as building blocks for more complex geometries. In particular, circular or square 
loop antennas can be considered as consisting of a large number of very short conductors. An 
infinitesimal dipole is very short (1 < A/50) and of very small (a << A) circumference, so the 
current is assumed to be constant and uniform and is given by: 
1(z') = aI0 	 (2.28) 
where 1 is constant. 
It is important to discuss the field characteristics of an infinitesimal dipole as the square loops 
studied in this work are considered to be comprised of a series of infinitesimal dipoles. A two 
step procedure of Fig. 2.9 is implemented. The magnetic vector potential A is determined first: 
jkR 
A(x,y,z) = ± f I(x' / / 
	
dl' 	 (2.29) 
__ 
47rJc 
,y,z) R  
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Figure 2.12: Dipole and Geometry [56]. 
where (x, y, z) represent the coordinate system and (x', y', z') represent the coordinates of the 
source, C is the path of integration along the length of the source. The geometry of the problem 
can be visualized referring to Fig. 2.12. Since an infinitesimal structure is considered: 
. X =Y 
= Z I = 0 
R= (x —x')2+(y—y')2+(x—x')2 = x2 +y2 +z2 =r =constant 
dl' = dz' 
Thus, the magnetic vector potential A becomes: 
+1/2  
A(x,y,z) = a--ej'f-1/2  dz' = ae jkr 	 (2.30) 
4irr 	47rr 
By transforming from rectangular to spherical coordinates and making use of the symmetry of 
the problem, meaning no variation across the direction of angle 0, the field components can be 
derived using Maxwell's equations as follows: 
k10 	
1 + 
1 sin 0 
I 	
1 	-jkr 	 (2.31) H0 = a 
47rr jkr 
e 
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The exact derivation of equation (2.30) is illustrated in detail in Balanis [56] and Kraus [59,71]. 
The terms which determine the variation of the field components in the near and far fields are 






Figure 2.13: Variation of the magnitudes of the components of E0 and HO of a short electric 
dipole as a function of distance (r/.\). The magnitudes of all components equal ir at the radian 
distance 1/(27r). At larger distance (far-field) energy is mostly radiated, at smaller distances 
(near-field) mostly stored, [59]. 
2.8 	The Importance of the Loop Antenna 
The loop antenna is a fundamental and simple antenna and it has received tremendous atten-
tion for short-range wireless power transfer and communications. Loop antennas have been 
used continually since the early days of radio and they have become particularly widespread 
for applications in the HF band (3-30MHz), due to their small size. Loop antennas are very 
adaptable structures and except from the widely known circular geometry, they can take many 
different forms such as rectangle, square, triangle, ellipse. The loop antenna has been identified 
as being particularly suited to applications where wireless power delivery is required such as 
the powering of biomedical implants [35], [75], [39] and passive RFID tags [46]. The ability 
to receive energy wirelessly is essential to these devices since true autonomy is a key factor. 
Inductive power and telemetry are implemented in a variety of applications where the size of 
the RFID tag or implant is limited and batteries are not allowed. Currently inductive energy 
scavenging techniques for ubiquitous computing systems, RFID devices and sensor networks 
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are receiving extensive attention, [24, 76, 771. In this section the characteristics of the loop 
antenna are discussed in order to justify its suitability for the aforementioned applications. 
The use of a loop antenna in near-field systems yields several advantages, among these being: 
The relatively non-directional nature of loop antennas can improve the operating range 
of the device in the near field. 
. In the HF band the antenna may be reasonably described as electrically small allowing 
the assumption of uniform current distribution which significantly simplifies the analysis. 
. The effect of any conductive media, such as biological tissue, is decreased using an im-
plantable loop antenna due to the fact that the dominant magnetic near-field suffers less 
attenuation compared to an electric field. 
A small loop is primarily inductive. In most magnetically coupled systems, resonance is 
employing using the inductance of the loop antenna in the oscillator resonant tank. In this 
manner, the loop can operate as a transmitting and receiving antenna, at the specified res-
onant frequency. This can be demonstrated in simple low power short range transmitters 
such as those presented in [78], [47]. 
The loop antenna is a very versatile structure classified into two categories: (a) electrically 
small and (b) electrically large. A loop antenna is considered to be electrically small if the 
radius is very small compared to the wavelength (a << A) or the overall length (1) is less than 
one-tenth of a wavelength (1 < A/b). On the contrary, electrically large loops are those whose 
circumference (C) is comparable to the wavelength of the operating frequency (C A). Most 
of the formulae presented in this chapter are valid for electrically small coils. As discussed 
earlier a coil is generally considered to be small if the total conductor length is less than a 
tenth of the wavelength [56]. Consequently, the range of frequencies over which the analysis 
presented in this thesis is restricted. Table 2.1 illustrates the maximum frequency in Hz for 
typical coil dimensions used in biomedical and RED applications, in order for the coils to be 
considered electrically small. 
2.8.1 Small loop of constant current 
A small loop antenna (circular or square) is equivalent to an infinitesimal magnetic dipole 
whose axis is perpendicular to the plane of the loop. As a result, the fields radiated by an 
R Ran 
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(a) Basic method of driving loop an-
tenna. 
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N/Radius 0.001m 0.005m O.Olm 0.05m 0.10m 
1 4.8G 955M 477M 96M 48M 
2 2.4G 477M 238M 48M 24M 
4 1.2G 238M 119M 24M 12M 
6 796M 160M 80M 16M 8M 
8 597M 119M 60M 12M 6M 
16 298M 60M 30M 6M 3M 
Table 2.1: Maximum Frequency (Hz) for Various Dimensions of Electrically Small Coils. 
electrically small circular or square loop antenna are of the same mathematical form as those ra-
diated by an infinitesimal dipole. A schematic antenna configuration is depicted in Fig. 2.14(a) 
representing the loop with its self-inductance and resistance and a tuning capacitor in series. 
In practice an unbalanced feeder is connected via a coupling loop, the magnetic flux of which 
links the main loop. This principle is represented in Fig. 2.14(b). 
'Inning Capacitor 
Figure 2.14: L1 main loop, L2 coupling loop, M mutual inductance, C resonating capaci-
tance, RL08  loss resistance, Rpd radiation resistance, C resonating capacitor 
2.8.1.1 The loop in transmitting mode 
A small magnetic loop antenna is primarily inductive and can be delineated by a lumped el-
ement equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 2.14(b). The circuital representation of its input 
impedance when it is employed as a transmitting antenna is shown in Fig. 2.15, which is simi-
lar with Fig. 2.14(b). Consequently, the input impedance Zi,, is represented as follows: 
Zin =Ri.+ jX = (RRad + RL03S) + j(XA + X) 	 (2.34) 
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where: 
RRad is the radiation resistance 
RL038 is the loss resistance of loop conductor 
XA is the inductive reactance of magnetic loop antenna, XA = WLA 




zin 	 zin 
Figure 2.15: Equivalent circuit of loop antenna in transmitting mode. 
In Fig. 2.15, the capacitor Cr is used to resonate the antenna. In addition, any distributed 
or interwinding parasitic capacitance present at the loop antenna can be incorporated in the 
capacitor Cr. The resonant magnetic loop can be employed as a transmitter to transfer energy 
by means of inductive coupling. In this manner, power can be transfered using transformer 
action from a primary transmitting coil to the secondary receiving coil, where both coils are 
tuned resonant magnetic loops at a common frequency. At resonance, the susceptance Br of 
the capacitor Cr is chosen in order to cancel the imaginary part of B. Hence, at resonance the 
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(2.35) 
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The equivalent admittance Yin  of the capacitor Cr is given as: 
Yin = Gin +jBin =
1  
- 	 (2.36) 
Zi. - jXin  
where 
Gin = 
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Hence, the equivalent input impedance, Z, of the resonant magnetic loop antenna is derived 
as follows: 
1 R2 +X2 	x2  
Zin = 	= 
Gin = 
in 	in = R1 + 	 (2.39) 
IIin 
The losses in the tuned transmitter coil are expressed by Rpd and RL038. In electrically small 
loop antennas the radiation losses are negligible, as shown in Fig. 2.16. The radiation resistance 
of loop antennas with uniform current and dimensions small compared to the wavelength can 
be easily evaluated using the following well known expression [79], [56]: 
Rpd = 20 2N2()4 l 
	
(2.40) 
The proof for the radiation resistance expression (2.40), for an electrically small loop antenna, 
is attached as an appendix at the end of this Thesis. For an N-turn loop the magnetic field passes 
through all the loops and the radiation resistance is increased by the term N 2 in (2.40), where 1 
is the circumference of the loop and A is the wavelength. 
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Figure 2.16: Radiation resistance for a constant current single loop and multi-loop antenna 
with respect to frequency, based on the approximation of (2.40). 
The radiation and ohmic losses are important parameters in the design of an antenna as they 
determine the radiation efficiency. In general for the electrically small loop antennas being in-
vestigated in this work the loss resistance is generally much larger than the radiation resistance. 
Therefore, the corresponding radiation efficiency is very low. As a result, small loop antennas 
are very poor radiators and they are seldom employed in conventional far-field transmission. 
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The radiation efficiency can be computed based on the two experimental techniques referred to 
as the Wheeler method and the Q method, [80]. It should be noted that due to the complexity 
of the current distribution between the windings of a multi-turn antenna great confidence has 
not yet been placed in an analytical solution to the radiation efficiency riddle. However, until 
greater understanding of the theoretical approach to this problem has been established, greater 
confidence should be placed in the experimental techniques mentioned previously. A detailed 
discussion of the Wheeler (2.41) and Q (2.42) methods is given in [80], [81] and [82]. The 
radiation efficiency as defined by the Wheeler method is given by the following expression: 
(2.41) 
-rad Th -Loss 
The radiation efficiency as defined by the Q method is given below: 
QRL 	 power radiated EQ = 	= (2.42) 
QR 	power radiated + power dissipated 
where QRL QR are the quality factors of a practical and ideal antennae respectively. 
Consequently, the loop antenna is a poor radiator since RL033 >> Rad. Therefore, when 
employing loop antennas magnetic coupling is a more efficient method to transfer energy in the 
near-field. 




Figure 2.17: Equivalent circuit of the loop antenna in receiving mode. 
A magnetic loop is often used as a receiving antenna or as a probe to measure magnetic flux 
density. The Thevenin equivalent circuit of a loop antenna in the receiving mode is depicted 
in Fig. 2.17. An electrically small loop enclosing an effective area A and placed in a uniform 
alternating magnetic field can be now considered. Assuming that the axis of the winding is 
parallel to the field strength vector H and the incident field is uniform over the plane of the 
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loop, the open circuit voltage for a multiturn loop antenna can be written as, [54], [56]: 
VIND = jwp0NHA 	 (2.43) 
Close investigation of the previous expression shows that (2.43) is an alternative representation 
of Faraday's law, where the emf across the terminals of the receiving antenna is equal to the 




B.dS 	 (2.44) at 	at  
where the flux 'I-m is found by evaluating the normal component of flux density B over the 
surface of the loop as shown in Fig. 2.18. 
Sense of ÔB 
positive C9  
Positive sense 
for right - hand 	
positive 
Sense of JE • dl 
convension 
Figure 2.18: Sense relations for Faraday's law. 
By revisiting the Thevenin equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.17 it is evident that when the load 
impedance ZL is connected to the output terminals of the loop, the voltage VL across the load 
impedance ZL is related to the output impedance Zill,  and the induced open-circuit voltage of 
(2.43) as follows: 
VL = VIND• 
ZL 	 (2.45) 
Z+ZL 
It should be noted that the open circuit voltage of (2.43) is also related to the vector effective 
length of the loop antenna expressed as: 
£(O, ) = 41(O, ) + 	lj,(O, q) 	 (2.46) 
However, since the quantity in (2.46), alternatively referred to as the effective height, is a far-
field quantity and can be omitted from the near-field induced voltage calculation in (2.43). In 
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a far-field investigation where the radiation field contributes to the open circuit voltage the 
following representation is more appropriate: 
VIND = jk0Acos('çb) sin(Oj) 	 (2.47) 
where the factor cos(i/') sin(Oj) is introduced as the magnetic flux density component which 
is normal to the plane and k0 = 27/.\ is the free space propagation constant. Since the study 
presented in this thesis is focused on the magnetostatic case in the near-field, Faraday's law can 
be utilized in the form expressed by (2.43), ignoring any far-field contributions. 
Generally, it is common to incorporate ferrite material at the center of a receiver antenna in order 
to improve signal reception. The advantages of ferrite loaded loop antennas of small volume at 
HF have been known since the 1940's. Advances in ferrite technologies, have made their use 
even more attractive. In applications where it is important to minimize the volume occupied 
by the device, as in remotely controlled biomedical implants, the use of ferrite antennas is 
desirable. The ferromagnetic material concentrates the magnetic flux lines toward the receiver 
antenna. Thus, the flux density at the center of the loop is increased by a factor /1r•  The voltage 
induced cross the terminals of a ferrite antenna can be expressed by [54], [83]: 
VINDjrrite  = jW1L0/Ir NHA 	 (2.48) 
where N is the number of turns, /r  is the magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic material. 
2.9 Modelling Coil Properties 
In the previous sections the radiation characteristics of loop antennas were discussed and the 
importance of the loop antenna was justified as a device for inductive power transfer in the near-
field. Combining the electromagnetic behavior of an electrically small loop antenna with the 
principle of resonance and the theory of inductively coupled circuits, it is possible to develop a 
method of expressing the real power transfer between TX and RX antennae. The focus of this 
section is on the antenna coil properties such as the self and mutual inductance of the coils, as 
well as discussing the internal impedance and its effect on the power transfer. 
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2.9.1 Mutual inductance of coupled coils 
Following from the circuital analysis of the resonant TX, RX topologies discussed in section 
3.2 the concept of mutual induction and its implications to the modelling of near-field power 
transfer will be discussed in detail. When a variable magnetic field links one part of a circuit 
to another part an induced voltage is generated according to Faraday's law. This coupling of 
energy is represented in the circuit by means of a mutual inductor M, as shown in Fig. 2.19. 
The value of M is defined as the magnetic flux 012  linking path 1 in Fig. 2.19, divided by the 
current 12,  as shown in [53]: 
M = M12 = 012 	 (2.49) 
12 
V0 
Figure 2.19: Designation of mutual coupling using the of mutual inductance principle. 
The voltage induced in the first path, depicted on the diagram of Fig. 2.19, is given as: 
V12 — 
-d012 	d12 = M 	 (2.50) 
dt dt 
In the same manner, the time varying current circulating in circuit 1, shown in Fig. 2.19, induces 
a voltage in circuit 2 given as: 
V21 ='=M!- 	 (2.51) 
dt 	dt 
At this point it should be noted that for isotropic materials there is a reciprocal relation showing 
that the same M generates a voltage in circuit 2. 
The mutual inductance M varies according to the resonant frequency and the inductance of the 
coils under consideration. However, M is greatly affected by geometrical parameters such as 
the TX, RX coil proximity, shape and orientation. The mutual inductance as defined previously 
arises from the induced voltage in one circuit due to current circulating in another circuit. 
Several approaches to its calculation can be now discussed, some of which will be used to 
justify the decision of adopting a loosely coupled system. 
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Flux linkages. The most straight forward approach follows from Faraday's law, finding 
the magnetic flux linking one circuit related to the current flowing in the other circuit, as 
in Eq. 2.49. Therefore, for two circuits denoted I and 2 the mutual inductance can be 
written as follows: 
f B2.dSl M12 = Si 	 (2.52) 
12 
where B2 is the magnetic flux due to current 12 and integration is over the surface of 
circuit 1. By reciprocity M21 = M12, which is true for isotropic materials and as a 
result the calculation can be done using the inducing current at each circuit. Two parallel 
coaxial conducting loops can be now considered as pictured in Fig. 2.20. Using Biot-
Savart law the magnetic field generated by the current circulating in one loop can be 
calculated at a point on the axis as given in [46], [71], [53]: 
P 12 a2  
B (0, d) 
= 2 (a2 + d2)3/2 	
(2.53) 
dli 
Circuit I 	\ 
dO 
Figure 2.20: Two parallel coaxial loops. 
For the applications envisaged in this work, such as in the biomedical and RFID domains, 
loop 2 which acts as the RX is usually small enough compared with the loop spacing d. 
Thus, the magnetic flux cutting through loop 2 is considered to be relatively constant 
and uniform over the second loop. In retrospect the relation for the mutual inductance 
becomes: 
M = (2.54) 
2(a2 +d2) 3/2  
Magnetic Vector Potential Approach. The application of Stoke's theorem to (2.52) 
yields an equivalent expression in terms of the magnetic vector potential: 
M = 
	X A2) . dS1 = A2 d11 	
(2.55) 
12 	 '2 
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In cases where the magnetic field is difficult to calculate directly, compared to the vector 
potential, this form becomes useful. In particular, this is true for problems where the 









Figure 2.21: (a) Two rectangular coupling loops, (b) Parallel current elements displaced from 
one another 
Neuman's Form. Another standard technique used in the calculation of mutual induc-
tance of two filamentary conductors is given by Neumann's formula given below. This 
approach originates from calculating the magnetic vector potential A arising from circuit 
2, assuming the current to be in line filaments and neglecting retardation. 




Substitution in (2.56), yields Neumann's formula: 
M
1 J J  = 	P 12 d11  . d12  = p J J d11  . d12 (2.57) 
12 4irR 	47r 	R 
where R is the distance between current element d12 and the point at which the magnetic 
field should be computed. 
This standard form is named after Neumann which is used in the derivation of the mutual 
inductance calculation for a system of parallel coaxial loops as illustrated in Fig. 2.20. 
Having presented the most popular methods for the derivation of the mutual inductance, avail-
able it is now possible to concentrate on estimating the coupling between the TX and RX coils 
in the applications we are envisaging using the flux linkage method for the derivation of the 
mutual inductance for a number of practical antenna coils. An estimate of the mutual coupling 
will justify the loosely coupled idea adopted in order to simplify the problem of modelling 
near-field inductive coupling. 
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Referring back to (2.54) the mutual inductance of two coaxial coils of radius a and b with NTX 
and NRX number of turns at a distance d is given by: 
M 	
u - 'TNTX NRX a2 b2 	 258 
- 	 2(a2 + d2) 3/2 
Figure 2.22 depicts the mutual inductance for a number of TX and RX coil dimensions, rep-
resentative in biomedical and RFID scenarios. Fig. 2.22 and Fig. 2.23 show that the mutual 
inductance between coils with radii within practical bounds for the application areas studied, is 
very low even for larger coils. 
Once the mutual inductance is known the concept of coupling coefficient, k, can be introduced, 
as it provides a qualitative prediction about the coupling of the conductor loops independent 
of their geometric dimensions. The following relation applies as referred to in numerous text-
books, [46], [48]: 
k = 	 (2.59) 
Vr~ L2 
where L1 and L2 represent the inductance of the TX and RX coils respectively and the coupling 
coefficient k always varies between two extreme cases as 0 < k < 1. 
An analytic calculation for complex antenna structures can be very difficult to achieve. How- 
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Figure 2.23: Variation in mutual inductance between the 7X and RX antenna coils, for a RX 
coil radius of 3.5cm, as the distance between the coil increases. 
ever, an approximation for the coupling coefficient for the simple case of two parallel and 
coaxial circular loops is given in (2.60), [84], [34]. Although this expression does not repre-
sent the coupling factor for all the coil configurations investigated in this thesis, it can be used 




In implantable devices the external primary or transmitter coil and an implanted secondary 
coil are separated by a layer of skin and tissues usually not exceeding 1-3cm in thickness. 
The magnetic link allows the transfer of energy and information, through the biological tis-
sue medium. However, often misalignment of the coils is possible due to skin mobility and 
variations in the thickness of subcutaneous fatty tissue. Since some degree of misalignment is 
inevitable between TX and RX coils in transcutaneous RF links, its effect on the mutual induc-
tance needs to be addressed. To the best of the author's knowledge the practical issues of coil 
misalignment and orientation and their implications on transmission characteristics of RF links 
has been overlooked by researchers with very few exceptions. Papers presented by Flack et al. 
[85] and Hochmair [45] consider only the effects of lateral displacement of coils on the mutual 
inductance. The study by Flack et al. is based on experimental data whereas Hochmair reduces 
the double integral to a single and implements numerical integration to solve it. Neither of 
these works take into account the geometric characteristics of the coils and their shape focusing 
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only on parallel circular loops of zero thickness, these being essentially flat filaments. Almost 
all designs still depend on an uneasy alliance between the experimental work by Terman [43], 
empirical data or the extensive data for the self and mutual inductance of coils presented by 
Grover [42] based on numerical methods. Although these techniques are acceptable they are 
not applicable unless the actual coil size and shape are specified, which renders them unsuitable 
for optimization purposes with respect to displacement and angular tolerance of the system. 
Any theoretical investigation of the mutual inductance in arbitrary coil configurations is ex-
tremely complex due to the lack of symmetry and the tedious work required to solve the double 
integral in Neumann's formula. The only semi-analytical solution for the mutual inductance 
for flat loop coils in lateral and angular misalignment is introduced by Soma et al., [44]. In the 
case of two coaxial loops the computation of the mutual inductance has been treated in detail 
by numerous textbooks and is given by: 
2 
M = 	1(k- k) K(k) - E(k)] 	 (2.61) 
where K(k) and E(k) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind respec-
tively as shown in Appendix B, and k is the modulus of K(k) and E(k). 
Based on the mutual inductance for the ideal coaxial scenario in (2.61), Soma derived upper and 
lower bounds for the mutual inductance in lateral and angular misalignment and an arithmetic 
average of these bounds. In the lateral misalignment configuration the lower and upper bounds 




G( min) 	 (2.62) 
- a(b+A) 
0ab 












and G(r) is the bracketed expression in (2.61), denoted as: 
2 
G(r) ( - k) K(k) - E(k) 	 (2.66) 
A closer approximation of the mutual inductance can be evaluated by substituting for the max-
imum value of G(rmax ) in the lower bound of the mutual inductance as given by (2.62), which 
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yields: 
a0ab 
ML! = ./a(b + ) 
C(rmax ) 	 (2.67) 
In addition an arithmetic mean of the upper and lower bounds is also derived in [44]: 
ML2 = ML(rnin) + ML (max) 
2 
(2.68) 
In the same manner approximate formulas for the mutual inductance under angular misalign-





MA2 = 	____ 







rmax 	- (a - 2 + b2 + d2 - 2bd sin a + 2abcos a ) (2.72) 
4abcosa 
rmin 	- ( a2 + b2 + d2 + 2bd sin a + 2ab cos a ) 
(2.73) 
Expressions (2.67), (2.68), (2.69) and (2.70) were implemented in MATLAB and plotted for 
two equal coils with their centers displaced by a distance A that does not exceed the radius of 
the RX coil b and an angular misalignment that does not exceeds 25° respectively. Expressions 
(2.67), (2.68), (2.69) and (2.70) are illustrated in Fig. 2.36(a) and Fig. 2.36(b) which were 
produced to test the accuracy of the MATLAB implementation of Soma's model and are iden-
tical to Fig.3 and Fig.5 in Soma's paper, [44]. It is suggested in [44] that expression (2.67) 
evaluating the influence of lateral misalignment tends to underestimate the value of the mutual 
inductance, whereas (2.68) is computationally efficient and accurate within 10%. Again, ac-
cording to Soma in the angular misalignment case expression (2.69) tends to underestimate the 
value of the mutual inductance with an error in the order of 20% compared to the numerical 
integration results. On the contrary the approximation estimating the mutual inductance given 
in (2.70) is believed to be correct within 3% of the numerical integration values showing a 
significantly improved performance with respect to Grover's data even at large misalignment 
angles. 
Consequently, as mentioned above it is critical to note that the analysis presented by Soma in 
[44] has some limitations as it is based on simplifying the solution of Newman's formula by 
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Figure 2.24: Mutual Inductance normalized by 47r nH: (a) in lateral misalignment configu-
ration, (b) in angular misalignment configuration. 
evaluating the upper and lower bounds of the double integral. Although the upper and lower 
bounds for the lateral displacement as expressed by (2.62) and (2.63) can be rather conservative 
since the integrand in Neuman's formula is not treated as a whole, Soma's method shows good 
agreement with Grover's data. By utilizing this procedure, formulae for the upper and lower 
bounds of the mutual inductance in lateral and angular misalignment are given without the need 
of resorting to numerical integration. However, this method provides only a semi-analytical 
solution meaning that the expressions evaluating the bounds for the mutual inductance can be 
valid only for a certain range of misalignment values. In addition, this method overlooks the 
geometrical parameters of practical coils such as number of turns and shape. 
Contrary to these limitations Soma's method has some significant advantages such as it provides 
simple analytical, computationally efficient and accurate expressions for the mutual inductance 
under misalignment. Based on the above theoretical considerations this method can be used 
to investigate the misalignment sensitivity and optimize the design of RF links by utilizing the 
closed-form derivatives of expressions given in (2.67), (2.68), (2.69) and (2.70). 
Soma's cohesive analytical derivation of the mutual inductance for coils under lateral and angu-
lar misalignment is utilized here in order to compute the mutual inductance of misaligned coils. 
Fig. 2.25 and Fig. 2.26 depict the variation of the mutual inductance of two coils in the lateral 
and angular orientations using the analytic forms of the mutual inductance introduced previ- 
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Lateral Misalignment A, in mm 
Figure 2.25: Mutual Inductance versus lateral displacement of the coil centers for TX and RX 
coils with radii of 10 cm and 1 cm respectively. 
ously. In the design of transdermal RF magnetic coupling of power for an implant there are a 
number of different factors that need to be deliberated. Among the most crucial parameters in 
the design of an RF link is the size and shape of the coils, the location of the implant and the 
displacement tolerance of the system. Each application has its own unique requirements that in-
fluence the priority of these factors. Specifically, in the biomedical scheme the implantable unit 
should be minimized in order to eliminate patient discomfort and physiological problems. This 
is in fact reflected in 2.25 and Fig. 2.26 where a realistic value, in the order of 10 (alb = 10), 
was adopted for the ratio between the TX and the RX coil radii. 
In spite of the fact that Fig. 2.25 and Fig. 2.26, represent the mutual inductance between single 
turn coils based on Soma's method, it is evident that the value of the mutual inductance is very 
low for realistic coil dimensions and separation distance. Hence, referring to these plots the 
assumption of weakly coupled coils becomes apparent in the misaligned case. In addition, a 
MATLAB implementation of (2.68) and (2.70) yields surface plots showing the variation of the 
mutual inductance with respect to the RX coil size and the separation distance between the coils 
in both the lateral and angular arrangement, as illustrated in Fig. 2.27, Fig. 2.28, Fig. 2.29, Fig. 
2.30. 
Referring to Fig. 2.26, Fig. 2.29 and Fig. 2.30 an unexpected increasing trend of the mutual 
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Figure 2.26: Mutual Inductance versus angular misalignment for TX and RX coils with radii 
of 10 cm and 1 cm respectively. 
inductance with the misalignment angle is shown. This behavior might seem surprising at first 
but it can be easily interpreted as pointed out by Hochmair in [45]: 
the tilting of the receiver coil brings half of the coil closer to the perimeter of the 
transmitting coil, and since the magnetic field is maximized at the coil perime-
ter, we expect increasing coupling, which overcompensates some losses due to the 
larger distance between the transmitting coil and the other half of the receiving 
coil. 
Based on this principle, Soma suggests that this behavior is the principal reason behind the 
error in Grover's data and in the approximation in (2.69). 
The results presented in this section support the hypothesis of a weakly coupled system fol-
lowed in the study presented in this thesis. Accordingly, for the weakly coupled case the mutual 
inductance is not critical and can be overlooked as a simplification in the analysis of the power 
transfer under coil misalignment conditions being discussed in detail in the following chapter. 
Nevertheless, mutual inductance is a key factor in closely coupled systems and for telemetry 
and communication purposes especially when LSK2 is employed using the reflected impedance 
technique of an inductive coupled transformer [86], [87]. 
2Load Shift Keying 
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Figure 2.27: Variation of mutual inductance with respect to lateral misalignment and the verti-
cal distance between the coils for a 1X coil radius of 10 cm and an implanted RX coil of 1 cm 
in radius. 
2.9.2 Internal Impedance 
The input impedance of an antenna is defined as the impedance measured at its input port and 
can be expressed as Za = Ra + jXa. The real part Ra  is composed of the radiation resistance 
and the RLO88.  As mentioned earlier the electrically small antenna coil studied in this work 
can be represented by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.14(b), using lumped components and the 
radiation resistance is negligible. 
By definition the internal impedance of a round wire conductor consists of the resistance and 
the contribution to the reactance introduced by the magnetic flux inside the wire and is a func-
tion of frequency. As discussed in sections (2.8.1.1), (2.8.1.2) the loop antenna can be matched 
to a signal generator and a receiving load reasonably well only over a certain bandwidth. Since 
the radiating resistance is very low for the frequencies of interest in this work, the transmitted 
power can be defined as the power dissipated in the resistive losses of the TX coil. In addition, 
the maximum power received by the RX coil is considered to be the power delivered to the re-
sistive load assuming conjugate matching conditions are met. Maximum power transfer occurs 
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Figure 2.28: Variation of mutual inductance with respect to lateral misalignment and im-
planted RX coil radius for a TX coil of 10 cm in radius. 
once the resistive component of the antenna coil is equal to the resistance of the load and the 
reactances canceled out. Based on these facts the ratio of the received power to the transmitted 
power can be expressed as follows: 
PRX - power delivered to the resistive component of the load 	
(2.74)  
PTX - 	power dissipated in the ohmic losses of the coil 
Consequently, the importance of the internal impedance is prominent as it serves the dual pur-
pose of defining the power transfer and the controlling the matching so that maximum power is 
transferred. Therefore, in order to assess the attenuation in the power transfer ratio (2.74) due to 
the losses in the TX and RX coils denoted as RTX and RRX, these parameters must be defined. 
These losses in the coil are directly linked with the internal impedance of the conductor in the 
coil and are represented by the real part of the internal impedance of the conductor [80], [88]. 
As mentioned before, since the radiation resistance is negligible, for the antenna structure and 
the frequencies of interest here, the total loss in the process is denoted RTX  and RRX is the 
remaining ohmic loss in the actual coils. The internal impedance of an electrically small single-
turn loop can be approximated with that of a straight conductor with length equal to the circum- 
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Figure 2.29: Variation of mutual inductance with respect to angular misalignment and the 
vertical distance between the coils for a 1X coil radius of 10 cm and an implanted RX coil of 
1 cm in radius. 
ference of the loop. However, the internal impedance of a multi-turn loop is more complex in 
nature and this principle cannot be applied. The current redistribution in a conductor of a mu!-
titurn coil as a result of the surface current flow in an adjacent conductor, is known as the 
proximity effect. The proximity effect contributes to the overall ohmic losses in the coil. At 
radio frequencies, the penetration of currents and magnetic field distribution in the conductor 
are governed by the skin and proximity effects and can no longer be considered as uniform. As 
a result, the skin and proximity effects contribute to the resistive term of the internal impedance 
of the conductor and both these effects should be considered in electrically small coils. A 
schematic representation of the skin and proximity effects is depicted in Fig. 2.31. 
2.9.2.1 Skin effect 
High frequency alternating currents and magnetic flux have the tendency to penetrate into the 
surface of the conductor only up to a limited depth. In other words the current distribution in a 
wire carrying AC current concentrates toward the surface of the conductor. This phenomenon 
is known as the skin effect. A very informative paper on the skin effect has been written by 
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Figure 2.30: Variation of mutual inductance with respect to angular misalignment and im-
planted (RX) coil radius for a 'IX coil of 10 cm in radius. 
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Figure 2.31: (a) Skin effect in a single conductor (b) Combination of skin effect and proximity 
effect in a system of two conductors. The colored area represents the distribution of current on 
the surface of the wire. 
Wheeler [89], giving simple formulas for the resistance of wires, transmission lines and coils. 
The depth of penetration of the magnetic field in the wire, alternatively referred to as skin depth 
depends upon the frequency and also on its conductivity, and permeability. The behavior of a 
circular conductor carrying high-frequency currents can be described as a surface phenomenon 
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rather than a volume one for a wire with a radius much greater than the skin depth. Thus, the 
quantity of surface resistance can be defined as the resistance of a conducting surface of equal 
length and width and is defined as follows: 
R3 	 (2.75) 
a6 V2u 
where 6 is the skin depth, which is given by: 
6 =(2.76) 
As discussed earlier, the internal impedance of a round wire is defined as the resistance and its 
contribution to reactance arising from the magnetic flux inside the wire which can be obtained 
from the total current in the wire and the electric intensity at the surface of the conductor. The 
total current may be obtained from an integration of current density or from the magnetic field 
at the surface as follows: 
I = 	dl 	 (2.77) 




Since for the round wire there are no variations in z or q, only the fields E and H are present. 
According to Ramo et al. in [53] and Wheeler in [90] the impedance of the round wire can be 




It follows that the internal impedance per unit length due to the skin effect can be calculated for 
a round wire using the following equation as presented in [53]: 
Zi 	 3
- Rs [Ber(q) +jBei(q) 1 
= R + jwL = 
	[Ber'(q) + jBei'(q)j 	
/m 	 (2.80) 
where 
Alternatively, the real and complex parts of the internal impedance can be expressed in terms 
of the ratio of wire radius to depth of penetration as follows, [53]: 
R8 I Ber() Bei'(q) - Bei(q) Ber'(q)I 
	
(2.81) 
/rr0 	Ber'(q)2 + Bei'(q)2  
wLi = 
R5 I Ber() Ber'(q) - Bei(q) Bei(q) 
Ber'(q)2 + Bei'(q)2 	
Il/rn 	(2.82) 
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A definition of the Bessel functions with complex argument and their derivatives are given 
below, see appendix B: 
J0(j 1"2q) = Ber(q) + jBei(q) 
Ber(q) = real part of J0(j" 2q) 
Bei(q) = imaginary part of J0(j 112q) 
and 
Ber'(q) + jBei'(q) = 	(Ber(q) + jBei(q)) = j 112 J(j 1/2q) 
dv 
where the derivatives Ber'(q) and Bci'(q) are defined in appendix B. 
The expression of the internal impedance in (2.80) can be simplified to low and high frequency 
approximations, as presented in [53]. The low frequency expression of (2.80) is given by: 
___ 
(Zj)jf 	[1 + 	
(7)2]  +j wia
- 	/m 	 (2.83) 48 J 	871 irr0a 
and the high-frequency expression is given by: 
(Zj)hf - (1 +j)R 
cl/rn 	 (2.84) 
- 2irr0 
2.9.2.2 The proximity effect 
In this section the proximity effect is discussed since it has a significant impact on the ohmic 
losses in the coil and it is a much more difficult phenomenon to quantify than the skin effect. 
Although the proximity effect causes an increase in the coil's resistance higher than the skin 
effect it has received much less attention. Most of the theoretical and experimental work on 
proximity effect is concerned with systems of two conductors carrying currents of equal mag-
nitudes in opposite directions. The only investigation of the proximity effect with more than 
two conductors appears to be that done by Butterworth in conjunction with the definition of the 
Q in an inductance coil [91,92]. So far this work is considered to be the standard theoretical 
approach to the problem although the experimental study of Medhurst suggests that at radio fre-
quencies Butteworth's calculations are not valid for a large range of coil parameters, [93,94]. 
An error up to 190% was observed for certain coil dimensions. A summary of Butterworth's 
results is given by Terman [43], where copper losses in single-layer coils are as follows: 
AC resistance 	d 
	
= H + u(—)2G 	 (2.85) 
DC resistance  C 
where: 
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. H = resistance due to skin effect 
G = proximity effect factor 
S u =constant 
. d = wire diameter in cm 
. c = spacing between centers of adjacent conductors 
The values of H and G are tabulated in Terman for values of x which appear as [43] 
FLPI  x = ird0  (2.86) 
where p is the resistivity and f is the frequency in Hz. The constant u also appears in Terman for 
even number of turns up to 32. Butterworth's formula given in (2.85) allows evaluation of the 
AC resistance for a large range of parameters. However, there are some limitations for (2.85) 
such that it is valid for short single-layer coils of a few spaced turns with a ratio d0/c < 0.6. 
In addition, some degree of interpolation is required in order to extract parameters such as H, 
C and u from the tables given in Terman. However, since the functions H(x), G(x) and u(N) 
are monotonic, linear interpolation would thus be a simple and adequate solution. 
At high frequencies a theoretical analysis has been undertaken by G. S. Smith in [95], to de-
termine the magnitude of the proximity effect. A condition imposed on the theoretical analysis 
carried out by Smith is that the skin depth is a small quantity compared to the cross-sectional 
dimension and most of the current is confined to a thin layer in the surface. With more than 
one conductor present which is the case for a multi-turn coil, the current distribution and ex-
ternal fields for each conductor are no longer rotationally symmetric. In Smith's analysis the 
current distributions on the surface of the perfect conductors are assumed sufficiently smooth 
to be represented by a finite number q of cosine Fourier series terms. It follows that in the mth 
conductor of a multi-turn coil the current can be expressed as: 
K(0)=-- (+ 
2ira 
amp  COS (PO) (2.87) 
When all conductors carry the same total current at each cross section, the ohmic resistance per 
unit length for n parallel wires is expressed as follows: 
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n 
(1+  R = 
Rs  
	




where R8 =OF is the surface impedance of the conductor and amp are the cosine Fourier 
coefficients of the current distribution. 
Smith computed the normalized additional Ohmic resistance per unit length due to the proxim-
ity effect as: 
n q 
- R - nRR = 	
i i lamp 2 	 (2.89) 
R0 	flRR 	2 M=1 p=l 
where: 
- 	 1/2 12/rn, is the high frequency resistance per unit length of a circular - 21ra k 2cr 
conductor 
R is the ohmic resistance per unit length due to proximity effect 
R0 =is the ohmic skin effect resistance per unit length 
The ratio RP/R,, has been numerically evaluated as a function of the spacing c/a and tabulated 
for up to 8 parallel conductors for 0.91 < d0/c < 0.95. A MATLAB implementation of Smith's 
analysis yields the plot in Fig. 2.32 which illustrates the importance of taking into account the 
proximity effect in multi-turn coils and is identical to the figure introduced in [95]. It is evident 
from Fig. 2.32 that for close spacing the ohmic resistance is twice as large as that in the absence 
of the proximity effect (R/R0). 
Table 2.2 demonstrates the minimum frequency for various wire radii for which Smith's analy-
sis is applicable, by choosing arbitrarily a factor of 10 for the ratio d,/a, where d3 is the skin 
depth and a the radius of the conductor. 
Conductor Radius/mm 0.1 	0.5 	1 	10 
Frequency/Hz 	44M 2M 440k 4.4k 
Table 2.2: Minimum Frequency for Smith's proximity effect analysis to be valid for a number 
of conductor radii. 
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Figure 2.32: Additional Ohmic resistance per unit length of a system of parallel wires due to 
the proximity effect. 
Using Smith's work the total ohmic resistance for an n-turn circular loop antenna with wire 





+ 1) 	 (2.90) 
The results in Smith's analysis show close agreement with experimental values and they are 
more accurate than Butterworth's method for a wider range of c/a. However, this analysis is 
limited to high frequencies and results are valid for conductors with parameters which satisfy 
the following inequalities as discussed in Terman [43]: 
a 	9(d/a)2  
- >> 1, 	 << 1 	 (2.91) 
d8 1 - 9(d8/a) 
These conditions are meet by most wire sizes used in practical antennas, see Table 2.2, operating 
at frequencies above 1 MHz. Smith's method is accurate for coils up to 8 turns. This is primarily 
due to the fact that any computation of the current distribution in systems with more conductors 
becomes too complex as it requires more than six harmonic terms for K(0). The plots depicted 
in Fig. 2.32 are all obtained using less than six harmonic terms (amp). 
For the range of frequencies that this thesis is focused on, 3-30MHz, Smith's analysis can be 
adopted. However, short range wireless communication systems often use lower frequencies, 
where Smith's method is not applicable. In such cases Butterworth's approach is a viable alter-
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common to both methods evaluating the proximity effect is that they only apply to electrically 
small antenna coils. 
2.10 Power Attenuation in Implanted Devices 
In embedded sensors such as biomedical implants and RED devices, the power transmitted by 
the external TX coil is inevitably attenuated by the presence of tissue. Any model describing 
wireless power transfer for these applications would be incomplete without quantifying this 
effect. In this section these losses are being revisited so that the overall model of near-field 
power transfer can be extended to account for their effects where needed. 
Most inductive telemetry systems operate in air which is a nearly perfect insulating medium. 
Because of this there is negligible loss due to conduction in the medium. Apart from ohmic 
losses in the transmitter and receiver coils, attenuation in such systems is due to imperfect 
coupling between the coils as a result of their relative position and geometry. In power transfer 
systems for implanted devices the situation is more complicated as the propagation medium 
is no longer an insulator and is in fact of quite high conductivity. For the case of the human 
body the conductivity of the tissue and organs may vary between a = 0.04 S/rn for low water 
content tissue such as fat to o- = 3.30 S/rn for higher water content media as stated in [96], 
[97], [98]. This leads to additional propagation loss due to dissipation of energy in the medium 
as conduction currents are set up in the medium. The question that arises is how to allow for 
these losses when modelling the transmission of energy between coupled coils. 
Previously some similar research is reported by Bottomley et al. and Ko et al. [99], [100], 
who studied analytically the RF magnetic field penetration , phase shift and power dissipation 
in biological tissue and the radiation characteristics from an electrically small circular wire 
loop in dissipative media. More recently Zborowski et al. revisited the problem by an ex-
perimental study of the attenuation of RF pulsed electromagnetic fields in Blood and cortical 
bone in [101]. Due to the complexity of the problem the work presented in [99], [100] 
and [101] fails to derive an overall solution. However, most of the existing research on this 
topic shares a common perspective by approaching the problem as an electromagnetic wave 
propagating in an imperfect conductor. Taking a step backwards from the biomedical related 
literature, researchers investigating under water communications in the late 1950s were faced 
with a problem of a similar nature. Detailed analysis of the effects of surrounding conductive 
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media on small submerged antennas is reported by Moore et al. [69], King et al. [66], Hansen 
et al. [68] et al., Fenwick et al. [67] and Dunbar et al. [102], more recently. Additional studies 
were carried out for antennas immersed in infinite homogeneous and isotropic media. Clearly 
the situation is a lot different for an implanted antenna in biological tissue where the conductiv-
ity varies dramatically between layers of fat and other tissues. A simplified schematic diagram 
of an implanted sensor depicts this in Fig. 2.33. As a result, a general mathematical treatment 
of the RF field attenuation can be extremely complicated as the geometry of the human body is 
irregular, and electromagnetic properties of tissues are heterogeneous. However, a small area 
of tissue surrounding the antenna is considered for the analysis presented in this thesis. There-
fore, the human tissue in which the receiving antenna is located, can be safely considered to 
be a homogeneous medium with no sharp edges and rough surfaces assuming uniform electric 
and magnetic properties. This approximation permits the use of the results reported in previous 
studies, [69], [66], [67], [102]. A similar approach is followed here in order to quantify the 
effect of the conductive tissue medium on the power transfer. 
V 	 -4 
F x  
k Air 
Figure 2.33: Generic body model as layered tissue depicting and incident plane wave on the 
skin and the position of the implanted sensor 
In particular, in the approach followed in this work one transmitting and one receiving antenna 
are considered, separated by a distance d. An electrically small n-turn loop antenna such as the 
one discussed in previous sections, is considered in a lossy medium of conductivity a (S/rn), 
permettivity € (F/rn) and permeability H/rn). It follows that at a radial distance r from 
the transmitting antenna carrying a current I = 10e3Wt two components of magnetic field H9 
and Hr exist. As discussed earlier in this chapter there is no variation with respect to 0. The 
magnetic field components H0 and Hr in free-space are given as follows, [102]: 
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7-no sinG e(3wt_') J /3 	.f3 
HO (AIR) = 
47r 	L + 	
(2.92) 
Hr  (AIR) 
- m0 cos 0 e(jwt_1') 
f 13 	
11 
- 	 [3 
(2.93) 
27r 	r2 +  
For the applications envisaged, where inductive coupling is employed, the range of operation is 
situated well within the near-field. Hence,only the inductive term 1/r3 needs to be considered 
in the magnetic field expressions. In this situation, when the magnetic field is propagating 
through the conductive tissue the propagation constant -y  is complex being a function of both 




where a is the attenuation constant and /3 is the phase constant expressed as: 
a = 	
(
v" + (aYY - 1) 	 (2.95a) 
/3 
= w(1+()2+1) 	 (2.95b) 
In this situation the exponent of the magnetic field components in (2.92), (2.93) should be 
modified to account for power transmission through biological tissues, from j(wt - /30r) to 
(jwt - 'yt). In order to simplify the analysis the time variation term (eiwt)  can be omitted. It 
follows that for near-field conditions expressions (2.92) and (2.93) can now be reduced to: 
M, sin  e_(j13)T 
H0 (TISSUE) = 	4irr3 	
(2.96) 
- m0 cosO e_(a+j)T 
(2.97) Hr  (TISSUE) - 	27rr3  
Inspection of expressions (2.92), (2.93), (2.96) and (2.97) shows that the only difference be- 
tween them is the e 	term which accounts for the loss due to conduction in the medium. In 
the quasi-static scenario, which is the case for short-range near-field applications, skin effects 
arising from the resonant RF magnetic field in the biological specimen are primarily due to 
conduction currents and any associated displacement currents can by neglected. The situation 
discussed here deals with two coaxial coils where the main variable is the coil separation dis-
tance. There is no reason to assume that this only applies to this particular situation and it is 
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felt that it should still be the case when the coils are off-axis and tilted with respect to each 
other. This assumption holds true for a small implantation depth compared to the coil separa-
tion distance, which is usually the case in biomedical implants, and will be discussed further 
in section 3.8. Therefore, it is proposed that a useful way of calculating the conduction losses 
is to multiply the more general expressions that have been derived for coils positioned off-axis 
and tilted with respect to each other, by the term (e_aT),  as introduced in the next chapter. 
The ratio of the wavelength in a conductive medium, denoted Am, to the wavelength in air is a 
useful quantity given by: 
= 	 (2.98) 
A0  13m 
Substituting for the phase constants /30  and ,3,,,, in (2.98) and solving for Am, it yields that the 
wavelength in a medium is: 







Fig. 2.34 depicts the variation of the wavelength versus frequency in conductive tissue. It 
is evident that there is consequent phase variation in the magnetic field. However, for power 
transfer applications only the amplitude variation is of interest. Thus, the focus of this study 
can now shift to the attenuation constant which models the loss in the biological tissue and can 
be calculated from the knowledge of the properties of tissue using (2.95a). In order to express 
the coupling between coils, in a lossy medium, a valid method is to multiply the expressions 
for the same coils in air by a factor (e). This will account for the additional loss due to 
the conduction currents in the medium. The reciprocal of the attenuation constant is defined 
as the skin or penetration depth at which the amplitude of magnetic field decreases by a factor 
of e. Using the property of the skin depth the effect of the tissue material on the magnetic 
field can be visualised. Hence, for powering purposes it is safe to assume that an implantation 
depth which does not exceed more than half the penetration depth is adequate in order for the 
implanted sensor antenna to pick up enough energy from the external transmitter. 
The skin depth in an arbitrary material varies with frequency and is given by: 
—1/2 
	
+ (U)2 - 
	 (2.100) 
for highly conductive materials such as some biological tissue where 0 dominates or at low 
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Figure 2.34: Variation of wavelength with respect to frequency in conductive media. 
so that the expression for the skin depth can be approximated as: 
1 	
(2.102) 
The difference in the skin depth expressions as given in equations (2.100) and (2.102) is better 
illustrated in Fig. 2.35. 
In order to understand some of the characteristics of radio-frequency propagation within biolog-
ical material, the dielectic behavior of biological tissues is tabulated in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. The 
results presented in Tables 2.3 and 2.4 are evaluated based on the data provided by Gabriel et 
al. and Johnson et al. [96], [103]. The first column lists selected frequencies between 1 MHz 
and 100 MHz. The frequencies of 6.7 MHz, 13.5 MHz, 27.12 MHz and 40.68 MHZ are 
specifically selected as they are allocated industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands. An im-
plantation depth of 3— 10cm common in biomedical applications, is inside the skin penetration 
distance at frequencies of significant interest to this work, as can be seen in column four. As a 
result, for the frequencies being considered in this thesis the attenuation in the magnetic field 
is not significant and the method presented in this chapter is adequate to describe the RF field 
attenuation in biological substances. Power losses increase at higher frequencies with almost 
all the transmitted energy dispersed in the surface of the conductive media in the form of joule 
heating. Consequently, the maximum frequency that can be used safely in such applications is 
considered to be in the range of 30 - 40 MHz [45]. 
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Figure 2.35: Skin depth in an arbitrary material and approximation expression in conductive 













1 300 2000 0.4 347 89 
6.7 44.78 300 0.55 115 29 
10 30 160 0.625 76 23 
13.5 22.22 150 0.615 54 20 
27.12 11.06 113 0.612 51 14 
40.68 7.38 97.3 0.693 41 11 
100 3 71.7 0.889 22.67 6 
Table 2.3: Properties of Electromagnetic Waves in Biological Media for Muscle, Skin and 
Tissue of High Water Content, based on data provided by Gabriel et al. in [96], and Johnson 
etal. in [103]. 
2.11 Validity of the Poor Coupling Approximation 
In section 2.9.1 the mutual inductance of the TX and RX coils for characteristic coil separation 
distances, orientation and typical coil radii was examined. It follows that the mutual inductance 
and hence the coupling factor are always small for the specifications of the aimed application 
areas. This fact simplifies considerably the modelling of the energy coupled across the inductive 
link. As a result, a simple equation can be derived following the approach suggested by Yates 
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1 300 - - - - 
6.7 44.78 - - - - 
10 30 - - - - 
13.5 22.22 - - - - 
27.12 11.06 20 10.9-43.2 2.14 159 
40.68 7.38 14.6 12.6-52.8 1.87 118 
100 3 7.45 19.1-75.9 1.06 60.4 
Table 2.4: Properties of Electromagnetic Waves in Biological Media for Muscle, Skin and 
Tissue of Low Water Content, based on data provided by Gabriel et al. in [96], and Johnson 
et al. in [103]. 
et al. [47], which will enable us to observe the relation of the power transfer on various 
application parameters and most importantly the impact of misalignment on the link efficiency. 
The validity of the poor coupling scenario can be tested against the results presented by Van-
devoorde et al., [50] representing the closely coupled situation. According to Vandevoorde the 
total link efficiency for parallel, i, and series resonant, ls,  secondary coils can be written as: 
k2QTXQRX 




= (1 + k2QTX + l/QRx) (a + l/QRx) 	
(2.103b) 
where a is a unit-less constant defined as: 
a=WCRXRL 	 (2.104) 
In both equations (2.103a) and (2.103b), QTX  and QRX  express the quality factor of the pri-
mary and secondary coils respectively. An analytic calculation of the coupling factor is only 
possible for very simple antenna configurations. For two parallel conductor loops centered on a 
single z-axis, as indicated in Fig. 2.8, the coupling coefficient, k, can be approximated by 2.60 
according to [84]. 
In order to achieve maximum power transfer across the link both the primary and secondary 
circuits are tuned to the same resonant frequency. In addition, in low power inductive links the 
combination of the receiver coil and capacitor impedance should be matched to the impedance 
of the implanted device. Hence, expressions (2.103a) and (2.103b) can be combined to repre- 
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sent the maximum efficiency in both the series and parallel configurations as derived in [50]: 
170pt = 	
k2QTXQRX 
_____________ 2 	 (2.105) 
(1 + /i + k2QTXQRX ) 
and the new optimal value for a, in parallel and series configurations respectively, is given by 
the following expressions: 
Q2 	
(2.106a) 
opt = \/1+k2QTxQRx 
a0 t 
1 + k2QTXQRX 	 (2.106b) 
QRX 
In poorly coupled systems the term k2QTXQRX, in the above equations, is usually much 
smaller than 1 even for coils with high quality factors in the order of 100. It follows that 
by employing k2QTXQRX << 1, expressions (2.105), (2.106a), (2.106b), can be extended to 
account for poorly coupled systems. Consequently, the maximum efficiency and the constant a 






aopt = QRX for parallel resonance 	 (2.108a) 
aopt 
= QRX 
for series resonance 	 (2.108b) 
The validity of the poor coupling case can be tested against the modelling of closely coupled 
coils presented in [50]. This comparison has been performed for maximum link efficiency 
where expressions 2.105 and 2.107 are plotted against the receiver coil radius. The results are 
depicted in Fig. 2.36 for a parallel tuned receiver configuration as this is the most common 
topology currently employed in the applications considered. Referring back to Fig. 2.36 the 
full lines represent the power transfer taking into account the energy coupled back to the trans-
mitter as calculated by (2.105) whereas the dashed lines show the power transfer as evaluated 
by (2.107) using the poor coupling theory. It is evident from Fig. 2.36 that the poor coupling 
approximation indicates a level of deviation at large coil radii in the order of 2dB. However, 
for a small receiver coil radii the discrepancy is minimal and considered negligible. It could be 
argued that for a minimum separation distance between the coils of twice the transmitter diam-
eter, the poor coupling approximation is valid up to a receiver radius half that of the transmitter 
coil. Since in implanted devices the receiver coil is usually much smaller than the transmit-
ter it can be concluded that the range of values over which this methodology is valid is first 
constrained by other factors in the analysis other than the poor coupling concept. 
WE 
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Figure 2.36: A comparison of the variation of power transfer with respect to RX radius as 
predicted for two axial loops using the efficiency models for mutual coupling and poor coupling 
approximations. 
2.12 Limitations of the Proposed Model 
One of the main challenges in this analysis is to define the range of parameters for which this 
modelling is valid. In an elecromagnetic modelling scenario it is very important to understand 
where these limitations lie. The assumptions made in the derivation of the model were dis-
cussed and verified in this chapter. To reiterate, the boundaries on the inductive power transfer 
approach presented in this thesis are set by the following conditions: 
. Poor Coupling: The tuned TX and RX circuits have little effect on each other and can be 
treated separately. This requires a RX coil to be much smaller than the TX or a separation 
distance sufficiently larger than the RX radius. 
Uniform Magnetic Field: A uniform magnetic flux cutting the effective area of the RX 
coil is necessary in order for Faraday's law to be applicable. This condition is satisfied 
by the poor coupling criterion. 
Electrically Small Antenna Coils: Both the TX and RX coils need to be electrically 
small. This suggests a uniform current distribution in the TX coil. Also, the coils can be 
considered as loop antennas essentially acting as magnetic dipoles. These assumptions 
simplify significantly the magnetic field computation at the RX coil. It follows that any 
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radiation losses are negligible and the ohmic resistance of the coils can be easily derived, 
as operation is believed to be well within the near-field region. 
Near-field Operation: The RX coil needs to be positioned well withing the near-field 
generated by the TX coil. Operation in the near-field of the TX antenna coil is critical to 
the approach being followed, as it is synonymous to inductive coupling. All the energy 
is stored in the near-field, circulating around the TX coil. Hence, energy is transferred to 
the RX by means of induction. 
Optimal Driving Conditions: Both the TX and RX coils are considered to be resonant at 
the same frequency. In addition, the source at the TX circuit is regarded to be ideal with 
zero internal resistance. 
Load Impedance Matching: The load impedance is matched to the tuned RX circuit in 
order to optimise the power delivered to the implanted device. 
Coil Orientations: Starting from the ideal coil orientation, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8, the 
model predicting the power transfer from TX to RX will be extended to account for 
lateral displacement and an angular tilt of the RX coil. 
2.13 Chapter Summary 
The scope of this chapter was to introduce the reader to the background theory of near-field 
inductive coupling. In addition, a detailed literature review is included. Initially, the physical 
principles and the merits behind a resonant TX-RX configuration, in efficient inductive power 
transfer, were explained. The resonant circuit configurations employed in inductive coupled 
systems were introduced. The concept of a loosely coupled inductive link, which is central 
to this project, in conjunction with the loop antenna theory and its suitability for near-field 
operation were discussed in detail. 
Fundamental geometries like the loop and dipole antennas are critical in the modelling of more 
complex structures which are the focus of this work. Subsequently, the radiation characteris-
tics and field structure of fundamental antennas like the circular loop and dipole antennas were 
addressed. The decision to model the inductive coupling action based on the magnetostatic 
scenario, is well justified in this chapter. The mutual inductance of the coils in the ideal and 
non-ideal orientations was derived using Soma's analysis. The results yield that for the ap- 
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plications that this work targets the mutual coupling is very low. Hence, the loosely coupled 
approximation is valid. Finally, the losses present in the power transfer process between two 
inductively coupled coils are identified. The limitations of existing research are addressed and 
the scope of this thesis clearly identified. Finally, inductive power transfer is introduced both 
from a circuital and electromagnetic perspective. This chapter concludes with a summary of 





In a wide range of biomedical and RFID applications involving implanted devices, the energy 
to power the embedded system is transfered via near-field inductive coupling. This scheme 
of magnetic coupling is advantageous as it provides true autonomy to the implanted device. 
Furthermore, it reduces the risk of of infection, by avoiding surgical replacement of embedded 
power sources. In this type of inductive coupling, misalignment between the external transmit-
ting and implanted receiving coils can easily occur due to anatomic requirements such as skin 
mobility and variations in the subcutaneous fatty tissue. As an example, in visual prostheses, 
the TX and RX coils are separated by a layer of skin and tissue, in the range of I to 4 cm, where 
coils are usually misaligned. This misalignment of the coils leads to a change of transmission 
characteristics and an inevitable reduction in the coupling efficiency of the link. 
In this chapter the effects of coil orientation and position as well as geometry are studied, based 
on the loosely coupled model for the inductive link, discussed in section 2.4. Combining the 
notion of a loosely coupled transformer action with the quasi-static analytical field study of 
solenoid and spiral coils, results in the development of novel power transfer functions for each 
coil type. The model introduced in this chapter can contribute to the design of low power in-
ductive links by predicting the effect of misalignment on the coupling performance for each 
coil geometry. The analytic power transfer functions derived can form a powerful system anal-
ysis tool for optimisation studies in a number of applications which employ inductive near-field 
power transfer. 
3.2 	Existing Misalignment Studies 
In the analysis and design of inductive links, there is a considerable body of knowledge with 
several approaches possible to maximise the coupling efficiency. However, existing studies 
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focus primarily on steady-state circuit analyses and validation through experiment, with geo-
metric considerations on the coupling efficiency often being overlooked. Pioneering work into 
the misalignment problem was carried out by Flack et al. [85], who provided computer-derived 
graphs for the mutual inductance of solenoid coils in lateral misalignment. In addition, Ko et 
al. in [40] suggested a design procedure for the coaxial orientation between solenoid coils with 
emphasis on the importance of the geometrical parameters of the coils. Donaldson et al. in 
[38] presented an analysis of resonant solenoid coupled coils for displacement tolerance of the 
system based on the results of Ko's study mentioned previously. Donaldson et al. considered 
only a lateral displacement of the RX coil where the RX coil is displaced by a relatively small 
distance from the center of the TX coil. The results provided by Donaldson are primarily based 
on experimental measurements and do not provide sufficient information about the behavior 
of the system under misalignment since no analytical solution is given. Almost all designs 
still rely on experimental work by Grover [42] and Terman [43], empirical techniques for a 
specific implementation or numerical evaluations. Consequently, it is difficult to perform an 
optimisation study based on existing methods. 
The most complete study of misalignment effects to date was carried out by Soma et al., [44], 
and Hochmair, [45]. In theirs papers, discussed in section 2.9.1, Soma and Hochmair attempted 
to investigate the effects of misalignment on the mutual inductance both from a geometrical 
and a circuit design standpoint. However, their analysis is focused on closely coupled coils. In 
[45], Hochmair's approach is focused on a lateral misalignment configuration of planar circular 
coils, i.e., ideal solenoids with zero thickness. In this paper Hochmair reduces the double 
integral of Neuman's formula to a single integral and then resorts to numerical integration 
to compute the mutual inductance between the coils. On the contrary, Soma's work is more 
complete since both lateral and angular misalignment is considered. However, in this paper 
Soma provided upper and lower bounds of the mutual inductance between two idealised circular 
rings of similar dimensions and does not attempt a general solution to Neuman's equation. In 
order to account for multi-turn coils Soma suggests to use shape correction factors provided by 
Grover and Terman. This semi-analytic approach although advantageous due to its simplicity it 
is an uneasy alliance between analytical results and empirical data. Soma in [44] suggests that 
a straightforward application of Neuman's formula for more complex coil geometries under 
misalignment is mathematically intractable. This can be easily justified since neither the line 
integrals or the limits of integration cannot be written in a simple form. Therefore, an exact 
analysis of the general case of the mutual inductance of arbitrary coils still remains an open 
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problem. Clearly, for practical coils employed in RFID and embedded sensors often coils are 
loosely coupled. Therefore, an alternative approach for practical coils under misalignment, 
which avoids the complications introduced by the mutual inductance calculation is presented 
henceforth. 
3.3 Methods for Computing the Magnetic Field from TX Coils 
In section 2.4 the process of power transfer across a poorly coupled inductive link was intro-
duced based on a method suggested by Yates in [47]. The two most important elements of this 
procedure are the computation of the magnetic field and the induced voltage at the RX coil. It 
is these two parameters that reveal the adaptive nature of the technique. The magnetic field dis-
tribution in the near-field is significantly influenced by the geometrical parameters of the coils. 
In view of this, the RF inductive link efficiency analysis and coil optimization introduced by 
Yates et al., in [47], can be extended to take this into account. A detailed study of the magnetic 
field distribution due to different coil geometries, currently popular in the embedded sensor and 
RFID domains, is presented in section 3.4 of this chapter. Coil orientation is another important 
factor that affects the magnetic field strength in the vicinity of the RX coil. As a consequence, 
the amount of induced voltage at the RX depends on the coil shape and its relative position to 
the TX coil. Expressing the magnetic field with respect to coil geometrical configurations and 
incorporating the results into Yates' approach results in a very powerful optimisation technique 
for the design of RF inductive coupled coils. 
In the quasi-static near field, fields strongly resemble the electrostatic fields of a charge dipole 
for a dipole antenna and the fields of a magnetic dipole for a loop antenna. In chapter 2 the 
basic theory of infinitesimal dipole and loop antennas was introduced since these structures are 
critical to the modelling of practical coils used in inductive power transfer. As confusion may 
arise from insufficient understanding of the difference between an induction field and a radia-
tion field, the distinction between the near and far field was discussed in detail. According to the 
IEEE Standard Definitions of Terms for Antennas in [74], an antenna is defined as: that part 
of a transmitting or receiving system that is designed to radiate or to receive electromagnetic 
waves. This definition suggests that the term antenna is appropriate to describe devices oper-
ating in the far-field, where radiation is taking place. On the contrary, an inductor is a passive 
electronic component that stores energy in the form of a magnetic field. In its simplest form, 
an inductor consists of a wire loop or coil. The inductance is directly proportional to the square 
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of the number of turns in the coil. Inductance also depends on the radius of the coil and on the 
type of material around which the coil is wound. Hence, the action of an antenna differs from 
that of an inductor coil in that the former is due to a propagating electromagnetic wave whereas 
the latter to a static magnetic field, [104]. However, there is some ambiguity surrounding the 
use of the term antenna. The term antenna is often encountered in studies examining near-field 
applications, such as in [105], [1061, [107]. Furthermore, the expression "antenna coil" is 
often erroneously employed to indicate inductive coupling in low power wireless systems and 
RFID devices, [108], [109]. It follows that the term coil is more suitable for wireless inductive 
coupling applications in the near-field. Thus, the term coil is adopted henceforth in this thesis 
in order to avoid any confusion. 
Currently, there is a wide and diverse variety of applications for RF coils. Among the most 
common ones are biomedical devices such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), magnetic 
stimulation and inductive telemetry applications, as well as industrial systems like electromag-
nets, [110-115]. As RF coils are relatively complicated structures it is difficult and time con-
suming to analyze them using Maxwell's equations. Nevertheless, for electrically small coils 
whose size is a small fraction of the wavelength, the so-called equivalent circuit approach can 
be employed. The basic principle of this method is to establish an equivalent lumped-circuit for 
the coil by modelling a conductive wire or strip as an inductor, as demonstrated in sections 2.2 
and 2.8. Therefore, Kirchhoff's laws are employed to model the transformer action between 
magnetically coupled RF coils using the aforementioned equivalent circuit. In order to calcu-
late the magnetic field, Biot-Savart law is usually applied. This procedure is highly efficient, 
reasonably accurate and, as a result, it constitutes a very practical approach to the design of RF 
coils, [116]. 
Magnetic field computation is one of the most essential elements in the modelling of RF coils. 
Several approaches are available for solving a stationary magnetic field problem. Nowadays, 
there is a variety of numerical codes capable of responding to this problem. One possible so-
lution for the electromagnetic field modelling of implantable telemetry systems involves finite 
difference time domain (FDTD) and finite element (FEM) methods, [117], [41]. Nevertheless, 
the use of the above numeric-differential approaches can present some difficulties. Generally, 
a simulating grid, composed of a large number of discretizing elements, is required, in order to 
reach a satisfactory simulation result. Moreover, problems may arise with the definition of the 
boundary conditions depending on the geometric complexity of the system being investigated. 
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In addition, approximation functions and the choice of the type of the elements can significantly 
influence the computation time of such numerical codes. Consequently, it is time consuming to 
guarantee the efficiency of numerical methods and often dedicated hardware tools with compu-
tational power are required. It follows that, whenever possible, analytical solutions are favored. 
Therefore, by limiting the case to a stationary magnetic field analysis of iron free media, an 
integral approach can offer significant advantages and it is particularly suitable to optimization 
purposes. In fact, many papers deal with the calculation using the integral method based on 
Biot-Savart's law [112], [118], [119], [120]. A consistent technique for field computation 
was introduced by Garrett, who presented a solution based on the complete elliptic integrals 
of the first, second and third kind, [121]. According to Garrett's method, the conductor cross-
sectional area is considered to be negligible and a basic element of winding is employed, practi-
cally resembling a cylindrical current layer of infinitesimal thickness. This assumption is know 
as the filament approximation. In a later study Urankar suggests that this approach can be still 
applied to coils of complex forms by superimposing the filament solutions [122], [123]. The 
semi-analytical elliptic integral method is particularly docile in situations requiring the self and 
mutual inductance of a coil system, [53]. Note that the term semi-analytical is used because 
numerical methods are used in the algorithms computing the elliptic integrals. Although the 
integral method has been known since Maxwell's time, its practical importance can only be 
realized today, by the modern computational methods available [124]. However, at present 
elliptic integrals can be easily and efficiently evaluated by using a mathematical package like 
Mathematica or MATLAB or by consulting handbook tables, i.e. in [125]. 
3.4 Coil Structures 
The choice of a specific coil geometry for RFID systems and embedded devices depends on 
the intended application parameters. The two most critical factors influencing coil selection 
are the frequency of operation and the size restrictions imposed on implanted devices. Low-
frequency (LF) passive devices are normally inductively coupled, which implies that the in-
duced voltage is proportional to frequency and number of turns. In LF devices many turns in 
the range of 10-30 turns are required for sufficient voltage to be induced in the RX. In com-
mercial injectable RFID transponders, used in animal and human identification, the coils used 
are glass-encapsulated multilayer ferrite cored microcoils, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1(a) for the 
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VeriChip' passive transponder. At higher frequencies (HF) such as 13.5MHz, planar spirals 
dominate the scene, [126]. Typically square or circular spirals with 5 to 7 turns over a credit 
card-sized form factor are common. These coils are relatively inexpensive and can be used to 
provide an operation range in the order of tens of centimeters. HF coils are usually fabricated 
from copper or aluminum. In the past conductive inks were used in transponder coils, but these 






R.t,, HF SO I56 
(43.43.,) 
(a) Embedded VeriChip glass- 
encapsulated 	transponder, 
[127]. 
(b) UPM Raflatac HF RFID 
tag antenna coils, circular and 
square spirals, [128]. 
Figure 3.1: Photos of types of RFID tags. 
It follows from the previous discussion that the practical coils used in short-range RFID devices 
fall into two main categories: 
. Short Solenoids: a short cylindrical coil has a diameter appreciably larger than its length. 
Each turn of the coil has the same radius. Short solenoids can have air or ferromagnetic 
cores. 
Spiral Inductors: the longitudinal thickness of these coils is small compared to the radial 
thickness and coil radius. Each coil is essentially a flat spiral. Spiral inductors can 
take many forms such as square/rectangular, circular or polygon. Circular and square 
printed spirals are the ones studied in this thesis. Spirals can be made from 3D copper 
enameled or Litz wire or fabricated on PCB or plastic substrates. Printed spirals can be 
fabricated on top of a ferromagnetic layer to increase their inductance, but this process is 




Figure 3.2: 5-turn circular spiral coil, Jr transcranial telemetry applications, fabricated on a 
flexible and biocompatible polyiinide substrate, with a trace width (W = S = 313im) [111]. 
practical applications spiral coils are often favored compared to the conventional solenoid 
coils, as they are more suitable to be built into housings of miniature receivers, Fig. 3.4. 
Owing to the nature of the embedded application, the transmitting and receiving coils 
must be very compact, robust and lightweight. Planar spiral structures enjoy most of 
these qualities. This is a significant advantage over the conventional solenoid structure. 
The shape and geometry of the coils used in the next generation of implantable devices is 
very likely to be planar and lithographically defined in one or multiple layers on rigid or 
flexible substrates similar to printed circuit boards (PCB). Printed spiral coils offer more 
flexibility with respect to optimising their geometry and aspect ratio, a fact that makes 
these coils particularly attractive for implantation under the skin or within the epidural 
space. Likewise, printed spiral coils can easily conform to the outer body or brain surface 
curvature if fabricated on thin flexible substrates such as polyimide. 
Each coil type will be discussed in the following sections. The loosely coupled model intro-
duced by Yates, [47], is revisited in this chapter and extended to account for flat coils and 
printed spirals which may or may not misalign from the ideal coaxial orientation. It is stated 
in the literature that the coupling coefficient of an inductive link can be improved by the use of 
flat coils [129]. The fundamental question examined in this thesis is whether the flat coils and 
printed spirals are immune to misalignment effects and can improve the displacement tolerance 
of the inductive link. Using the expressions for the power transfer developed in this chapter, a 
detailed discussion follows in chapter 6, where the pursuit for the optimal coil geometry con-
tinues. Employing the model developed in this chapter, the efficiency of the link, is expressed 
with respect to lateral and angular misalignments among possible reader/tag coil geometries. A 




3.4.1 The solenoid 
The electromagnetic field generated by a current system of any complexity and shape can be 
evaluated by means of superimposing the field contributions generated by elementary struc-
tures. Such structures are infinitesimal current conductors or rings in which a constant cur-
rent distribution is assumed. Therefore, three-dimensional analytic solutions of the quasi-static 
magnetic problems have been recently reported for the most elementary conductor geometries, 
[122], [123]. In view of this, each turn of a closely wound N-turn solenoid coil constructed 
of circular wire, can be approximated by a collection of vertically stacked equal concentric 
circular loops which span the length of the solenoid. Such an approximation is valid since, in 
practice, the diameter of the wire is small in comparison with the solenoid radius a. 
Biot-Savart law states that the infinitesimal magnetic field contribution due to an infinitesimal 
current conductor, denoted d, that carries a current I where r is the displacement vector point-
ing from the element to the observation point P(x, y, z), is expressed as, [53], [52]: 
dH= Idxr 
47r T 3 
At first glance, the vectorial nature of (3.1) seems to indicate serious difficulties in the compu-
tation of simple closed form expressions for the total magnetic field H. However, applying the 
basic differential form of Biot-Savart law to a finite length of wire of a closed circuit, results in 
a line integral of the following form: 
H— fdIxr 
47r 	0 
where the path of integration is along the wire or loop. 
Consequently, Biot-Savart law can be employed in order to compute the magnetic field of the 
short solenoid at a point P(x, y, z) outside the solenoid. Fig. 3.3, depicts the ideal coaxial ori-
entation, where it is possible to express the magnetic field components by applying a Cartesian 
frame of coordinates with the origin situated at the center of the TX coil. Hence, referring to 
Biot-Savart law as expressed in (3.2), the magnetic field at a point 02 situated at the center of 
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where d/? lies on the circumference of the loop. 
In most practical cases the embedded coil is much smaller than the external TX coil. There-
















(a) Schematic illustration of the current loops 	(b) Coordinate system for the TX, RX coils in the 
coaxial orientation 
Figure 3.3: Short solenoid representation. 
components of the vectors in (3.3) are obtained by applying vector calculus in the ideal config-
uration, which is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The distance r is the magnitude of the vector r between 
a point A on the circumference of the TX and point 02 at the center of the RX coil, that is: 
r=0102 -01A 	 (3.4) 
Referring to Fig. 3.3 the vectors 01A and 0102  are defined below: 
02 =Dz 
01A = (—a sin )x+ (a cos )y 
Hence, from (3.4) the vector is given here: 
r = (a sin )x+ (—a cos )y+ Dz 	 (3.5) 
and the magnitude of r is defined as 
ri = (a sin )2 + (—a cos )2 + D2 = a2 + D2 	 (3.6) 
It is evident from Fig. 3.3(a) that the inner product of infinitesimal current conductor CV with 
the vector 01A is zero, because these vectors will always be perpendicular to each other. Thus, 
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the element d1 is defined vectorially as: 
de =  do .
dO1A d 
	 (3.7) 
Substituting for the vector 01A in the previous expression (3.7) yields: 
d = (—a cosdq)x + (—a sindq)y 	 (3.8) 
It should be noted that the unit vectors x, y, and z from the given orthogonal coordinate system 
satisfy the following equalities: 
xxy=z yxz=x xxz=y 
Following the vector definition in (3.5) and (3.7), the cross product at the numerator of expres-
sion (3.3) is given as: 
X 	y 	z 
dexr = —acos 	—asinq 0 	 (3.9) 
asinq —a cos 0 D 
Evaluating the determinant yields: 
dxr = (—aD sin q dç5)x + (—aDcos 0 dq)y + (a2 d) z 	(3.10) 
Substituting the cross product, as evaluated in (3.10) above, in the numerator and the magnitude 
of the vector r in the denominator of expression (3.3), the Cartesian magnetic field components 
can be evaluated by the following integrals: 
H 	= 2 	
Jo 
I /r_a D sinq 
dq 	 (3.1 Ia) 
v"a2 + D23 
I 	f 
H = _aDcosd 	 (3.11 b) 








It is clear from the above expressions, (3.11), that the line integrals formulating the x and y 
magnetic field components are zero. This is indeed justified due to the circular symmetry of 
the RX coil so that the x and y components cancel out at the center of the coil. This suggests 
that the z component of the field dominates at the center of the RX coil. Solving the integral 
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in expression (3.11) yields the well-known text book expression for the z component of the 
magnetic field on the axis of the TX circular loop, [71]: 
H = 
	Ia2 
	f  do 
= 	0Ia2 	
(3.12) 
2 +D2 	2 V' a2 +D 27r Va   
Subsequently, from the previous expression (3.12), the magnetic field at the center of the circu-





and at a large distance from the TX coil (D >> a) the z field component becomes: 
I a 
(3.14) 
Therefore, the resulting magnetic field, from an N-turn circular short solenoid illustrated in Fig. 




Once the magnetic field is defined, the induced voltage at the RX coil can be described as the 
rate of change of flux linkage based on Faraday's law, [54]: 
VIND = NRXILOARX .jwH 	 (3.16) 
where ARX is the loop area and NRX is the number of turns. 
The modelling of the magnetic coupling between the circular and square TX and RX coil ge-
ometries discussed in sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 comprises of two parts. The first part in sections 
3.4.2 and 3.4.3 is focused on the evaluation of the magnetic field generated by the TX. In the 
second part of sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 the induced voltage across the RX, due to the presence 
of the alternating magnetic flux generated by the resonant TX coil, is computed. In this section 
the coils are assumed to be aligned on a common central axis as depicted in Fig. 3.3(b). This 
is known as the perfect alignment or coaxial configuration. This configuration signifies the 
simplest scenario and is considered here in order to establish some mathematical conventions, 
which will be used in comparison with the non-ideal topologies studied in section 3.5. 
3.4.2 The circular spiral 
For most practical spiral structures, the spacing between adjacent turns and the trace width 





Figure 3.4: A schematic representation of a circular spiral inductor 
Figure 3.5: Geometric arrangement and notation for TX and RX circular spiral coils repre-
sented by a number of concentric circular loops. 
circular conductor, the diameter of the wire is considerably smaller than the dimensions of the 
spiral and the wavelength at the operating frequency. The outer diameter of the spiral, DEX, 
is not significantly larger than the the inner one, DIN, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Therefore, for a 
circular spiral coil satisfying the above conditions, the approximation of having closed turns has 
a negligible effect on the results. Consequently, a typical circular spiral coil can by represented 
as a collection of n closed concentric circular loops with decreasing radii, a(i = 1,2,... , n), 
from the circumference to the center of the coil. It follows that for the benefit of simplicity each 
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loop represents one winding of the coil, as illustrated in the diagram of Fig. 3.5. In the special 
case of closely spaced turns it is essential to replace the n-turn spiral with n concentric circles 
in order to evaluate analytically the integral expressing the magnetic field of the spiral. This 
important physical observation, which is employed in this section, is a powerful tool commonly 
used in the modelling of two-dimensional spiral inductors, [130]. 
Fig. 3.5 shows the top-view of the equivalent idealized diagram of the TX and RX circular spiral 
coils consisting of n-turn planar windings situated in a homogeneous and isotropic medium 
such as air. In this planar system assuming that the current is distributed uniformly across the 
conductor cross section, the total magnetic field generated by the TX coil can be computed 
using the Biot-Savart law based on the superposition principle [131], [132]. The direction of 
the current is assumed to be equal in all the turns of the circular spiral coil. Referring to Fig. 
3.5 we can express the magnetic field at the center of the RX coil as the total field generated 
by the number of loops comprising the TX coil. Starting from the perfect alignment case, the 
dominant H-field component is H as discussed earlier. Thus, the z component of the H-field 




2 2(a  +D2)3/2 	
(3.17) 
At the receiving end of the inductive link, the total induced emf across the RX spiral can be 
expressed using Faraday's law as the sum of emf induced in each concentric loop. Considering 
the geometry depicted in Fig. 3.5, the RX coil is being approximated as a number k of con- 
centric loops with different radii b3 (j = 1, 	,k), in a similar manner with the approach 
adopted for modelling the TX coil. Hence, the resulting emf, denoted VIND, is given as: 
VJNDj/i0 WHb 	 (3.18) 
3.4.3 The square spiral 
The advantages of spiral coils make the use of square spirals attractive in small-sized devices, 
especially in RFID, near-field communication systems as well as implanted sensors. Thus, a 
comprehensive analysis of their performance in the near-field is essential. It is known that the 
far-field components in the plane of an electrically small square loop coincide with the field 









of a square loop in the near-field varies significantly from that of the circular loop. Regarding 
electrically small square loops, but finite in comparison with the distance to the observation 
point, it is evident that in the inductive near-field the loop shape will influence the field. The 
near-field of a circular loop is studied in a limited number of papers, as discussed in section 
(2.5). In the antenna literature, research focusing on the near-field of a square loop is even 
more limited with the exception of a paper written by Levin, [72]. 
In the square spiral case a three-axis square loop transmitter-receiver model is employed, as 
shown in Fig. 3.6(a), in order to investigate the theoretical magnetic field strength in the near-
field where the RX coil is situated. Consequently, based on Faraday's law an equation that 
calculates the corresponding induced voltage at the RX due to the presence of the induction 





(a) Transmitter and receiver coaxial orientation. 	(b) Geometry of the square loop under consider- 
ation. 
Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of square loop geometry employed in the modelling of 
square spiral coils. 
The space between adjacent turns and the trace width are typically small compared to the spiral 
inductor size, as shown in Fig. 3.8. Therefore, the approximation of having closed turns holds, 
hence the transmitter-receiver square spiral coil model can be approximated as shown in Fig. 
3.7. The approach taken in this section is to divide the spiral into a collection of segments, 
partitioned as four linear elements, with lengths a (i = 1, 2,... , n) and b3 (j = 1, 2,... , k) 
representing the TX and RX coils respectively. Closed-form expressions for the field from each 
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segment are then applied to find the total field at the point of interest, A(x, y, z), where the 
center of the RX coil is located. 
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Figure 3.7: The closed turn approximation for TX and RX square spiral coils represented by a 
number of concentric square loops. 
The scheme of a square loop is represented in Fig. 3.8 below. The center of the loop is located 
on the x - y plane, at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z). It is assumed that 
the loop is electrically small, that is, the side length a is much smaller than the wavelength A, 
(a << A). Hence, in the same manner as with the circular loop considered previously, the 
amplitude and phase of the current along the loop conductor is though to be constant. 
Starting with the magnetic field H generated by a square loop ABCD as depicted in Fig. 
3.6(b), Biot-Savart law (LBS) is employed as expressed in (3.2). In this form of LBS I is the 
uniform current circulating in the windings of the spiral coil, and df is the infinitesimal current 
conductor situated on the side of the square loop. 
The square loop can be treated as four short linear dipoles. In this way we can compute the 
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Figure 3.8: A schematic representation of a square spiral inductor 
magnetic field H generated by each dipole and add the resulting expressions. Applying LBS 
for the dipole CD yields: 
HCD = 
I 	dx r 	
(3.19) 
Starting with the vector definition in the integrand of the LBS, as given in (3.19), 
= (_t,.,o) 	 (3.20) 
d? = —(1,0,0) 	 (3.21) 
/ a 	a \ 
r = (x+ty—,z) 	 (3.22) 
The cross product of vectors df and r is given by their determinant: 




a \ / a a 	a 
d x r = 	- 	0 	0 = 	- (y - )z) = 0, z, — (y - 	(3.23) 
X+ it y
— z 
Substituting in (3.19) it follows that: 
1 	a 	a12)  z y - 	- z HCD = 4 Li [(x + t)2 + (y - )2 + (z)2]3/2 dt 	 (3.24) 
This integral can be simplified by an appropriate substitution. Now, let t' = 	in the integrand 
of (3.24). Immediately this yields dt' = dt and the new limits of integration are —a/2, a/2. 
Consequently, by substituting for t' = 	and dt in (3.24) the new integral becomes: 
fa/2 zy(y)z 
HCD = 	
a/2 [(x + t')2 + (y - )2 + (z)2]3/2 
dt' 	 (3.25) 
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In the same manner, applying LBS for to the dipole DA: 
I M 




Starting with the vector definition in the integrand of the LBS as given in (3.26) 
£ = (—',—'t,o) 	 (3.27) 
df = - (0, 1,0) 	 (3.28) 
r = (x+,y+t,z) 	 (3.29) 
The cross product of vectors df and r is given by their determinant: 
x 	y 	zi 
I 	ai 	f 	a) \ 	(_ a z'O'  ( x + a)) 
dxr= 	0 	- (3.30) 2 
x+ y+t z 
Substituting in (3.26) it follows that: 
I 	—zx+(+x)z 
HDA=J [(x+)2+(y+t)2+(z)2]3/2dt 	(3.31) 
By applying the substitution t' = t, the integral in (3.31) becomes: 
a/2 	—zx-j-(+x)z 
HDA =47r f 
a/2 [(x + )2  + (y + t1)2  + (z)2]3/2 dt' 
	(3.32) 





= 4ir 	T 	
(3.33) 
Starting with the vector definition in the integrand of the LBS as given in (3.33) 
£ 
= (a
t,_,o) 	 (3.34) 
d? = 	(1,0,0) 	 (3.35) 
r = (x—t,y+,z) 	 (3.36) 
The cross product of vectors df and r is given by their determinant: 
dxr= 	i 	0 	o 
=— a(zy_(Y+a)z)=(O,_az,+a(y+a)) 
x —t y+ z 
(3.37) 
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Substituting in (3.33) it follows: 
1 	a 
HAB= — [ 
—zy+(y+)z 
J—i [(x - t)2 + (y + )2  + z2]3/2 
dt 	 (3.38) 





a/2 [(x - t')2 + (y + )2 + Z2] 3/2 
dt' 	 (3.39) 






Starting by the vector definition in the integrand of the LBS as given in (3.40) 
(a, a 	\ 
£ = 	 (3.41) 
de = (0,1,0) 	 (3.42) 
/ a a \ 
r = (x_,y_t,z) 	 (3.43) 
The cross product of vectors d? and r is given by their determinant: 
X y zi 
I ai 	/ 	\ \ 'a 	a' 	\\ 
d x r - 	0 	0 = zx - - ) z) = z,0, —
 
(x - (3.44) 2 
x— y—t z 
Substituting in (3.40) it follows that: 
1 	a 
HBC = 47r 
	
X - a)2 + ( - t)2 + z2]3/2 
dt 	 (3.45) 
In a similar manner to the previous square sections, substituting for t' = 	in (3.45) becomes: 
H=_J
a/2 	zx — (x — )z 
—a/2 [(x - )2 + (y - t')2 + z2]3/2 
dt' 	 (3.46) 
The integrals in (3.25), (3.32), (3.39), (3.46) can be evaluated based on the integration by 
substitution technique which can simplify the integrand until it resembles an expression that is 
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integrable. In this manner the expressions for the magnetic field due to each side of the square 
loop can be represented by the following general form: 
/2 	ds 





= 	[(u - s)2  + c2] 
Careful inspection of the above integral, (3.47) yields that by a double substitution the integral 
can be evaluated analytically. Initially a substitution of the form v = s - u, where u is a 




= 02 +U) [v2  + c2]3/2 	
(3.48) 
It is critical to notice that the limits of integration change with each successive integration. A 
further substitution of the form v = c w, where c is a constant and dv = dw, returns 
(_u)/c 
( 	
c dw 	1 	(_u)/c 	dw 
HINT = f_(+u)/c [w2 + 1]3/2) f_(+u)/c / [w2 + 1]3/2) 	(3.49) 
Applying a trigonometric substitution of the form w = tang and dw 
= co2 g dg, in (3.49), 
gives: 
1ta1((_u)/e) / 1/ Cos 
2g dg" HINT = 	f tan—' ((I+u)/-:: ) 	1 + tang ) 
1t((_u)/c) (1/Cos  2 g 
= 	ftan_1 ((+u)/c) 1/cos3g d) 
1 tan _1((_u)/c) 
ftan_1(( 22 +u)/c) 
(cosg dg) 	 (3.50) 
The final integral in (3.50) is a standard cosine integral which can now be solved, giving the 
following expression: 
-1sintan C2 L 	( ( + ) i) + sin tank ( ( + ) /c)] 	(3.51) 
Employing the following trigonometric identities, the expression given in (3.51) can be alge-
braically manipulated in order to return a simpler solution that does not involve trigonometric 
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functions. Initially, the Pythagorean identity can be written as follows: 
cos2 h + sin  h = 1 (divide left and write by sin2 h) 
= sin .2 2 h 








z=' 	= _______ 	(3.52) 
/1+tan2 h 
Thus, substitution of (3.52) into the expression (3.51), yields the solution of the integral (3.47) 
in the form: 
a/2—z 	 a/2+u 	1 
HINT = 	 C 	 + 	C I 	 (3.53) 





(i+ C2 )j 
Finally, by algebraic simplification of the previous expression, the solution to the integral of 
(3.47) is: 
	
[ (a 	) 	(u+) 	1 (3.54) ii 	 + 	 I HJNT= J(T 	
~(U + a 2) 2 + C2] 
Therefore, the total magnetic field due to the square current loop ABCD shown in Fig. 3.6(b) 
can be expressed by superimposing the contributions of each linear dipole that compose the 





LLa12 [(x + t')2 + 	) a\2 ( + -  
f
a/2 	 (+x)z 
a/2 [(x + )2 + (y + t')2 + z2]3/2 
dt'+ 
f a/2 	 (y+)z 	
dt'— 
a/2 [(x - t')2 + (y + )2 + z2]3/2 
f
a/2 	 (x —)z 
a/2 [(x - )2 + (y - t')2 + z2]3/2 
dt'] 	(3.55) 
Consequently, the integral function (3.55) is composed of the individual contributions of the 
four sides of the square loop, each being an integral of the general form shown by (3.47). The 
solution to this integral was evaluated earlier in this section and the result is shown in (3.54). 
The substitution of the u and c term in (3.54) for each integral term in (3.55) leads to the 
analytic expression for the magnetic field of the square spiral. For example, the first integral 
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term in (3.47), representing the magnetic field strength due to the contribution from one side of 
the square loop, is: 
	
a/2 	 (y —)z 	
dt' 
La/2 [(x + t')2 + (y 	+ z2]3/2 - 
where u is —x, as (x + t')2 = (—x - t')2  and c2 represents (y - ) + z2. 
- H=_{ 
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izi (3.56) + 
+y)2+(x_)2+z2] 5 
Referring back to the model of the square spiral, illustrated in Fig. 3.7, the coil is approximated 
by a number of n concentric square loops. The integral equation method described above for 
the square loop can be employed here to solve the three dimensional magnetic field problem for 
the square spiral. The algorithm in (3.56) computes the dominant z component of the magnetic 
field generated by the square loop of Fig. 3.6(b). Applying this algorithm to each consecutive 
loop in Fig. 3.7 and summing the results yields the z component of the induced field due to the 
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TX square spiral coil as: 
izi (357) 
aj  +y)2+(x_)2+z2] 5 
3.4.3.1 Coil sensitivity 
S 
M. dout 
Figure 3.9: Planar view of square spiral coil. 
The sensitivity of the RX square spiral coil is determined by the induced voltage across the 
terminals of the coil. The induced voltage is proportional to the flux captured by the cross- 
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sectional area of the coil. Hence, in the case of the square spiral coil, as shown in Fig. 3.9, 
the effective area of the coil can be derived by summing the area of each turn in the coil. An 
alternative technique is applied for the computation of the effective area of the coil, following 
an expression for the area of a square spiral coil suggested by Lee, [133]. The simple formula 
adopted offers the advantage that it does not involve the cumbersome summation technique 
used in the circular spiral case. The effective area of a square spiral coil is estimated as, [133]: 
	
A = s2N(N -1)(2N - 1) + d,,N + 	2dsN(N - 1) 	(3.58) 
where s is the spacing between each successive turn, din is the size of the innermost turn which 
is equal to the internal diameter of the spiral and N is the number of turns. In addition, the 
outside dimension of the coil, also referred to as the external diameter, is defined as twice the 
sum of all the turn spacings and the internal diameter of the coil. Hence, the external diameter 
of the coil denoted 	is given by: 
= 2(N - 1)s + din 	 (3.59) 
In a similar manner to a circular coil the induced voltage across the receiver square spiral coil 
is given by Faraday's law as follows: 
VIND = p,,. ARX . jwH 	 (3.60) 
where ARX is the effective area of the square spiral coil given by (3.58), and H is the magnetic 
field strength at the center of the RX coil as expressed by equation (3.57) derived earlier. 
3.5 Geometric Configurations for TX, RX Topologies 
Coil orientation is a key parameter in the design of magnetically coupled devices. In particular, 
embedded devices using inductive coupling to receive power from an external resonant coil, 
will receive maximum power when the external TX and the implanted RX coils are coaxially 
orientated. The coaxial orientation is depicted in Fig. 3.3(b) and Fig. 3.6(a) for a circular and 
square loop coils respectively. In the coaxial orientation, also referred to as the ideal case in 
this thesis, the magnetic field lines associated with the TX are orthogonal to the RX coil hence, 
best coupling results. Contrary to the perfect alignment position of the coils, no coupling is 
expected when the RX coil is situated at a right angle with respect to the TX. In this position no 
magnetic flux lines are intersecting the RX coil and so, no energy will couple across the link. 
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Table 3.1 specifies the coil and configuration parameters used in the formulation of the model 
presented in this chapter. The majority of these factors appear in the power transfer functions 
developed in section 3.6. 
In this thesis two cases of misalignment which occur commonly in most practical cases will be 
studied, listed here: 
Lateral Misalignment - In the lateral misalignment case Fig. 3.10 the TX, RX coils are 
situated in parallel planes and their centers are displaced by a distance A. 
Angular Misalignment - In the angular misalignment case Fig. 3.11, the plane of the RX 
coil is tilted to form an angle 'y and the axis of one coil passes through the center of the 
other coil. 
A general misalignment case which incorporates both a lateral and angular displacement of the 
RX coil is not considered in this thesis. This decision is supported by the fact that there is no 
FACTORS SYMBOL 
Transmitter (TX), Receiver (RX) Coils CTX, CRX 
TX Circular/Square Coil Radius/Length a [m] 
RX Circular/Square Coil Radius/Length b [m] 
TX Circular Spiral at 	an  
RX Circular Spiral b1 . . . bk 
TX Square Spiral a1  
RX Square Spiral ... b, 
TX, RX Number of Turns NTX, NRX 
Transmitter Excitation Current 'TX [A] 
Coil Vertical Separation Distance D [m] 
Lateral Misalignment Distance A [m] 
Angular Misalignment Angle 'y [degrees] 
Series Ohmic Losses in the TX Coil RTX [Ohm] 
Series Ohmic Losses in the RX Coil RRX [Ohm] 
Transmitter Input Power PTX [Watt] 
Receiver Power dissipated at the Load PRX [Watt] 
Complete Elliptic Integral of the First Kind K(m) 
Complete Elliptic Integral of the Second Kind E(m) 
Modulus of Elliptic Integrals K, E m 
Magnetic Permeability of Free-Space p, = 47r10' [Him] 
Magnetic Permeability of Core Material Ar 
Resonant Frequency w = 27rf [rad/s] 
magnetic Field Strength at the RX coil H [A/rn] 
Table 3.1: Coil and Configuration Parameters. 
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strong interaction between the two misalignment effects as demonstrated by Soma in [44]. At 
small lateral misalignments the angular effect dominates and at large lateral misalignments the 
lateral effect prevails. Hence, the two displacement configurations can be studied independently 
which is advantageous from an optimisation point of view. In this manner, separate upper 
bounds for the maximum permissible angular and lateral displacements can be set according to 
the specified application. 
3.5.1 Lateral misalignment 
In the lateral misalignment case we can neglect the x and y components of the magnetic field 
vector since they are parallel to the RX plane and do not contribute to the flux lines cutting 
through the R)( coil. The expression for the magnetic field as a function of misalignment dis-
tance, Z, of the RX coil from a stationary TX coil can be obtained by computing the magnetic 
field strength at the center of the RX coil as shown in Fig. 3.10(a) and Fig. 3.10(b) for the 
circular and square geometries respectively. 
First, the circular coil geometry is considered, and the magnetic field at the center of the RX coil 
is evaluated by Biot-Savart law as expressed in equation (3.2). The main difference from the 
coaxial case is the definition of the vector components d1? and r in Biot-Savart law. Referring 
to Fig. 3.10(a), the vector r can be derived from the vectorial subtraction of 01A from 0102, 
which yields: 
	
r=(a sin çf)x+(z—a cos q5)y+Dz 	 (3.61) 
and the magnitude of the vector r is defined as: 
r = \/a + A2  + D2 - 2aL cos q5 	 (3.62) 
In this case, the vector c1f can be evaluated as follows: 
=—(a cos dq5)x—(a sin  do) y 	 (3.63) 
Then the cross product df x r is expressed as: 
X 	 y 	z 
& x r = I -a cos q dq —a sin 0 dq 0 1 	 (3.64) 
asin 	—acosq5 D 
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Manipulating the determinant in (3.64) provides the numerator at (3.2): 
df x r = — (aDsinqdçb)x — (aD Cos d)y+ [(a2 - aL Cos cb) do] z 	(3.65) 
Consequently, the field components can be defined as: 
H 	
I —aD sin q 
d 
f 2, 
(a2 + 2  + D2 - 2a 




0  f2, (a




47 	(a2 + 2  + D2 - 2a cos )3/2 d 
	 (3.66c) 
It is evident from the geometry depicted in Fig. 3.10(a) that the H component dominates 
as it is the only component which vertically intersects the plane of the RX coil and can be 
recognized as a standard elliptic integral. A solution for an integral of this form is available by 
Good, [134] and in the extensive collection of elliptic integrals and special functions compiled 
by Byrd and Friedman in [135]. A close investigation of (3.66) reveals that the z - component 
of the magnetic field intensity at the center of the circular misaligned RX coil, involves the 
following integral expressions: 
1 rn 
(c ± cos )3/2 do= 2 - 2m' 	
(3.67a) 
f7r 
OS () 	 2—rn 
d 	= 	K(m) - _____ /E(rn) 	(3.67b) 
	
Jo (c ±cos )3/2 2— 2m 
where the functions K(m) and E(m) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second 
kind respectively, defined in appendix B, and rn is the modulus of K and E expressed as: 
rn= 	, 0<m<1 	 (3.68) 
1+c 
One can then identify that H in (3.66) involves the expressions given in (3.67a), (3.67b) above. 
Hence, H can be written as: 
H, = I - a t 	 adçb 
2 	o [(D2 + 2 +a2)_ 2a  COS  ]3/2+  
It 	—L Cos qdq 








K 	 (3.70) 
27r (2a)3"2 [ 	2 - 2m - 2 - 2m 
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An algebraic manipulation of the previous expression reveals that the z-component of the mag-
netic field intensity at the center of the RX coil can be expressed in terms of the lateral mis-
alignment distance A as: 
H 
2 	(4a) 	 2— 2m 
 
rn 1/2 
(~,K + am 
- (2— m) 	
E 




- [(a + 	+ D2] 	
(3.72) 
It should be noted that due to the circular symmetry of the TX coil, expression (3.71) can 
equally well describe the variation of the magnetic field intensity due to a RX coil translation 
anywhere on the x-y plane, with A being essentially a radial displacement from the center of 
the TX coil. Interestingly, expression (3.71) is derived by Smythe in [52] by adopting the more 
complicated approach of the magnetic vector potential. 
Of course, it is evident that expression (3.71) describes the magnetic field generated by a single 
circular loop TX coil. Therefore, the z-component of the magnetic field generated by short 
solenoids and circular spiral TX coils can be evaluated by superimposing the contributions of 
the individual loops that constitute these more complex TX geometries. Consequently, the z-











E) 	 (3.73) 
where the modulus m of the elliptic integrals can be expressed by equation (3.72). 
Finally, for a circular spiral TX coil the z-component of the magnetic field at the center of a 
radially displaced RX coil can be derived in a similar manner to the coaxial orientation demon-
strated in section 3.4.2. Therefore, the z component for the magnetic field generated by a 





- 	 m 	
(K + a
2m - (2 - m) 
. . E) 	(3.74) 
2irL 	ajL) 2-2m2 
i=1 
In this case the modulus of the elliptic integrals K and E varies for each concentric loop. 














(a) Circular geometry representing the solenoid and the circular spiral 
coils 
(b) Square geometry representing the square spiral coils 
Figure 3.10: Lateral Misalignment Configuration of the TX, RX Coils. 
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where ai is the radius of each concentric loop. 
Revisiting the square coil geometry, it is clear that equation (3.57) is adequate to express the 
z-component of the magnetic field denoted H, generated from a square spiral TX coil at any 
point situated on the x-y plane and at a distance z from the level of the TX spiral. Clearly, for a 
laterally misaligned RX coil as indicated in Fig. 3.10(b), the z-component of the magnetic field 
can be expressed at the center of the RX coil by (3.57). In this expression, (3.57), the constants 
x and y represent the lateral displacement of the center of the RX coil on the x-axis and y-axis 
respectively and z is the separation distance of the TX, RX coils. The square spiral TX coil 
is thought to be stationary with the center of the structure located at the origin of a Cartesian 
coordinate system (x, y, z) as shown in Fig. 3.10(b). 
At this point it is important to stress that symmetry is also relevant for the square spiral structure. 
Ultimately it is possible to take advantage of this and predict the magnetic field intensity at the 
vicinity of the RX when it is laterally misaligned either on the x or y axis. Due to the square 
geometry, a translation on the x-axis is identical to a translation on the y-axis. Therefore, this 
significantly simplifies the computation of expression (3.57) and the variation of the magnetic 
field strength on the x-axis can be mirrored to reflect the trend on the y-axis. 
3.5.2 Angular misalignment 
The 3-D problem of a tilted RX coil of an arbitrary shape above a stationary TX coil is shown 
in Fig. 3.11(a) and Fig. 3.11(b) for circular and rectangular TX geometries respectively. The 
main challenge is to compute the magnetic field strength at the region of the tilted RX coil, 
which is defined by the shape of the TX coil. The basic loop configuration depicted in Fig. 3.11 
can be employed in order to compute the magnetic field generated by a short-solenoid, circular 
and square spiral coils, by employing the principle of superposition addressed earlier for each 
coil geometry. The z-axis of a Cartesian coordinate system lies along the centerline of the TX 
coil, as indicated in the diagrams of Fig. 3.11, and the x - y plane where z = 0 coincides with 
the conductor surface. In this case, the calculation of the magnetic field can be significantly 
accelerated by the use of Biot-Savart law and the coordinate transformations that account for the 
tilt, [136]. Although this approach seems to be appropriate for more complex coil geometries 
and a TX coil rotation, it is not necessary for the configuration depicted in Fig. 3.11. Bearing 
in mind the applications considered in this work, a small RX coil is assumed which supports 
the condition of a uniform field distribution over the surface of the RX. Subsequently, this 
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allows the reference point for the field calculation to be located at the center of the RX coil. At 
the center of the RX coil the circular symmetry reduces dramatically the computational effort 
required. 
In the angular misalignment case, depicted in Fig. 3.11, the x and  components of the magnetic 
field vector cancel out due to the circular and square symmetry at the center of the RX coil. 
Consequently, the z-component of the magnetic field dominates and it will be solely considered 
hereinafter. 
However, as the coil is tilted by an angle 'y, the component of the field which is vertical to the 
plane of the tilted coil, denoted here as (H, AM), can be determined by the dot product of the unit 
vector (n) vertical to the plane of the rotated coil and the z magnetic field vector component, 
given by H, at the center of the RX prior to the rotational displacement. As the RX coil is 
rotated with respect to the x-axis, the unit vector n is defined as n = (0, sin 'y, cos 'y). Angle 'y 
defines the degree of angular misalignment and is positive for a clockwise rotation and negative 
for an anticlockwise rotation. Therefore, the component of the magnetic field vertical to the 
RX that produces flux through the RX is given as follows: 
HZAM=r1 HZ 	 (3.76) 
It should be stated at this point that, due to symmetry, a rotation about the x-axis is equivalent 
to a rotation about the y-axis for a RX coil located vertically above the TX coil as illustrated in 
Fig. 3.11. Based on the previous discussion, the magnetic field expressions derived earlier for 
short-solenoid, circular and square spirals can be now extended to account for the rotation by 
multiplying (3.15), (3.17) and (3.57) with a rotational misalignment factor cosy. 
3.6 Power Transfer Expressions 
In inductive links coil misalignments drastically reduce the coupling factor, hence the purpose 
of the analytical model presented in this thesis is to predict accurately the impact of geometrical 
parameters on the link efficiency. Coil dimensions and shape substantially affect the magnitude 
of the magnetic field in the inductive near-field as shown in sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 for 
coils of circular and square geometries. Since the magnitude of the magnetic field is closely re-
lated to the efficiency of the inductive link, it is critical to identify a coil structure that maximises 











(a) Circular geometry representing the solenoid and the circular 
spiral coils 
(b) Square geometry representing the square spiral coils 
Figure 3.11: Angular Misalignment Configuration of the 7X, RX Coils. 
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a set of novel power transfer functions incorporating misalignment of the RF coils, for circular 
and square structures, currently popular in RFID and embedded sensor technologies. The ex-
pressions for the power transfer introduced in this section constitute a powerful design tool for 
inductive RF links. Based on the power transfer functions presented in this chapter it is possi-
ble to predict the effect of coil characteristics, position and misalignment on the coupling factor 
and develop a link efficiency optimisation technique. In chapter 5 the potential applicability of 
the modelling suggested in this chapter will be discussed in detail. 
A general equivalent circuit for a poorly coupled system is shown in Fig. 3.12. Adopting this 
approach significantly simplifies the analysis of the transformer action for the applications con-
sidered in this thesis, since the mutual inductance is very small as demonstrated in section 2.9.1. 
Therefore, it is possible to derive a formula expressing the power transfer from transmitter to 
receiver in an inductive link as illustrated in section 2.4. This methodology is revisited here 
with reference to Fig. 3.12. 








Figure 3.12: Equivalent circuit of a loosely coupled transformer representing an inductively 
coupled RF link. 
Initially, the transmitter and receiver sections of Fig. 3.12 are assumed to be resonating at a 
common frequency where: 
= 
1 , and CTX
1 	
(3.77) 
3WCTX 	 47r2 f 2LTx 
Under these conditions the real input power, PTX,  can be expressed as: 
	
PTX = IX . RTX 	 (3.78) 
where RTX  represents the ohmic losses of the transmitter coil. 
On the receiver side the load impedance denoted ZL in Fig. 3.12, should be conjugately 
matched to the impedance of the RX coil to achieve maximum power transfer. Therefore, 
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The current 'TX  circulating in the TX coil produces a magnetic field H. Assuming a relatively 
uniform magnetic field over the area of the small effective area of the receiver coil, then the 
voltage induced across the RX coil is given by Faraday's law: 
1 
at VIND =- 
	ds 	 (3.80) 
L  
where the magnetic field vector is related to the magnetic flux density by the equation B = H. 
According to (3.80) the total induced emf at the receiver coil is equal to the normal component 
of the rate of change of the flux density B integrated over the surface bounded by the RX coil. 
An alternative representation of (3.80) can be written as: 
VIND = t0A . jwH 	 (3.81) 
where A is the effective area of the loop and H is the z-component of the magnetic field which 
is normal to the plane of the RX coil. Equation (3.81) relates to the time harmonic case in 
which e3()t is the implicit time factor (a/at jw). It is possible to express the induced voltage 
at a receiver coil irrespective of its geometry by applying formula (3.81) and substituting for 
the effective area of the coil's geometry in place of A. This is demonstrated in equations 
(3.16), (3.18) and (3.60) for a short-solenoid coil, circular and square spiral coils respectively. 
In addition, the expression for the magnetic field component normal to the plane of the RX 
coil represented by H in (3.81) has been derived for the three main TX geometries studied in 
this thesis by evaluating Biot-Savart law for the short solenoid, circular and square spirals. By 
substituting for the magnetic field as given by Biot-Savart law for each TX geometry in (3.81), 
the induced open circuit voltage at the RX coil can by expressed in terms of the real input 
power at the TX side, according to equation (3.78). Hence, substituting for VIND  and 'TX  in 
(3.79) for the received power across the inductive link and rearranging yields a power transfer 
function expressed as a ratio of the received power over the real input power at the TX coil as 




PTX - 4 RRX RTX IX 
(3.82) 
It should be noted that the majority of the factors in expression (3.82) depend on the geometry 
of the TX and RX coils except from the resonant frequency w and the current 'TX  circulating 
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in the TX coil. The parameters involved in the expressions introduced in the following section 
are listed in Table 3.1. 
3.6.1 Power transfer for coils in perfect alignment 
The power transfer functions developed in this section provide insight to the design of induc-
tively coupled embedded sensor systems with respect to a number of important parameters 
for design engineers. Among these are the implantation depth and operational range distance, 
frequency and losses of the TX and RX coils as well as size and shape of the coils and of 
course misalignment conditions mostly overlooked until now. The mutual inductance and the 
coupling factor are always small over the range of operation and the coil dimensions suitable 
for the aimed applications. Hence, it is possible to simplify the problem and converge to an-
alytical expressions for the power transfer ratio. This will enable the designer to evaluate the 
dependence of the power transfered on the various application parameters. Continuing from 
expression (3.82) this section presents the power transfer functions for two coaxial coils. 
Short solenoid, TX, RX coils 
The simplest scenario of two coaxial solenoid coils is considered fist. Starting from the general 
expression (3.82) and substituting for the magnetic field H generated by a short solenoid TX 
coil, as given by (3.15), yields the following equation: 
p RX 
 - 2 2 N2 N2 a4 b4w2  TX RX 	 (3.83) 
PTX - 16RTX RRX (a2  + D2)3 
Circular spiral, TX, RX coils 
In a similar manner, for the perfect alignment configuration the power transfer function describ-
ing the coupling between reader and tag circular spiral coils is given by: 
2 2 /, \ 22 	 2 
PRX 	 w Iv a 
PTX 16 RTX RRX 	(Vai2 + D2)3) . 
	 (3.84) 
In this case the dominant magnetic field component H, in the general power ratio expression 
(3.82), is evaluated for the circular spiral TX coil geometry by equation (3.17). 
Square Spiral, TX, RX coils 
Finally, the square spiral coil structure is considered, where the magnetic field component H 
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in (3.82) is evaluated by expression (3.57). Substituting for H in (3.82) and rearranging yields 
the power transfer function for a set of loosely coupled square spiral coils: 
( 




PTX - 647r2RTXRnx 
li=1 
(ç+D2)/ç+D2 
where A is the effective area of the square spiral RX coil expressed as: 
	
A= 	82N(N-1)(2N— 1)+ 	N+dsN(N — 1) 	(3.86) 
3.6.2 Power transfer for coils laterally displaced 
This section presents the power transfer functions, for each coil geometry, in the lateral mis-
alignment configuration. The magnetic field in the lateral configuration is discussed in section 
3.5.1. 
The same principle applies when the coils are lateral misaligned. Three expressions are derived 
for each coil geometry by substituting for the magnetic field H in (3.82). The magnetic field 
component H strength at the center of the RX coil varies for each geometry studied and it also 
depends on the position of the RX with respect to the TX coil. The configurations studied are 
illustrated in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11. 
Short solenoid, TX, RX coils 
For the sort-solenoid coils in the lateral misalignment case, H is computed by (3.73) and the 
power transfer function becomes: 
PT X 	64 a RTX RRX 3 	 2 - 2m 	
. E) 	(3.87) 
b4 w2  PRX - ,a 	 m (AK + am - (2— m) . 
Circular spiral, TX, RX coils 
For circular spiral coils laterally misaligned, H is computed by expression (3.74) and the 
power transfer function becomes: 
PRX 	rMto  LL) 
2 2 m1 
fl / 	\1/2 
PTX - 16 RRX RTX 2 4.' (2 ajL) 
K+azm (2  mi)E)]2 (b) (3.88) 
2 - 2 m 
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where m2 represents the modulus of the elliptic integral and is given by equation (3.75). 
Square Spiral, TX, RX coils 
Finally, for the square spiral coils the magnetic field at the RX coil is computed by expression 
(3.57), where x and y represent the lateral displacement of the RX from the center of the TX 
coil across the x and y-axis respectively: 













1 2 	Y 
+ ( AY  20 [ 
	
Jx 
(Ay  2 	 2
+ 
2  (L _L) [ 
(AX -')2 +D 2 
I (3.89) 
3.6.3 Power transfer for tilted coils 
This section presents the power transfer functions, for each coil geometry, in the angular mis-
alignment configuration as discussed in section 3.5.2. 
Short solenoid, TX, RX coils 
It is evident from section (3.5.2), that in the angular misalignment the magnetic field compo-
nent H should be modified to account for the angular tilt of the RX coil based on expression 





PRX- [L N RX  Nx w2 b4 a4 it2 cos (3.90) 
PTX - 	16RTX RRX (a2 + D2 )3  
Circular spiral, TX, RX coils 
In a similar manner, for the circular spiral structures the efficiency of the link is given by the 
following expression: 
(2') . (b) 	 (3.91) 
2 	2 
PRX - liW2 71.2 j2 
	-ait cosy 
PTx - 16RRXRTX 	;t 	+ D2  j \i=1  
Square Spiral, TX, RX coils 
Last, for the square structure the efficiency of the inductive link comprising of two square spiral 
coils is expressed by the following equation: 
2 
____ 	 2a________ PRX - All  w2 A2 	
I 
(3.92) 
PTx -  167r RTX RRX 
	+D2) y'c +D2 
It should be noted that in the angular misalignment case only a tilt angle is considered. Hence, 
the x and y components in (3.57) are equated to zero, and the remaining expression is modified 
according to (3.76). 
3.7 Ferrite Cored RX Coils and Power Efficiency. 
The analysis presented in this chapter is not limited to air-cored coils. The analytical expres-
sions for the energy transfer across an inductive link introduced in section 3.6, can be extended 
to account for the effect of a ferromagnetic core in the RX coil. 
Magnetic cores are extensively used to augment the effective area of the RX coil and con-
centrate the magnetic flux in its vicinity, essentially creating a much more sensitive coil. The 
ferrite material enhances the performance of the winding, thus reducing the dimensions of the 
coil. Ferrite antennas are readily employed in communication applications to reinforce signal 
strength. In the last few years ferrite cores are increasingly being used in inductively coupled 
systems such as REID and sensors. In particular the use of ferrite materials is advantageous in 
spacially selective antennas for very close proximity HF REID applications and on transpon-
ders mounted on metallic surfaces. In biomedical applications optimised planar microcoils with 
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magnetic layers for energy transfer in telemetric systems are becoming more common. This 
type of coil offers significant advantages due to the reduction in the size without compromising 
the efficiency of the link, [137]. 
Currently there is a variety of ferrite materials and shapes that target applications such as em-
bedded sensors as opposed to the more traditional power electronic uses of ferrites. The theory 
of cylindrical ferrite cores is well known in literature, (see Snelling [54], [138]). Although 
the following treatment is based on the use of cylindrical cores it applies in principle to cores 
of any cross section. Referring to Fig. 3.13 when a magnetic field is applied to a soft magnetic 
material, the resulting flux density is composed of that of free space plus the contribution of the 
aligned domains such as: 
B=tt0H+J or B=s0(H+M) 
	
(3.93) 
The total flux density in the solenoid is given by (3.93) where J is the magnetic polarization or 
intrinsic magnetic flux density. 
Conductor 
/ — — — — — — — — U NiZn Ferrite 
B=IJ0H +J 
(a) 	 (b) 	 (c) 
Figure 3.13: (a) A short ferromagnetic cylinder immersed in uniform magnetic field: upper 
half of the diagram shows component fields; lower shows resultant field, (b) cross sectional 
view of planar inductor integrated in ferromagnetic material, (c) planar coil integrated in a 
disk of magnetic material placed in a homogeneous magnetic field. 
Initially a short circular winding of N-turns representing a short-solenoid coil enclosing an 
effective area AN is considered. In the presence of a uniform alternating magnetic field where 
the axis of the winding is parallel to the field strength vector H an e.m.f. (VIND) is induced in 




Incorporating a ferrite core into the aperture of the winding in the form of a long ferrite cylinder 
coaxial with the winding and having its center coinciding with the center of the winding the flux 
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density at the center of the winding will be increased by a factor core• If the cross sectional 
area of the ferrite core is A,,,, then the total flux linking the winding is given by /o/core HAN 
and neglecting any flux that passes through any area difference between A and Awre, as shown 
by Snelling and Pettengill in [54, 83]. The resultant field distribution due to the presence of 
the field is depicted in Fig. 3.13(a). Withing the ferrite rod the magnetic flux distribution varies 
from a maximum in the center to a minimum at the ends. In the case of a short solenoid coil in 
a coaxial arrangement to the ferrite core, immersed in a uniform external field, a uniform flux 
can be assumed throughout the entire length of the coil. Consequently, the induced voltage in a 
ferrite cored short-solenoid receiver coil is given by the following expression: 
VIND = Ito I core W H A N 	 (3.95) 
Usually a longer ferrite core is employed to ensure uniform flux density along the length of 
the solenoid. For longer solenoids an empirical averaging factor FA is used to describe the 
variation of the field along the axis of the coil as discussed in [57], [54]. 
In conjunction to short-solenoid coils, planar inductors are often used in implanted sensors, 
[139]. The challenge in the design of planar inductors is to reduce the size of structure and at 
the same time achieve a high enough inductance to operate the coil at the HF range. A solution 
to this problem is to embed the planar inductor into a magnetic material disk as shown in Fig. 
3.13(b), [140], [141]. The behaviour of a planar microcoil in a magnetic disk placed in a 
homogenous magnetic field is illustrated in Fig. 3.13(c). The field lines are now displaced due 
to the demagnetization factor of the disk. The value of the demagnetization factor N depends on 
the geometry of the core and to a lesser extent on the permeability. The flux density varies along 
the length of the ferrite core immersed in a uniform magnetic field according to a dimensional 
ratio m defined as Length/diameter of the core. According to Snelling in [54], as m -+ 0 
the flux density will become uniform along the axis. Therefore, for a short circular ferrite disk 
enclosing a RX planar coil and situated inside the uniform magnetic field region generated by 
a resonant TX coil the open circuit e.m.f. induced across the RX coil can be expressed by 
equations (3.18), (3.60) multiplied by the magnetic permeability of the ferrite disk, Ilcore. 
3.8 	The Influence of Conductive Media 
In inductive coupled embedded devices the effect of the RF magnetic field penetration in tissue 
has a direct consequence on the power transfer efficiency of the link. The power attenuation in 
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implanted devices has been discussed in detail in section 2.10 where an approach for quantify-
ing this effect is proposed based on the attenuation constant principle. 
Cartesian model of plane of tissue 
Figure 3.14: Cartesian coordinate system used in the semi-infinite planar model. 
A complete analytical description of power attenuation due to the presence of conductive tissue 
between the TX and the RX is a very difficult task. It can be argued that it is not possible to 
converge to a general model for implanted devices due to the wide range of applications associ-
ated with embedded devices. Each implementation involves unique parameters and a complete 
mathematical treatment becomes quickly too convoluted to be easily incorporated in the power 
transfer functions developed earlier in this chapter. Therefore, a general mathematical con-
duct of the RF field in biological media can be extremely complicated. This is attributed to 
the fact that the quasi-static approximation cannot be assumed as the frequency increases, and 
Maxwell's wave equation must be employed. In addition, the geometry of the biological spec-
imen can be very irregular, and electromagnetic properties of tissues heterogeneous. Hence, a 
simple but accurate solution, easily tractable for design optimisation purposes, asks for a set 
of clear and specific boundaries to the problem. This can be achieved by limiting the analyt-
ical solution to the HF passive RFID domain frequency range which does not exceed 30MHz 
according to [46]. Clearly, this implies that for the electrically small RX coils employed in 
these frequencies in near-field conditions the magneto-static approximation can be applied. In 
other words, there is no radiative contribution to the power attenuation of the RF field and the 
magnetic field can be studied independently of the electric field. The electrical properties of 
biological tissue linked with induction effects are the conductivity, cr, and the dielectric con-
stant, €, of the medium. For all practical purposes the permeability p can be considered equal 
to that of free space. The attenuation and phase constant c and 3 given in (2.95a) and (2.95b) 
respectively, are determined by the frequency and the material constants of the medium. In the 
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limit of HF passive RFID frequencies and for the material characteristics of biological tissues 
illustrated in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, W€V EO << a. Subsequently, the conduction currents 
greatly predominate over the displacement currents, [53]. 
Initially, the RX coil is considered to be an electrically small coil with dimensions significantly 
smaller than a TX antenna for the loosely coupled approximation to be valid. Hence, a small 
volume of tissue surrounding the RX coil is considered in the current approach. Therefore, it is 
now possible to assume a linear, homogeneous and isotropic medium in which the RX coil is 
embedded. The uniform magnetic flux density generated by the resonant TX coil must satisfy 
the wave equation, as given by Bottomley et al. [99]: 
t2 	p3t 
=0 	 (3.96) 
where c is the permittivity, i is the permeability and p the resistivity of the medium. The 
solution to equation (3.96) which describes the behaviour of a sinusoidal time-varying mag-
netic induction field in a plane of conducting material is the same as that which describes the 
propagation of plane electromagnetic waves in conducting media. It follows that if the embed-
ded device which occupies a region z > 0 in the conductive tissue is subjected to a uniform 
magnetic induction field expressed as: 
B = Boejwtz 	 (3.97) 
then within the medium the magnetic flux density is given by: 
B(z > 0) = Boe _+3((t_) z 	 ( 3.98) 
where the attenuation constant c is the reciprocal of the distance over which the amplitude 
of the field on the surface is attenuated by a factor 1/e which corresponds to about 36.9%. 
The phase constant /3 describes the change in phase with position in the material and it is not 
being considered since only the magnitude of the magnetic field is important for inductive 
power transfer. Bottomley et al. adopted the semi-infinite solid approximation to model the 
conductive tissue as illustrated in Fig. 3.14 above. Essentially, in this approach the biological 
media is described as filling a half-space z > 0 in a rectangular coordinate system with the 
x - y plane coinciding with the boundary of the conductive tissue. In spite of the infinite nature 
of this model it can be applied in the case of a finite region of conductive tissue since the depth 
of implantation where the RX is situated is very small compared with the total volume of the 
biomedical specimen. It follows from the previous discussion that for an implantation depth d 
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which is much smaller than the separation distance between the TX and RX coils (d << D) 
the magnitude of the magnetic field at the center of the receiver antenna is given by: 
Hmedia  =H0e 
d 	 (399) 
In expression (3.99) above, the magnetic field intensity at the surface of the conductive medium 
given by H0 corresponds to the H dominant magnetic field component derived in this chapter 
for each coil geometry and orientation. 
3.9 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, a novel analytical model expressing the power transfered across a loosely cou-
pled inductive link was derived for maximum link efficiency. More specifically, in this model 
the power transfer gain (-) is expressed as a function of coil geometry, orientation, and 
PTX 
misalignment, as well as resonant frequency and ohmic losses in the process. In the design of 
inductively coupled systems, these parameters are very critical. The novel scheme introduced 
in this chapter incorporates both the geometric characteristics of the link and circuital parame-
ters of the resonant TX and RX circuits such as load impedance. The approach adopted here is 
valid for all four resonant TX and RX circuit configurations. The principal aim of the analytical 
approach presented is to convey a better understanding of the physical operation of a loosely 
coupled inductive link. Consequently, this methodology provides the designer with a spherical 
view of the problem both from a circuital and electromagnetic standpoint. In addition, the effect 
of a conducting medium, present between the TX and RX coils, on the coupling efficiency has 
been studied. It was shown that for the inductive near-field the magnetostatic approximation 
is valid. Hence, the attenuation constant is adequate to describe the effect the presence of the 
conductive volume poses on the overall link efficiency. An analytical model incorporating all 
the aforementioned parameters which was not previously available was introduced in this chap-
ter. The analytical solution given for the power transfer function provides a concise preview of 
the behavior of a loosely coupled inductive link, that cannot be easily obtained with a numeri-
cal solutions. Therefore, the analytical scheme presented is particularly suited to optimisation 





In chapter 3 a novel near-field model incorporating misalignment effects in the TX/RX coil 
system has been proposed. The magnetic field at the RX antenna was expressed for different 
TX, RX coil geometries and topologies as the RX misaligns from the optimal coaxial position. 
Integrating the model introduced in chapter 3 with the notion of near-field inductive coupling, 
power transfer functions were formulated for two inductively coupled coils positioned in non-
optimal orientations. 
In the current chapter a thorough examination of the experimental techniques used in the ver-
ification of the theoretical model is presented. The experimental methodology as well as the 
calibration of the equipment and the design of the misalignment apparatus used in the exper-
imentation are described. In addition, the experimental results from the magnetic field mea-
surements and power coupling tests for the coil structures studied in this thesis, are introduced. 
Finally, a detailed discussion of the obtained results indicates a close correlation between the 
analytical model and the experimental data which justifies the validity of the proposed model. 
4.2 Experimental Methodology 
The experimental work that is presented in this chapter is based on the following two types of 
measurements: 
o Investigation of the magnetic field strength around the RX coil structure, in a rectangular 
coordinate system (x, y, z). 
Detecting the level of the induced voltage across the resistance RLoad  which represents 
the equivalent resistive load introduced by the embedded device at the RX end. 
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4.2.1 Measuring the magnetic field strength 
In wireless power transfer via inductive coupling, the power delivered at the RX coil depends 
principally upon the magnetic field distribution and strength created by the TX coil. Therefore, 
it is essential to characterize the magnetic near-field in the close vicinity of the TX coil, which 
in this section is denoted as the RF source. An accurate characterization of the field pattern 
generated by the TX coil in the near-field zone requires consistent measurement of the magnetic 
field strength. As reported by Iskra et al. in [142], magnetic near-field measurements are 
potentially subject to large error due to the extremely non-uniform spatial variation of the near-
field components and the proximity of the measurement instrument to the RF source. The aim 
of this section is to introduce the adopted experimental procedure and describe the apparatus 
employed in magnetic field strength measurements. 
The field characterization for the TX coil strength is based on techniques employed for the de-
velopment of near-zone field strength standards, for the evaluation of hazards due to high-level 
electromagnetic radiation, over the range 1501cHZ to 30MHz. Electromagnetic field measure-
ments have been the subject of intense investigation since the 1960's, due to their importance in 
a wide range of applications. Among these are EMC testing, ascertaining exposure hazards and 
the definition of new standards including the characterization of antennas and mobile devices. 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a detailed analysis of the existing methods and 
techniques since they are well known in literature, [74,143-149). 
For the HF coil antennas considered in this work, the general dividing line between the near-
field and far-field regions occurs at r = A/271-, where r is the radial distance from the DUT and 
A is the free-space wavelength. As discussed in section 2.6, up to that distance the inductive 
(1/r3) and quasi-static (1/r2) terms dominate. As an example, for the case of a 3MHz elec-
trically small loop antenna in free-space, the near-field to far-field boundary is located at 16m 
from the DUT, well beyond the range of operation of conventional HF passive RFID systems. 
It is crucial to remember that since no loop is truly infinitesimal, a source point singularity does 
not physically exist as r - 0. Hence, the magnetic field at short distances to the source should 
be computed using the magnetostatic Biot-Savart Law. This approach is followed in chapter 3 
to determine the field strength generated by short solenoid, circular and square spiral coils. The 
value of the field predicted by the analysis presented in the previous chapter will be compared 
to the measured magnetic field strength in order to validate the model proposed in this thesis. 
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In the near-field region, the magnetic and electric fields cannot be unambiguously determined 
from one another as their ratio is dependent on the type and orientation of the source with 
respect to the measurement sensor, [142]. However, in the near-field the transverse wave 
impedance (Z = E/H) is very small for the electrically small TX coil source, since it pri-
marily generates magnetic fields. According to [150] the steps listed in Fig. 4.1 should be 
Confirm calibration of 
magnetic field probe is current 
Per IEEE Std. 1309-1996 
Confirm calibration of other 
test equipment is current 
Set up test bed 
Check positioning system 
repeatability and accuracy 
Confirm interference of reflective 
objects is minimised. 
Reflections <-20 dB 
Proceed to test 
Figure 4.1: TX coil near-field measurement pre-test flowchart, [150]. 
performed before the near-field test is performed. In order to comply with consistent and good 
laboratory practices, such functions were executed periodically throughout the course of the ex-
perimentation. However, these tests need not be performed before every measurement. Certain 
aspects of the flow chart on Fig. 4. 1, such as the calibration and the positioning of the probe, 
will be discussed in sections 4.2.1.1 and 4.3.1 that follow. 
4.2.1.1 Measurement Sensor 
An accurate characterization of the field pattern in the near-field requires the use of small sen-
sors in order to provide both high degree of spatial resolution and small perturbation errors 
introduced by the presence of the sensors themselves. In an ideal case, the measuring probe 
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would consist of an infinitesimal sensor for a point measurement of the desired electromag-
netic field component [151], [152], [153]. A loop antenna probe in reality measures both 
the magnetic field and the electric field components present. The undesired contribution due to 
capacitive coupling is more pronounced, with an increase in frequency. However, the use of a 
smaller loop with respect to the device under test (DUT) and an improved design, such as the 
split-shield loop antenna, provides effective isolation from any electric field components [154], 
[155], [156]. 


















(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 4.2: HP 11941A near-field probe schematic diagrams: (a) Probe tip detail side view 
and (b) Testing a coaxial cable with HP 11941A, [157]. 
In general, shielded magnetic field loop antennas are considered a standard tool for field-
strength measurements. Usually, the antenna factor is reported for both magnetic and electric 
field strength, despite the fact that the shielded loop is expected to be insensitive to electric 
fields. Closer inspection reveals that the electric field antenna factor for most loop sensors is 
equivalent to the magnetic field antenna factor, modified by the free-space wave impedance. 
The dominant magnetic field component H from the TX coil antenna was measured using the 
close-field hand-held electromagnetic sensor which is illustrated in Fig. 4.2(a) and Fig. 4.2(b). 
The HPI 1941A is optimised for Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) detection in electronic 
equipment. The field probe is calibrated for use between 9kHz and 30MHz. Fig. 4.3 illustrates 
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the characteristic frequency response of the HP 11941A and the magnetic field orientation for 
maximum coupling. 
TypIc.I Con'.ction t.do,. fo( HP 11941A 
Fr.qo.ncy (MHz) 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 4.3: HP 11941A near-field probe: (a) antenna factors and (b) magnetic field orientation 
for maximum coupling, [157]. 
The HP 11941A is a magnetic field sensor that provides an output voltage proportional to 
the strength of the magnetic field strength at the center of its sense loop. Fig. 4.2(a) details 
the relationship between the probe tip cover and the probe loop centerline. Signals from a 
magnetic field source couple directly to the probe and generate an output voltage. Due to the 
construction of the probe not all radiated electric fields produce an output voltage. The probe is 
designed to be held very close to potential radiating points. The plane of the probe loops must 
be perpendicular to the radiating magnetic field as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Once connected to 
a spectrum analyzer, the HP 11941 A measures only the field component that is perpendicular 
to the loop at its tip as indicated in Fig. 4.3. Hence, based on its directional nature of the 
probe, it is possible to distinguish between the H, H and H magnetic field components. The 
following equation is used to measure the magnetic field strength at an arbitrary point from a 
magnetic field source: 
H - Magnetic Field Strength (dBL 4) = VSA + AF 	 (4.1) 
where VSA is the voltage measured on the spectrum analyzer in dB 1uV and AF is the antenna 
factor in dB iiA/m  A plot of the characteristic antenna factors for the HP 11941A near-field 
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probe is shown in Fig. 4.3, [157]. 
The probe termination effect is also significant for the sensitivity achieved in a practical case. 
According to Joseph et al. in [154] in near-field measurements one should strive to achieve a 
disturbance of the measured field quantity lower than 5% and at the same time enhance sen-
sitivity. In such a situation the termination of the measuring probe plays an important role. 
To achieve this target the probe is loaded with a 50-a resistance since the measurements are 
performed with a spectrum analyzer with an imput impedance of 50-ft 
4.2.2 Power transfer function verification 
In order to test the power transfer model developed and discussed in the previous chapter, the 
equivalent circuit of the loosely coupled transformer in Fig. 4.4 was used. 
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Figure 4.4: Equivalent circuit of the loosely coupled transformer used in the current experi-
mental set-up. 
The rectifier is by definition a non-linear device. Despite its non-linear nature, according to 
[158], [159] the rectifier can be represented as an effective resistive load R, across the RX 
tank circuit. In essence, this means that the tank circuit is damped by an equivalent resistance 
Rrec, equal to 81% of the load added by the embedded device, indicated as RLOad.  Conse-
quently, the rectifier can be substituted by its equivalent resistive component as given by the 
following expression, [160], [161], [159]: 
Rrec = 	RLoad 	 (4.2) 
A proof of equation (4.2) is available in [159]. 
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It is critical to determine the equivalent resistance presented by the rectifier. In low power links, 
studied in this thesis, the combination of the rectifier and load determine the impedance of the 
RX coil in an optimal design strategy for maximum power transfered to the load. Furthermore, 
as illustrated in Fig. 4.4 a Schottky diode has been selected to eliminate the high frequency 
losses in the rectifier attributed to the finite switching time of the diode. Schottky barrier diodes 
are fabricated using metal-semiconductor junction technology. This type of device exhibits a 
low potential barrier across the junction with a forward voltage typically in the order of 0.3 
volts, much lower than that of a conventional p-n junction. It is this characteristic that gives 
Schottky diodes their superior RF performance. 
4.2.3 RX antenna coil matching 
In order to verify the model for near-field power transfer we need to match the RX antenna 
coil to the equivalent impedance presented by the electronics of the embedded device. In order 
to do so, the series resistance of the RX coil R, needs to be transformed to a parallel one 
denoted Rp, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5. In a lossless resonant circuit, the impedance seen across 
the circuits terminals at resonance is infinite. In practice, due to component losses, there exists 
some finite equivalent parallel resistance. Once the value of RS is known the rectifier and the 
load impedance associated with the implanted electronics can be matched to the impedance of 
the resonant RX coil. 
The resistance (Rs) and its associated shunt reactance (X8) can be found from the following 
equations if the Q of the antenna coil is greater than 10: 




where Rp is the equivalent parallel resistance and RS is the series resistance of the component. 
This transformation is frequency dependent because it involves a component reactance which 
varies with frequency. A series to parallel transformation is carried out for all the RX coils used 
in the experimental process. As an example a series to parallel transformation is performed 
below for a short-solenoid RX coil C: 
. Inductance of coil C - Lc = 8.18 jH 
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. Series Loss Resistance R3 = 2.297 
The Q of this coil at 6.7 MHz is, 
Q= XS = jwL =150 	 (4.4) 
Rs Rs 
Thus, since the Q of the component is greater than 10, we can use equation (4.3a): 
Rp=Q2 Rs=51.7k 	 (4.5) 
As the coil has a high Q we can neglect the change in the inductor value required by the 
transformation, see expression (4.3b). Once the transformation is complete we can connect 
a resistive load equal to the transformed equivalent parallel losses, RLoad = Rp, across the 












Figure 4.6: Matching the tuned circuit to the equivalent resistance of the rectifier and the 
implanted device, RLoad = Rp. 
The rectifier/load circuit is approximated by a single resistor element, Rrec, as given by (4.2), 
where RLoad  is the real load resistance. This is implemented in an attempt to avoid the compli-
cations caused by the non-linear behaviour of the rectifier circuit as discussed earlier. Once the 
equivalent parallel resistance of the receiving electronics, Req  shown in Fig. 4.4, is known the 
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parallel resistance of the coil Rp should be made equal to this value for impedance matching 
as follows: 
R - RrecRij ad 
e _ 	 Rp 	 (4.6) 
rec + RLoad 
Substituting for Rp and Rrec in equation (4.6) and rearranging for RLoad  we derive an expres-
sion for RLoad  as: 
- Rp (2  +8) 
- 	 (4.7) RLoad 
8 
Using (4.7) the necessary values for matching the RX coil to the embedded electronics can be 
computed. 
RF Schottky Diode 





Vload = VIND 
RLO.d 
RP = RLOSd 
Figure 4.7: Equivalent receiver circuit diagram depicting voltage multimeter 
4.3 Experimental Setup 
This section describes the experimental configuration used in the near-field measurements and 
the power coupling testing between the TX and RX coils. The experimental methodology 
described in this chapter is comprised of two parts. In the first part, which consists of the 
magnetic near-field measurements, the procedure followed can be demonstrated with reference 
to the block diagram of Fig. 4.8 showing the experimental configuration adopted. In addi-
tion, a photograph of the experimental set-up used for the magnetic near-field measurements is 
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Type SMX (Solenoid, Flat Circular Coil, Printed Spirals) 
Figure 4.8: Block Diagram of the Experimental Set-up. 
Figure 4.9: Photograph of the experimental Set-up for near-field measurements. 
4.3.1 Mechanical aspects of DUT positioning 
For the experimental verification of the analytical model discussed in the previous chapter, field 
and power transfer measurements were carried out for the coil geometries listed in tables 4.5 
and 4.6. During the experimental procedure, the transmitting coil was mounted at the center of 
the misalignment apparatus and placed on a table at a height of 70 cm. In field measurements, 





Figure 4.10: Photograph of the Experimental Instrumentation Test Bench. 
Figure 4.11: Photograph of the experimental configuration employed in power transfer mea-
surements. 
from the floor level pointing towards the direction of the source, as shown in Fig. 4.10. In 
the case of power coupling measurements, the sensor probe was replaced by the TX coil. The 
dominant inductive magnetic field component H and the voltage across the RX coil were 
measured at progressively larger distances from the TX source for the axial, radial and angular 
orientations discussed in chapter 3. The effects of impedance coupling and perturbation of the 
field due to the measurement sensor or pick-up coil must be minimised so that the accuracy 











Figure 4.12: Photograph of the coupled TX and RX printed spiral coils, mounted on the mis-
alignment apparatus: (a) Circular spiral coils, (b) Square spiral coils. 
Figure 4.13: Photograph of the coupled TX and RX coils, mounted on the misalignment appa-
ratus: (a) short-solenoid coils, (b)flat spiral coils. 
no measurements should be performed within a distance of the DUT, in this case the TX coil, 
shorter than 10 times the radius of the largest TX loop in use. However, such a configuration 
is clearly not realistic for measurements focused on HF passive RFID and embedded sensor 
applications, where the RX coil is usually situated in the close vicinity of the TX coil. Due to the 
small effective area of the RX coil usually employed in embedded applications, very sensitive 
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instrumentation is essential to detect the low power levels coupled across the inductive link. 
Therefore, it would have been technically challenging to test the field and power transfer by 
adopting the scale of the TX, RX coils that are typically used in embedded RFID applications. 
Consequently, to ensure a high degree of accuracy in the experimental measurements with the 
available instrumentation, an alternative approach was selected as discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 
Firstly, for magnetic field measurements instead of placing the field sensor at a large distance 
from the TX coil, to eliminate the possibility of the sensor distorting the field, a larger TX coil 
was used. This permits measurements close to the source with negligible field perturbation. In 
addition, a significantly larger coil than the ones used in practice was selected for the power 
transfer measurements. Nevertheless, the ratio of the radii of the TX-RX coils was kept similar 
to the RFID embedded scenarios. In essence, an increase in the size of the RX coil means a 
larger coil effective area. As a result, a larger RX coil is a more sensitive RX-pick up coil. 
Hence, more voltage is induced across a larger coil, which can be easily measured by a stan-
dard multimeter without compromising the accuracy of the measured data. However, a larger 
receiver coil is prone to load and detune the TX when the coil separation distance is less than 
one TX coil diameter. In order to overcome this problem a larger TX coil which is less likely 
to be affected by the RX has been used. The scaling of the coils permitted measurements very 
close to the TX coil and at the same time the effect of impedance coupling was minimised. 
Photographs of the instrumentation test bench and the measurement set-up are shown in Fig. 
4.9 and Fig. 4.10 respectively. For the near-field measurement system illustrated in the block 
diagram of Fig. 4.8, an electrically small magnetic field probe, with respect to the wavelength 
of the TX resonant frequency such as the HP 11941 A,  is suitable for measuring the magnetic 
field strength without significantly perturbing the field. According to IEEE Std C95.3-1991, 
[162], in order to avoid measurement errors associated with the probe disturbing the measured 
field generated from the TX coil, the probe should not be placed closer than a distance equal to 
three times the length of the active elements of the probe. The coil test fixture, also referred to as 
the misalignment apparatus, is employed as a method of holding into position and rotating the 
H-field probe as required by the magnetic field measurements. In addition, the misalignment 
structure keeps the coils aligned in parallel planes and it allows the RX to misalign laterally 
and rotate angularly with respect to the TX for the testing of the coil coupling discussed in 
4.2.2. The rationale behind this mechanism is that the system needs to be capable of sufficient 
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accuracy and repeatability in position so as to guarantee a minimum measurement uncertainty. 
It can be argued that the use of an automated movement system, such as robotic arms or three-
axis positioners, should be favored, as it can provide superior probe placement accuracy and 
placement repeatability. A manual placement system was preferred and the system was verified 
as having the required placement accuracy. 
The mechanical implementation of the misalignment apparatus has proven to be a challenging 
task as the nature of the experiments carried out prohibited the use of any conductive materials 
in the assembly of the misalignment structure. In addition, the misalignment mechanism should 
be a lightweight and robust structure capable of providing three degrees of freedom for the RX 
coil. The set of independent displacements for the RX coil achieved using this structure are an 
axial displacement across the z-axis, a translation on the y-axis and a rotation about the y-axis. 
In order to achieve this, the misalignment system consists of two parts: one being stationary 
and housing the TX coil and a moving section for the RX coil. The overall system was as-
sembled in the laboratory and the detailed drawings of the mechanical design for the apparatus 
are provided in appendix C. The misalignment jig including all parts of the probe holding and 
movement mechanism were designed and built using RF-transparent or non-magnetic materi-
als. The end panels of the misalignment structure, the rotating end disks, the coil bobbins as 
well as the support plates for the coil former are made of medium-density fibreboard (MDF). 
The cone bearing and the fasteners used for adjusting the rotation movement of the end plates 
are fabricated from polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and nylon respectively. The fasteners used 
are manufactured from tough, lightweight nylon, which offers excellent electrical insulating 
properties and is non-corrosive and non-magnetic. Finally, plastic tubing and washers, nylon 
threaded rod studding and fasteners are utilized for fixing the support of the end plates and the 
rotating disks. Holes were drilled through the rotating discs every 50  to allow angular displace-
ment measurements every 5° by securing the rotated disc into position at the required angle 
using a nylon rod. The radial displacement necessary for lateral misalignment measurements 
was achieved by a translation of the moving section of the apparatus on the table surface at a 
parallel plane to the stationary part. The coaxial measurements were carried out by gradually 
increasing the separation distance of the TX and RX sections of the misalignment apparatus 
with their centers situated on the z-axis. 
It is apparent from the previous discussion that the only conductive material present in the test 
volume is the brass chassis of the air-spaced tuning capacitors. The chassis of the air-spaced 
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capacitor was fixed using nylon screws on the former of the coil. Placing the capacitor further 
away from the coil requires the use of longer wires thus adding some unwanted capacitive cou-
pling. The effect of capacitive coupling was rather pronounced throughout the experimental 
procedure so every effort was made to keep the wires as short as possible. Although eddy cur-
rents are undoubtedly formed in the metal plates of the capacitor, and the conducting elements 
might have introduced some reflections, the measurement accuracy is believed not to be signifi-
cantly compromised. This is justified since the size of the capacitors used (3cm x 3cm x 3cm) 
is much smaller in comparison to the wavelength of the highest resonant frequency used. There-
fore, it was estimated that the magnitude of any reflections established is below the permitted 
limit of -20dB of the measured signal. In order to establish the influence that nearby conducting 
objects, such as the the tuning capacitors and the metallic supports of the experimental table, 
have on the field measurements, a sheet of copper plate with dimensions (60cm x 60cm) was 
placed behind the TX coil. The presence of the copper screen did not produce any measur-
able change on the signal level displayed on the spectrum analyzer which represents the field 
level detected with the HP near-field probe. This test was repeated for all the prototype coil 
structures tested and any variation in the signal strength remained below the noise floor of the 
spectrum analyzer. The results of this test indicate that possible reflections from nearby con-
ductive objects are below 20dB of the measured signal and can be classified as negligible at the 
frequencies of operation. 
4.3.2 Instrumentation and calibration 
Table 4.1 lists the instrumentation used during testing. Prior to any experimental data acqui-
sition, all equipment listed in Table 4.1 was calibrated and verified for correct operation to 
minimise experimental errors. Most of the equipment used during the experimental procedure 
were firmware calibrated from the manufacturer and a three year recertification cycle was rec-
ommended. In view of this, field-site precision recalibration of the equipment used was not 
possible. This is especially true for the antenna factor calibration of the HP 11941A probe, 
which requires the use of a calibrated magnetic field that cannot be reproduced in the lab. 
However, operation verification tests are suggested by the manufacturer which are designed to 
detect damage in the circuitry rather than provide an accurate recalibration methodology for 
the system in question. In the absence of a precise calibration technique, any systematic error 




Digital Oscilloscope Agilent 54624A, 200Msa/s - deep memory 
Digital Oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 210 
Near-field Probe Hewlett-Packard HP 11941 A 
Current Probe LEM LS50 dc/ac probe 
Network Analyzer Hewlett-Packard HP 8753C, 300kHz - 3.0GHz 
S-Parameter Test Set Hewlett-Packard HP 85046A, 300kHz - 3.0GHz 
Signal Generator Rohde & Schwarz, IO0kHz-I000MHz SMX 
Broadband Power Amplifier EATON 5001, 0.01-10MHz 
Power Meter Hewlett-Packard HP 435A 
Multimeter Fluke 77 
Multimeter Rapid 318 DMM 
Table 4.1: Table of the instrumentation used during the experimental verification of the pro-
posed model. 
In the case of the Hewlett-Packard HP 8753C vector network analyser (VNA) calibration 
is of the utmost importance for reflection measurements used in the characterization of the 
impedance of the prototype coils. Accuracy in network analysis is greatly influenced by fac-
tors external to the network analyser. As an example, parts of the measuring setup such as 
interconnecting cables and test sets may introduce variations in magnitude and phase, which 
in return can mask the actual performance of the DUT. As mentioned previously, the purpose 
of calibration is to remove systematic errors in the test setup. These can be described in three 




The HP 8753C has several techniques available for measuring and compensating for these er-
rors. Greater flexibility is available to the user to perform a measurement calibration procedure 
depending on the required measurement accuracy. For S 11-parameter and impedance mea-
surements carried out in this work a one-port calibration is adequate. This calibration routine 
removes all three of the systematic error terms seen from a single input port for a reflection 
measurement. The VNA was calibrated for a frequency range of I kHz to 15MHz by connect-
ing a standard open, short and 50 Ohms load to the SI I port. Each load is measured in turn, and 
the results are stored in memory. Upon completion, the analyzer determines the contribution of 
each of the three error terms and removes any impact they introduce on the data acquired. 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 4.14: Agilent 54624A FFT screen shots for magnetic near-field measurements. (a)PSS] 
spiral TX coil. 2 Watts of input power in the TX coil, 80V p-t-p resonance across the coil. The 
near-field probe is situated on the z-axis at 7.5cm from the center the source. (b) FSCI spiral 
TX coil. 2 Watts of input power in the TX coil, 2 .56kv p-t-p resonance across the coil. The 
near-field probe is situated on the z-axis at 30cm from the center of the source. 
The functionality of the digital oscilloscopes used was tested based on automatic pre-installed 
self-calibration utilities and by checking that the 5V peak to peak calibration signal provided 
by the oscilloscopes is accurately displayed on the screen. In addition to an oscilloscope for 
checking the resonance in the TX coil, the Agilent 54624A digital oscilloscope was used as a 
spectrum analyzer due to its integrated FF1' function. The spectrum analyzer facility was used 
to detect the signal from the HP 11941A near field-probe as illustrated in Fig. 4.14 for a printed 
square spiral coil (PSS1) and a flat circular spiral coil (FSCI). 
4.4 Coil Calculation and Construction 
This section addresses the issues associated with the design and construction of the primary 
and secondary coupled coils used in the experimental procedure discussed in this chapter. One 
of the primary concerns in the design of inductive coupled links is optimising the coils to 
ensure that the TX coil generates a maximum magnetic field and power losses in the RX coil 
are minimised. In order to satisfy the above criteria, the inductance and the resistance of the 
coupled coils are among the most important parameters that need to be addressed during the coil 
design phase. The scale of the experimental set-up required the use of much larger coils than 
the ones employed in practical applications. In view of this, although every effort was made to 
optimise the coils, the prototype coils were designed to be primarily functional. Furthermore, 
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the coils were designed to satisfy the weakly coupled assumption in the theoretical model. 
Consequently, for all the prototype coils pairs constructed, the TX coil was designed to be 
twice the size of the RX to satisfy the loosely coupling scenario as addressed in section 2.11. 
The construction of the prototype coils was governed by the geometric constrains introduced 
by the loosely coupled approximation. Therefore, in order to accommodate for this, the size 
of the coils was decided first. Once the geometrical parameters were set, the challenge was 
to calculate the impedance of the coils so that they can be efficient at the operating resonant 
frequency. 
4.4.1 Coil materials and construction 
Fig. 4.15 depicts the four sets of prototype TX and RX coils built for the experimental verifi-
cation of the model proposed in this thesis. The key idea is to measure the magnetic field from 
a short-solenoid coil, flat spiral, printed circular and square coils, and compare the results with 
the analytic expressions of chapter 4. Once the magnetic field expressions have been verified, 
the power transfer between the TX and RX coils is tested using the sets of short-solenoids, flat 
and printed spirals shown in Fig. 4.15. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 list the geometric and electrical 
characteristics for all the prototype coils used. 
The simplest coil structure, namely a short solenoid of round insulated copper wire, is investi-
gated first. The final design for the solenoid coils consists of 7 to 8 turns of 18 and 19 SWG 
copper-enameled wire. The decision to use 18 and 19 SWG wire is well justified since a con-
ductor with larger cross sectional area is required to minimise the internal resistance of the coil 
and at the same time provide a flexible enough conductor for hand winding of a solenoid coil. 
In addition, the number of turns was chosen to provide enough inductance where the length £ 
of the coil remains significantly smaller than its radius a, (f << a), to conform with a short-coil 
structure. Construction of a short-solenoid coil requires a form or bobbin on which to wrap 
and support the turns. For the TX coil and the coil used for field measurements, rings of MDF 
material were cut on a lathe. A hollow ring form was adopted to reduce the weight of the coil 
form. This proved to be very practical for the later attachment of the coil to the misalignment 
structure. The MDF bobbins were designed to fit the turns of the coil, with extra space allowed 
for errors in hand winding. In addition, the inside surface of the form ring provided extra room 
for attaching the variable tunning air-spaced capacitors. All the coils were wound on the forms 
by hand, keeping the wire under tension on a vice and slowly rotating the form to achieve a 
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(c) Printed circular spirals 	 (d) Printed square spirals 
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Figure 4.15: Photographs of the TX, RX constructed coils used in the verification of the theo-
retical model. 
closely spaced winding of 7 to 8 turns. A plastic P1'FE disk was selected as a bobbin for the 
RX coil C and a hole of approximately 10mm was drilled down the center for later attachment 
of the coil to the misalignment jig using a nylon M5 screw. Once the coils were wound, the 
turns were glued on the former using epoxy resin. In the closely wound approach, adjacent 
turns are touching to ensure that the ratio of the spacing between adjacent conductors and the 
wire radius is c/a = 1. Of course, this takes a very optimistic view of the precision of wire 
placement in a hand-wound coil. Nevertheless, it is obvious from the close-up photograph of 
the winding for the RX solenoid C, as depicted in Fig. 4.16 below, that the c/a ration is in fact 
very close to unity. The same spacing ratio was applied for the TX coil B and for coil A used 
in the magnetic field measurement. It is of interest to note that in the absence of the proximity 
effect, the skin effect resistance would be minimised as the radius of the conductor increases. 
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Figure 4.16: Short solenoid RX coil windings close up. 
On the contrary, for the frequencies of 3 and 6.7MHz, where the short-solenoid coils are res-
onant, the proximity effect cannot be neglected. Clearly, in this case a larger wire diameter 
has the opposite effect on the losses of the coil by increasing the proximity effect resistance. 
According to Smith in [95], in a system of parallel conductors, such as the windings of a short 
solenoid investigated here, an optimum minimum resistance point is reached when the increase 
in proximity loss is counterbalanced by the decrease in the skin effect loss. Hence, it is of 
interest to identify the wire radius a or wire spacing c/a for which the resistance of the coil is 
minimum. In the same paper Smith, introduces a dimensional quantity 27rR/NR8 which is 
proportional to the total ohmic resistance per unit length of the system of parallel conductors. 
In Fig. 6 of [95] Smith provides plots of this quantity versus the normalized wire radius a/ 
where the point of the minimum resistance is shown. The results of this analysis are also listed 
with respect to conductor spacing c/a. Smith's table is reproduced below. 
Number of Turns (N) a/ 	c/a 27r1?R/R8 
2 0.250 1.00 5.33 
3 0.148 1.19 10.41 
4 0.098 1.37 16.07 
5 0.071 1.50 22.01 
6 0.056 1.59 28.10 
7 0.046 1.66 34.30 
8 0.039 1.71 40.57 
Table 4.2: Conductor spacing for minimum resistance, [95]. 
Table 4.2 indicates that a turn spacing of 1.66 and 1.71 is required in order to minimise the losses 
in coils C and B, A respectively. However, it is difficult to achieve such a spacing with hand 
wound coils. Although a choice of c/a 	1 is a slight compromise on the resistive losses of 
the coil, it ensures that the theoretical representation of a short-solenoid adopted in the previous 
chapter, where the coil is modeled as a number of stacked loops is valid. On the other hand, 
closely spaced turns increase the inter-winding stray capacitance of the coil. This distributed 
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capacitance may be replaced by a single capacitance shunted across the coil terminals. This 
equivalent capacitance is called the self-capacitance of the coil, and causes the coil to exhibit 
parallel resonance effects. According to Grandi et al. in [164] the self capacitance, C 11, for 
closely wound short-solenoid coil is given as: 
Csei1 = 	
7r 2 DcE,,
__________________ 	 (4.8) 
ln(F + /F 2 - (1 - t/r)2/r) 
where F in the above expression is defined as: 
F= p/2r 
(4.9) 
(1 + t/r)/cr 
In equations (4.8) and (4.9) t is the insulation thickness of the wire, p is the coil pitch, D is the 
coil diameter and r is the conductor radius. 
The following Table 4.4.1 lists the distributed capacitance and self-resonant frequencies of the 
prototype short solenoid coils A, B, C. For the coils employed in this work their operation 
was confined to frequencies below the self-resonant frequency. The impedance operator of an 
inductor is given as: 
Z — R+jXg 	 (4.10) 
where RS is the effective series resistance and XS is the effective series reactance. Clearly, at 
frequencies below the self-resonant frequency the circuit is inductive when XS > 0. In this 
case, the impedance approximates to: 
Z = R +jwL 
	
(4.11) 
Refocusing at the planar spiral coil structures in Fig. 4.15, the design of the prototype spiral 
inductors is now discussed in more detail. Printed spirals were fabricated on single-sided copper 
clad epoxy glass (FR4) boards. The geometric features of the coil were directly transfered on 
the board by etching the exposed copper cladding using a ferric chloride solution. The board 
thickness is 1.6mm, where copper is the conducting material of content in the order of 305g per 
Coil Cseij fsei 
A 37pF 3.1MHz 
B l8pF 6.5MHz 
C 6.5pF 15.5MHz 




square meter. In a similar manner to the solenoid coils, a 10mm hole is drilled at the center of 
each spiral and the prototypes are fixed to the misalignment apparatus using a MS nylon screw 
as illustrated in Fig. 4.13. Although the structure for a spiral inductor coil appears to be simple, 
the design of such a coil is a rather complex task. Coil geometry is an important factor in the 
design of the spiral configuration as it has a direct effect in the electrical characteristics of the 
coil. The electrical characteristics of both square and circular spiral coils are discussed in detail 
in the following section 4.4.2 based on a lumped-element circuit model. All the prototype spiral 
coils of strip conductor used in this work were implemented using PCB technology due to the 
fact that it is a relatively fast and cost effective approach for the dimensions of coils required. 
However, the suitability of PCB technology in embedded systems is questionable due to the 
potential of delamination. Thus, in practice the technology of choice for such applications is 
thick film or ceramic. 
In addition to the printed spiral coils, conventional wire-wound flat spirals were constructed 
using 18 and 19 SWG copper-enameled wire. The technique implemented during the construc-
tion of the flat spiral coil depicted in Fig. 4.15 made of circular wire is known as basket coil 
winding. The coil former consists of a circular disk of MDF or plastic material and 17 and 
11 wooden radials for the TX and RX coils respectively. In order to attach the radials to the 
central disk, 5mm holes were drilled evenly around the circumference of the coil former where 
the wooden spokes are push fit inserted, to form a star like formation depicted in Fig. 4.15. Us-
ing this structure as a basic frame, the flat spiral coil windings were alternated over the radials 
in a basket-weave fashion starting from the center and extending towards the outside, keeping 
the windings close together. This resulted in two very neat and high Q coils. Such a winding 
method combines simplicity of construction and mechanical rigidity. It should also be possible 
to stabilize the coil and remove the radial supports for even higher quality coils. In practice, 
the turns of the prototype coils are close wound and bonded by embedding the coils in a layer 
of epoxy as shown in Fig. 4.16. Nevertheless, extra attention is required when constructing the 
coil to ensure that the windings do not overlap and are kept nicely tight at all times. 
4.4.2 Electrical properties of coils 
The electrical properties of the coils can be now discussed as they are key in the optimisation of 
the inductive link. This section includes an analysis of the electrical characteristics for the coil 
geometries considered in this thesis. In an RFID system, the inductively coupled transmitting 
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and receiving coils are tuned to resonate at a particular frequency. In most cases, the operating 
resonant frequency is determined by the combination of the coil and the capacitor values in the 
resonant or tank circuit. The losses associated with the resonant circuit can be described by 
the losses of the coil and the capacitor. Capacitive losses were kept to a minimum by adopting 
air-spaced variable capacitors, which present minimum resistive losses, [165]. Hence, the 
resonant circuit losses can be solely attributed to the losses of the coil. It is critical to determine 
the impedance of the transmitting and receiving coils in order to drive the TX coil, match the 
RX to the implanted electronics and tune both transmitting and receiving ends to the specified 
frequency, so as to optimise power transfer across the link. The complex impedance of the coil 
yields both the resistive losses in the coil and its inductance. The real part represents the ohmic 
losses and the reactive part determines the inductance of the coil. Once the inductance of the 
coil is determined, it can be used to calculate the necessary capacitor value in order to tune the 
coil at the specified resonant frequency, based on the well-known formula: 
1 	
(4.12) 
Also of interest is the quality factor (Q) of the TX and RX coil which defines the amount of 
energy a coil inductor can store relative to the amount dissipated as heat. The relationship 
between the coil Q, coil inductance (L) and the series losses of the coil denoted RS can be 




An alternative representation of the quality factor Q, is given with reference to the equivalent 
parallel resistance Rp, which represents the losses in the coil. Hence, the relationship between 
the coil Q, coil inductance L, and the parallel loss resistance Rp is given as, [165,166]: 
Rp 	
(4.14) 
It is of interest to note that the relationship between Rs and Rp is defined as, [165]: 
RpRs(Q2 +1) 	 (4.15) 
This expression is simplified for high quality coils where Q2  >> 1 and Rp = 	. R. Expres- 
sions (4.13), (4.14) and (4.15) are very important for impedance matching of the receiving coil 
to implanted device as discussed previously in section 4.2.3. It follows that in order to char-
acterise the coils used, the following parameters are required. These are the coil impedance, 
inductance, operating frequency and loss resistance Rs or Rp. 
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Having explained the importance of the electrical characteristics of the coils, the inductance 
of the coils used is evaluated here for each structure defined in section 3.4. There is an ex-
tensive range of inductance calculation techniques available in the literature, which range from 
semi-analytical and approximation techniques to handbook methods. Included below is a brief 
review of some of the most important inductance estimation references available for inductance 
estimation of finite-length solenoids, flat planar spirals and disc coils. Classical inductance 
calculation methods are developed for solving for the inductance of structures in closed form. 
Such analytical techniques were first introduced by Maxwell in his seminal work, presented in 
[167]. More recently, Smythe covered classical field and inductance calculation in his great 
work given in [52]. It is possible to compute the inductance of a simple structure such as a 
toroid, an infinitely long solenoid, with the aid of analytical tools based on the magnetostatic 
limit of Maxwell's equation and by setting appropriate boundary conditions. Some of the most 
popular analytical tools available are the brute force calculation method, the energy method 
and the magnetic circuit analysis [168]. In the solution for the inductance of magnetic field 
structures, it is important to identify which of the above tools to use. Alternatively, computation 
methods such as the Biot-Savart law, the magnetic vector potential or finite element analysis 
can deliver a solution when the other methods fail. However, for more complex structures like 
disk coils, finite-length solenoids and flat planar spirals, which do not easily lend themselves 
to closed form solutions, approximation techniques and handbook methods are more appropri-
ate, [169]. An excellent reference for inductance calculation is given by Frederick Grover in 
[42]. In this book there is an extensive list of inductance calculations for different kinds of wire 
loops. In the same book Grover gives correction factors to account for high frequency oper-
ation, which is especially useful in the current work, and other effects such as the insulation 
thickness of wires. In close collaboration with Grover, Bashenoff developed an accurate set of 
inductance calculation formulae for the inductance of single-turn close form antennas of many 
shapes and the results are reported in these two papers, [170], [171]. Another good source 
of inductance calculations is the Radio Engineer's Handbook in [43], edited by Terman. In 
this reference, the inductance calculation formulae are presented for many different coil shapes 
such as single -turn loops, rectangles, multiple-layer coils and solenoids. 
4.4.2.1 Inductance Calculation 
Short-solenoid. In the case of a finite-length solenoid with radius a and length £ made of round 
wire, the inductance can be calculated with good accuracy by using one of the Wheeler formula 
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given as follows, [172,1731: 
L 	
107ri0N2 
microhenries 	 (4.16) 
9a-l-10 
The accuracy of this expression is better than 1% if the length of the solenoid is larger than 
0.8a. However, for a short-solenoid coil the accuracy of the above expression (4.16) is com-
promised. Therefore, an alternative approach for the inductance of a short-coil is required 
based on Nagaoka's formula. Nagaoka's solution supports the inductance calculation on the 
well-established method for the inductance of a cylindrical current sheet of infinite length and 
applies a correction to take into account the effect of the ends. Nagaoka's formula is expressed 
below, [42]: 
L = 0.0047r2 
(
2) 
 NK microhenries 	 (4.17) 
K is defined as a reduction factor which depends only on the shape of the coil and takes account 
of the effect of the ends. Tables for values of the constant K as a function of the shape ratio 2a= 
d;amer are reproduced by Grover and Roza in [42] and [174] respectively. The theoretical 
formula for K for a short coil is given as follows, [175]: 
K =ln(1 +7ra/e) + 0.4347 	 (4.18) 
Based on this modification, a much more accurate formula is suggested by Wheeler in [175]: 
L = P,N2a (ln(1 + 	
1 
a/) + 2.3 + 1.&/a + 0.44(/a)2) microhenries 	(4.19) 
It is reported in the same paper by Wheeler that the above expression for the inductance of a 
short solenoid (4.19) produces a relative error less than 0.001. 
It is also suggested by Grover that the interpolation of the tabulated values for K becomes 
uncertain for very short coils. Consequently, the reader is encouraged to use the following 
alternative series expression in order to derive values of K: 
K 2/3 	4 1" 2(In+ 4 1 34( 4 2\ 
ir I (in_) +-- 	) - 	(1n_) 
+ 
5  o6 ' (in-- 
109)  
-- -... 	 (4.20) 
1024 	 ] /3 120 
where /3 = £/2a. For values of /3 as large as 1  three terms will suffice for an accuracy better 
than one part in a thousand. 






Figure 4.17: Cross section for a pancake fiat circular spiral. 
tensively used in inductive coupling and in biomedical telemetry applications since the early 
1960's. The self-inductance of such coils, also known as pancake coils, can be computed based 
on Wheeler's formula: 
L = 31.33t0N2 	
a 	
microhenries 	 (4.21) 
8a + lie 
where a in this case is the coil mean radius and c is the thickness of the winding. Wheeler states 
that the formula is correct to within 5% for coils with c > 0.22a as shown in Fig. 4.17. This 
formula was adopted to calculate the inductance of the flat spiral coils depicted in Fig. 4.15. 
Wheeler's formula (4.21) is accurate for closely-wound coils of many turns, which is true for 
the coils used during the experimental phase of this work. 
Printed spiral coils. Technological advancements in the areas of microwave integrated circuits 
and miniature power electronic components resulted in an increasing use of on-chip planar 
spiral coils. Especially in the RFID domain, printed spiral antenna coils are used in an ever-
increasing extent. Due to the fact that spiral inductors are fundamental components for a wide 
range of applications, the study of their electrical properties has received a lot of attention 
from many researches, see e.g. [137,139,176-181]. A number of methods are available for 
the computation of the inductance of a round spiral coil. Starting with Grover's formula, the 
self-inductance of a circular spiral of strip conductor is given as: 
L 
=5/1 
PN2 microhenries 	 (4.22) 
where a is the mean coil diameter in meters and P is the form factor depending on c/2a, where 
c is the thickness of the winding as stated before. However, this equation is applicable if the 
inner and outer radii of the coil are not too different as for example in a hollow inductor, which 
is clearly not the case for the coil shown in Fig. 4.15. Alternatively, for coils with windings 
spread over the area of the coil, Schieber [182] calculates the inductance based on the following 
expression: 
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Figure 4.18: Realization of circular and square printed spiral inductor coils. 
In the case of the printed square spiral coils, the inductance is more difficult to calculate analyt-
ically. This is due to the fact that it is more complex to quantify the effect of mutual coupling 
for the square geometry. In conjunction to Wheeler, Terman and Grover, detailed inductance 
calculations for square planar spirals are given in references by Greenhouse, [181], and Mohan 
et al., [176]. These papers are particularly interesting as they compare methods of calculation 
of planar spiral coils with experimental and numerical results. Based on these references, two 
simple and accurate expressions for the inductance of printed square spiral coils are given be-
low. According to Greenhouse, Bryan's method suggests that the inductance of a flat square 
coil is of the form: 
L = 0.024aN513 ln[8(a/c)] microhenries 	 (4.24) 











and N is the number of turns. Simple analytic approximate expressions as the one given in 
(4.24) are known to produce errors in the region of 20%. Alternatively, Greenhouse suggests 
a method based on Grover's work on the inductance of a rectangle of round wire. Although 
accurate, this technique is cumbersome for initial coil design and optimisation. Therefore, in 
order to design the square spiral coils used in this work, a much more accurate approximation 
given by Mohan et al. is adopted: 
L = K1p0 N2_"'avg 
1+K2  
(4.27) 
where cc' defines the fill ratio of the coil expressed as p = (d - d)/(d0 + d) and the 
average diameter is davg = 0.5 (d0 + 	K1 and K2 are layout dependent coefficients equal 
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to 2.34 and 2.75 respectively. Derived from a modified Wheeler expression, expression (4.27) 
yields a typical error in the order of 2% to 3% and qualifies for the design purposes of this work. 
An alternative simple and accurate expression for the inductance of planar spirals is suggested 
by Mohan et al. which is obtained by approximating the sides of the spirals by symmetrical 
currents sheets of equivalent current densities. Based on this principle the following expression 
is introduced, [176]: 
Lgmd - -	 I 
ilN2davgCi [ 
In(
C2 	 2] 	 (4.28) 
2 
—)+ c3 +C4  
 1P  
In the previous formula (4.28), the coefficients c1, C2,  C3 are layout dependent and values are 
provided in Table II of [176]. For the circular spiral geometries these coefficients are repro-
duced here: Cl = 1.00, C2 = 2.46, C3 = 0.00 and C4 = 0.20. Note that for typical integrated 
spiral inductors with s < w expression, (4.28), exhibits a typical error in the region of 8%. 
Subsequently, for the applications studied in this work (4.28) is sufficiently accurate. 
In addition to the calculated value, the coil impedance was measured for both the TX and RX 
coils used and the results are summarized in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. 
4.4.2.2 Coil resistance calculation 
The notion of coil impedance was first introduced in chapter 3 and is revisited here for the 
prototype coils fabricated in this work. A major challenge in the design of magnetic storage 
elements that operate at high frequencies is the difficulty to account for all the parasitic effects 
completely and accurately. In an attempt to predict the impedance of the air-cored coils de-




As = (DC + Skin + Proximity) 
Figure 4.19: Equivalent circuit for air-core spirals. Rs is the frequency dependent winding 
resistance, L3 represents the inductance of the spiral, and C is the distributed capacitance. 
Expressions for inductance calculation for all the prototype coils employed in this work were 
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discussed in the previous sections. The focus now shifts from the imaginary to the real part of 
the impedance of the coil, representing the series resistance in the lumped circuit model. The 
calculation of the resistance in a coil operating at high frequencies necessitates three additive 
resistive effects to be considered. These components are defined as the DC resistance RDC,  the 
skin effect RSE  resistance and the proximity effect RPE  resistance, [91,92]. Both the DC and 
the skin effect resistance are well-defined in the literature, see e.g. [53,58]. On the contrary, 
the proximity effect is a much more complicated phenomenon. The classical proximity effect 
occurs when an external magnetic field intersects a current caning conductor, creating eddy 
currents which introduce additional losses. Since the proximity effect is more pronounced for 
closely wound coils such as the ones used in this work, it should be considered. Consequently, 
the total resistive losses can be expressed as: 
Rs = RDC + RSE + RPE 
	 (4.29) 
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Figure 4.20: Skin and proximity effects in round conductors, [54]. 
Short-solenoid. The AC resistance of the short solenoid coil is studied first. A comprehensive 
analysis of solenoid losses was presented by Medhurst in [93,94]. This work forms the basis of 
AC resistance calculations since. Prior to the publication of Medhurst's work, the calculation of 
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the coil resistance was based on the theoretical work of Butterworth, [91,92]. However, Butter-
worth's results are seriously flawed for short coils with closely-spaced turns. This inaccuracy 
is attributed to Butterworth's false assumption of a uniform current distribution in the conduc-
tor. On the other hand, Medhurst's method provides an accuracy better than 3% provided the 
ratio of skin depth to wire diameter is less than 1/10. In this context, referring to Table. 4.4 
Medhurst's regime is applicable in the HF operation of wires whose diameter is 0.5m or larger. 
This is the case for the 18 and 19 SWG conductor used. 







Table 4.4: Skin depth (5 for copper wire (a = 5.7 x 107 S/rn) at 25° Celcius. 
The AC resistance of a short-solenoid with less than 30 turns is given by Medhurst as follows, 
[93,94]: 




The AC resistance as expressed by (4.30) can be perceived as the DC resistance of the inductor, 
denoted RDG,  multiplied by a skin effect factor E. The DC resistance is given by, [53]: 
RDC = p
'- 	 (4.31) A,, 
 
where p is the resistivity, £ is the length of the conductor, A = 7rd2/4 is the cross sectional 
area of the wire, d is the diameter of the wire and finally is defined as follows: 
EE = d2 [4(dS - 52)] 	 (4.32) 
where S is the skin depth at the frequency considered. 
Medhurst derived equation (4.30) by applying a tentative but plausible end-correction factor at 
long solenoid coils. The end correction factor (N - 1)/N has no effect for a long solenoid 
with a large number of turns N. Therefore, expression (4.30) can equally well describe the AC 
losses of both long and short solenoid coils. Medhurst's table of 4 values for various solenoid 
length/diameter and wire spacing/diameter ratios is reproduced in appendix G. 
Printed spiral coils. The computation of the series resistance in a spiral coil is a much more 
complex task. A detailed discussion on the design of integrated spiral inductors is given in 
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two papers published by Yue et al., [178, 179]. In these papers the resistance of the coil is 
treated as a parasitic effect. The reason is that, since an inductor is primarily a magnetic energy 
storage device, the inevitable presence of resistance and capacitance degrade the performance 
of the coil and are thus considered parasitics. In a similar manner to the solenoid coils, the 
resistance of a printed spiral inductor is frequency dependent due to skin and proximity effects. 
The mechanism behind this phenomenon is the fact that, as frequency departs from a DC value, 
the current density in the wire becomes non-uniform. This is explained due to the formation 
of eddy currents in the conductor which manifest themselves as skin and proximity effects. It 
follows that eddy currents generate a magnetic field which opposes the original field according 
to Lenz's law. In view of this, the time-varying magnetic field induces eddy currents in the 
conductor it-self for the skin effect case. However, it is the influence of a neighbouring time-
varying field, produced by an adjacent conductor, that causes the proximity effect. Irrespective 
to whether a conductor carries a current or not, once the proximity effect takes place, eddy 
currents are induced in this conductor due to cross-coupling of the adjacent turns in a coil. 
The presence of eddy currents reduces the net current flow in the conductor, which results in 
an increase of the AC resistance. Consequently, the total eddy current contribution can be 
accounted by superimposing the contributions due to the skin and proximity effects. 
Compact modelling expressions that account for the skin and proximity effects in printed spiral 
inductors are limited in the literature. Most of the existing tools for modelling eddy current 
losses in spiral coils are based on finite-element techniques involving computationally intensive 
algorithms, [180]. The only available analytical model known to the author, which describes 
the proximity and skin effects in spiral coils, is introduced from Taiwalkar et al. in [180]. In 
this paper, Talwalkar models a single-turn spiral as a sum of two orthogonal transmission lines. 
However, the results describe the substrate losses rather than the resistance in the conductor 
itself. On the other hand, Yue et al. in [179], suggests the following expression for the series 
resistance of planar spirals: 
W tell 
	 (4.33) 
where p and £ represent the resistivity and the length of the wire respectively and w is the track 
width. In order to account for the skin effect Yue et al. introduces the term te ff in (4.33), which 
accounts for the effective thickness of the wire expresses as follows: 
teff = 5. (1 - exp_t) 	 (4.34) 
where t is the physical thickness of the conductor listed in Table 4.6 for the prototype coils 
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used. According to Wheeler, [183], it is difficult to determine analytically the significance of 
the mutual eddy current and the resulting increase in resistance caused by the proximity effect. 
Yue in [179] investigated this problem by using an electromagnetic field solver based on the 
finite element method. In the results of this analysis reported in the same paper, Yue et al. 
dismiss the proximity effect on coplanar turns of the spiral coil as negligible at the frequency 
of 1GHz. In the intermediate frequency range where this work is focused at, it is the opinion of 
the author that the proximity effect is a more significant contributor to the losses of the coil than 
the skin effect. This can be justified with reference to Table. 4.4 where the skin depth at the 
frequencies of interest is much greater than the conductor track thickness of 35pm. Therefore, 
for the design of the printed spiral coils used in this work, the drawback in the above expression 
(4.33) is that it does not take into account the proximity effect. However, in the absence of 
a more accurate analytic expression, (4.33) was adopted as a first approach to estimate the 
series resistance of the prototype coils. The results of the calculated losses are tabulated in 
Table 4.6. A comparison between the measured and calculated results in Table 4.6 reveals 
that expression (4.33) underestimates the series resistance for the TX square spiral coil. It is 
worth remembering that Yue's model is developed to describe parasitics on integrated inductors. 
Since the coils designed for this work are significantly larger some degree of error is expected. 
Consequently, the expressions used for the derivation of the ohmic losses in the coil were 
used to provide an indication of the value to be expected. For practical impedance matching 
purposes, discussed in section 4.2.3, the measured value of the series resistance (Rs) for all the 
prototype coils used was employed in the series-to-parallel transformation calculation. 
In the printed circular spiral case Pettenpaul et al. in [184] suggest the following technique 
for the derivation of RS based on experimental data published by Haefner, [185]. The series 
resistance of a circular printed spiral according to the previous references is given as: 
£ 	0.43093 . xw 
R= uwt 1+0.041()1b9+ 
1.1147+1.2868•x 
+ 0.0035 (!~ - i) 
1.8] 
(4.35) 
1.2296 + 1.287 - x3 
for x, > 2.5. Alternatively, for the spirals PSCI and PCS2 in Table 4.6 where x -< 2.5, 
= (2 
. 




[i + 0.0122 . (3+0.01.x)] 	 (4.36) 
where £ is the length of the conductor and a is the conductivity of the conductor. In addition, w 
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and t stand for the width of the conductor and thickness of the metallization of the copper track 
respectively. The accuracy of (4.36) suffers for the dimensions of the prototype coils fabricated 
for the experimental phase of this work. The expressions mentioned previously, (4.35,4.36), 
are originally intended for integrated inductor spirals with wit -< 12 and x -•< 20 where 
an accuracy of 3% is reported. In order to achieve better accuracy, sophisticated numerical 
methods need to be consulted, which is beyond the scope of this work. The exact calculation 
of the frequency dependent resistance of a metallic conductor with rectangular cross section is 
a very demanding task. Therefore, an approximate formula of equation (4.36) was employed 
here to provide an estimate of the parasitic effects. The results of the calculation using this 
method for the two circular printed spiral coils used in this work are listed in Table 4.6. 
Flat spiral coils. Finally, an expression for the total resistance of close wound air-core spirals 
of copper enameled wire, such as coils FCS1 and FCS2, is given by Rodriguez et al. in [130]. 
In this paper the total effective AC resistance of the coils considering the contributions of the 
skin and proximity effects expressed in (4.29) can be written as: 
N 
a 	











i=1 b + b + b - bjj) 	
(4.37) 
In the above expression (4.37) jLj,t represents the permeability of the conductor, I2ext  is the 
permeability of the surrounding media, bi is the radius of the jth  loop, p the resistivity and a 
is the radius of the wire. Also, the functions K(k 3 ) and E(k) are the elliptic integrals of the 
first and second kind as defined in appendix B and k(i,j) is the modulus of the elliptic integrals 
expressed as: 
kij - b + b3 	
(4.38) 
In expression (4.37), Rodriguez considers the contribution of the skin and proximity effects on 
the DC resistance of the spiral. However, although in principle this approach is correct (4.37), it 
tends to overestimate significantly the resistance of the inductor in comparison to the measured 
value shown in Table 4.6. The proximity effect is evaluated by Rodriguez as the power loss in 
a single wire due to the presence of an external uniform magnetic field across the conductor, 
based on the proximity effect loss given by Snelling, [54]: 
7r3 f 2B2 a4  
PPE = 	 (4.39) 
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where a is the wire radius, £ is the wire length and B is the magnetic flux density. 
The error in (4.37) can be accounted to the fact that the field induced at the center of each turn 
is computed by Rodriguez to be a summation of the individual contributions of all the other 
turns. This result is considered to be the value of B in the loss formula (4.39). Considering an 
N turn spiral the effect the Nth  turn has on the first, although present, is negligible compared 
to the influence of the adjacent turns. 
Therefore, an alternative approach for the computation of the AC resistance of the flat spiral 
coils FSC 1, FSC2 was adopted. Starting from the RF resistance of round copper wire, as 
evaluated by Ramo et al. in [53], the result can then be multiplied by the total length of the wire 
in the spiral-loading coil to yield the overall resistive losses. It follows from the discussion in 




	R8 [Ber(q) Bei'(q) - Bei(q) Ber'(q) 	
(4.40) 
- rr0 	Ber'(q)2 + Bei'(q)2  
In (4.40) above, the surface resistance of the conductor R, can be derived by expression (2.75) 
as shown in chapter 2. In addition, r0 is the conductor radius and the constant q can be computed 
by equation (2.9.2.1). 
Hence, the AC resistance of a spiral coil made of round wire, denoted as RFS,  can be approxi-
mated as follows: 
RFS=I?•R 	 (4.41) 
where £ is the total length of the conductor in the coil computed by: 
£ =+ din 	 (4.42) 
8 r0 
where di,, and d0 are the internal and external diameter of the spiral coil respectively. 
The computed AC resistance of spirals FSC 1, FSC2 is listed in Table 4.6. It is evident that the 
latter approach underestimates the resistance of the coils as it does not include the contribution 
of the proximity effect. However, in the absence of a more accurate formula, this method 
provided a closer estimate compared to the Rodriguez method. 
4.4.3 Driving the coils 
In order to maximise the power transfer between the two coils it is necessary to maximise the 
current in the TX coil. One way of achieving this is to employ resonance so that a large alter- 
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nating current is induced in the coil for a relatively small driving power. The main disadvantage 
of this method is that the impedance of a parallel resonant tank circuit goes to infinity at res-
onance, making it difficult to match power into it. One solution to this is to tap the coil at a 
low impedance point (a small number of turns above ground on the coil) and feed power in at 
that point. This can give a reasonable match to a 50 ohm generator. A further refinement is to 
add a variable matching unit to tapping point of the coil. This can consist of either a variable 
T network of an inductor and two capacitors, or a 7r network consisting of an inductor and two 
capacitors. Once this is adjusted to minimise reflected power at the power amplifier, the power 
fed to the coil is maximised. This arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 4.21 below. 
RESONANT TX COIL 
T- NETWORK 	 B 
MATCHING UNIT "Hot End 
---------------------- 




TAPPING POINT INTO THE COIL 
Figure 4.21: Block Diagram of Matching Process. 
It is probably worth considering what happens in the LC tank circuit. The power delivered to the 
resonant TX tank is actually only delivered into the losses in the coil/capacitor and any energy 
coupled into other RX circuitry. At this stage it is worth noting that the L and C are reactive 
components and if both components were truly lossless the voltage across them and the current 
through them would go to infinity. In practice the losses in the circuit limit both the voltage 
and the current. The delivered power is dissipated in the losses of the coil in the form of heat. 
The disadvantage of using resonance to drive the coil current is that the system will have an 
inherently narrow bandwidth, which is not a problem in power transfer applications but could 
be a drawback in communication applications involving wideband data. A further problem in 
the embedded sensor scenario is that immersion of the RX tank circuit in a conducting medium 
such as biological tissue would introduce considerable losses to the tuned circuit. It follows 
that this could also cause a considerable change in the stray capacitance associated with the 
coil resulting in detuning. 
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4.4.4 Resonant TX, RX loop antenna coils 
This section describes the TX, RX coils being used in the experimental verification. The elec-
trical parameters of the prototype coils were calculated during the design phase. The methods 
used to calculate these parameters are described in section 4.4.2. The calculated electrical pa-
rameters where used in the design phase to estimate the inductance and resistance of coils for 
the frequencies of interest and coil dimensions selected. Once constructed, all the prototype 
coils where characterised using the HP 8753C Network Analyzer and HP 85046A S-Parameter 
Test Set. The measured values for the inductance and resistance were used for calculating the 
capacitance required to resonate the coils at the specified frequency. In addition, measured 
values were also used for matching the RX to the rectifier and dummy load in power transfer 
measurements. Smith chart plots generated by the VNA are given in Figures 4.24, 4.25, 4.26, 
4.27, and represent impedance measurements of the prototype coils. The amount of power re-
flected from a device is directly related to the impedance of both the coils being measured and 
the measuring system of the NVA. In fact, each value of the reflection coefficient (F) uniquely 
defines a coil impedance. A reflection coefficient of F = 0 can only occur when the device 
being measured and test set impedance are exactly the same. On the other hand, a short circuit 
exhibits a reflection coefficient of F = 1800.  Every other value for F corresponds to a specific 
complex device impedance, according to the equation, [163], [186], [71]: 
Z. 1+F 
= 1 - F 
(4.43) 
where Z is the DUT impedance normalized to 50 Ohms, which is the default VNA charac-
teristic impedance. The impedance value for the prototype coils can be extrapolated from the 
Smith chart plots. At the frequency of interest a marker displays the impedance value in the 
R + j X format, where R is the resistive component and X is the reactive component of the 
coil's complex impedance. The geometric characteristic as well as the measured and calculated 
electrical characteristics of the coils are included in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 given below. 
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Figure 4.22: Photograph depicting the Si 1 reflection measurements setup used in order detect 
the precise resonant frequency of the TX, RX parallel tank circuits. 
(a) 
(b) 	 (c) 	 (d) 
Figure 4.23: Frequency responses for resonant circuit topologies: (a) Voltage versus frequency 
for resonant circuit, (b) Si] Response, (c) Impedance Response for a Parallel Resonant Circuit, 
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The TX and RX circuits must both be tuned to the same resonance frequency to ensure maxi-
mum power transfer and read range. In order to test the tuning of the TX and RX circuits two 
methods were used, as suggested by Youbok in [187]. 
A voltage measurement method was used to tune the TX and an S-Parameter reflection mea-
surement using a Network Analyzer was preferred for the RX circuit. The two techniques are 
described as follows: Voltage Measurement Method for 7X coil, Fig. 4.21: 
. Tune signal generator at the resonance frequency 
. Connect to the tap in the coil, point A 
. Connect the Tektronix TDS 210 oscilloscope to the "hot" end of the tank circuit 
. Tune the capacitor or the coil while observing the signal amplitude on the oscilloscope 
. The circuit is resonating once the maximum voltage is reached 
S-Parameter Return Loss Measurement Method for either 1X or RX coils: 
. Set up an S-Parameter Test Set (Network Analyzer) for SI 1 measurement, and do a 
calibration 
. Measure the S  I for the resonant circuit 
. Reflection impedance or reflection admittance can be measured instead of the SlI 
Tune the capacitor or the coil until a null (SI 1) occurs at the resonance frequency, f°. 
For the impedance measurement, the maximum peak will occur for the parallel resonant 
circuit, and minimum peak for the series resonant circuit as illustrated in Fig. 4.23. 
All the prototype coils used in this work exhibit very sharp resonances due to their high quality 
factors as shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. Therefore, in order to fine tune the resonant circuits, 
the return loss measurement method is preferred. The inductance of the coils was calculated 
using approximate formulas as discussed in section 4.4.2, which allowed the capacitor value to 
be estimated in order to tune the LC circuits in the TX and RX ends. The resonant frequency 
and quality factor of the tuned coils were measured using the HP 8553C VNA and a small loop 
sniffer coil. The same procedure was implemented for fine tuning the RX ensemble as shown 
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Figure 4.24: HP8753C Network Analyzer Screen Capture - 511 Smith Chart Impedance Char-
acteristics at ]MHz: (a) FCSI Circular Spiral Coil, (b) FCS2 Circular Spiral Coil. 
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Figure 4.25: HP8753C Network Analyzer Screen Capture - 511 Smith Chart Impedance Char-
acteristics at 6.7 MHz: (a) B Small 8-turn loop Antenna Coil, (b) C Small 8-turn loop Antenna 
Coil. 
in Fig. 4.22. Screen captures of the SI 1 reflection measurements conducted using the method 
described previously are given in Fig. 4.29. 
In Fig. 4.23, the null at the resonant frequency represents a minimum input reflection at the res-
onance frequency. This means that the tuned circuit absorbs the signal at the resonant frequency 
and other frequencies are reflected back. In Fig. 4.23(c), the impedance curve exhibit a peak 
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Figure 4.26: HP8753C Network Analyzer Screen Capture - 511 Smith Chart Impedance Char-
acteristics at 6. 7MHz: (a) PCSI Circular Spiral Coil, (b) PCS2 Circular Spiral Coil. 
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Figure 4.27: HP8753C Network Analyzer Screen Capture - Sli Smith Chart Impedance Char-
acteristics at 7.78MHz: (a) PSSI Square Spiral Coil, (b) PSS2 Square Spiral Coil. 
at the resonant frequency. This is due to the behaviour of the parallel resonant circuit which 
shows a maximum impedance at resonance. On the other hand, Fig. 4.23(d) shows the response 
of a series resonant circuit. Since the series resonant circuit has a minimum impedance at the 
resonant frequency, a minimum peak occurs at the resonant frequency. 
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(d) S 11 measurement for solenoid coil. (c) Resonance in solenoid coil. 
Figure 4.28: The screenshots on the left ((a), (c)) represent the current (A) and voltage (B) 
waveforms in the TX coils at resonance. The screenshots on the right ((b), (d)) represent the 
S1 	measurements for the flat spiral coil and solenoid TX coils respectively. 
4.5 Experimental Results 
The following paragraphs present the experimental findings for the magnetic field measure-
ments and the power coupling between the solenoid, flat circular spirals, printed circular and 
square spiral coils. The results presented below show close correlation with the analytical ex-
pressions for the power transfer functions developed in chapter 4. The trend of the experimental 
results follows closely the analytical model. However, the presence of some degree of error 
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(b) S  I measurement for printed circular spiral. 
(C) Resonance in printed square spiral coil. 	(d) SI! measurement for printed square spiral coil. 
Figure 4.29: The screenshots on the left ((a), (c)) represent the current (A) and voltage (B) 
waveforms in the lx coils at resonance. The screenshots on the right ((b), (d)) represent the 
Si 1 measurements for all the printed circular and square spiral 7X coils respectively. 
between the measured and analytical results is inevitable and will be fully addressed and quan-
tified in section 4.6. The agreement is quite reasonable in view of the thin-wire approximation 
used in the mathematical modelling presented in chapter 3. 
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4.5.1 Results of the magnetic near-field measurements 
This section presents the results from the magnetic near-field measurements for the coil ge-
ometries discussed in this chapter. To verify the model discussed in chapter 3, magnetic field 
measurements of four different coil sources above level ground, that of a solenoid, round wire 
spiral and printed circular and square spiral coils, were performed. The findings of the field 
tests are explained below for each individual coil geometry. The agreement between theoretical 
and experimental data is reasonable given the detailed differences between the coil construction 
and the thin-wire approximation used in the mathematical modelling. A detailed comparison 
of the true and measured H field component is given in this section. The relative percentage 
error present is determined by the relative deviation of the field component measured by the 
probe with the true field as follows: 
er
[XMeasured - XAnalytical] . 100 
	 (4.44) 
= 	XAnalyticai 
with X being the rms value of H. 
Conversion to a decibel value requires the following formula for the field strength: 
l 




A detailed error analysis is included in section 4.6. The possible error sources are determined 
and discussed in detail and finally an error budget is introduced for measurements carried out in 
each orientation. In a near-field electromagnetic environment, measurement of magnetic field 
strengths is subject to potentially large error due to a number of factors such as nonuniform 
spatial variation of the electromagnetic field components, the influence of the measuring probe 
itself and interactions between the source and nearby objects. The aforementioned parameters 
are some of the factors that have a significant adverse effect on the measurement accuracy. 
Recognizing this, it is essential to introduce and discuss in detail these effects in order to esti-
mate the measurement uncertainty for both tests discussed in this chapter. Hence, the validity 
of the presented results, for the near-field measurements and the power transfer evaluation, is 
quantified. 
4.5.1.1 Magnetic near-field measurements for solenoid coil A. 
The results of the magnetic field measurements from the short-solenoid source coil A are pre-
sented first. Fig. 4.30 depicts the measured and calculated magnetic field strength generated 
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from the short-solenoid coil A. The solid red and dotted blue lines represent the calculated and 
experimental data for the field strength of the dominant H magnetic field component respec-
tively. 
The results from the field measurements from all three orientations studied are shown in Fig. 
4.30. The discrepancy between the predicted field strength and the measured value is very low 
for the short-solenoid source. In Fig. 4.31 the relative percentage error and the dB error is given. 
In the coaxial orientation the relative percentage error is in the order of 8% for the coaxial ori-
entation, 4% for the lateral displacement and 7% for the angular misalignment. Subsequently, 
the measured magnetic field attenuation with increasing misalignment correlates well with the 
theoretical predictions. The small error observed can be attributed to the fact that the 20 cm 
radius coil source is much larger than the dimensions of the measurement sensor. Hence, the 
effects of impedance coupling were insignificant. To guarantee that the influence of the sen-
sor dimensions are minimised, no measurements can be performed in the close vicinity of the 
source. It is interesting to note that it was possible to overcome this problem by employing a 
larger TX coil which was less likely to be loaded by the measurement probe itself. It is clear 
from the experimental results shown in Fig. 4.30 and Fig. 4.31 that this method was succesfull. 
4.5.1.2 Magnetic near-field measurements for Flat Circular Spiral FCS1. 
In the same manner for the flat circular spiral coil source FCS 1 the results from the magnetic 
field measurements are shown in Fig. 4.32. It is evident that in the coaxial and lateral orien-
tations the measured data follow closely the theoretical predictions. In Fig. 4.33 the relative 
percentage and dB error is plotted separately for measurements in each orientation. It should be 
noted that the maximum percentage error in the coaxial scenario is in the order of 8% whereas 
in the lateral misalignment the relative percentage error is in the order of 15%. In both the 
coaxial orientation and lateral or radial measurements, the accuracy of the measurement results 
is very good. The dimensions of the 20cm external diameter spiral FCS I coil source are still 
significantly larger than the 3.5cm diameter HP 11941 probe. Therefore, the accuracy of the 
measurements is not compromised by the presence of the sensor probe. However, in the angu-
lar orientation the relative percentage error is much larger in the order of 40%. The increased 
percentage error in this case is ascribed to errors in the winding of the spiral. In practice the 
turns of the spiral are not perfect circles as expected by the theory. Hence, it was not possible 
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Figure 4.30: H magnetic field component, measured by the HP 11941A probe, in the coaxial 
orientation, lateral and angular misalignments, as generated by a short-solenoid TX coil. The 
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Figure 4.31: Relative percentage and dB error for the H magnetic field component, measured 
by the HP 1194/A probe, in the coaxial orientation, lateral and angular misalignments, as 
generated by a short-solenoid DC coil. 
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approximately at the center of the source which ultimately introduced some added error. Al-
though, this type of error cannot be neglected the trend of the experimental data still follows 
closely the theoretical curve in Fig. 4.32. 
4.5.1.3 Magnetic near-field measurements for Printed Circular Spiral PCS1. 
In the case of a printed circular spiral coil source the trend of the measured results follow 
the theoretical curve in Fig. 4.34. However, for this structure the error in all orientations is 
more pronounced compared to the solenoid coil since the source coil is smaller and therefore 
more easily affected by the sensor probe. In the coaxial orientation the only apparent signif-
icant mismatch between theory and measurement is the decrease in the field attenuation rate 
at great distance from the source. This effect can be explained as the receiver probe reaches 
the noise-floor, adding to the measured field strength. An attempt was made to resolve this 
issue by adding an instrumentation amplifier between the measurement probe and the spec-
trum analyzer. However, this approach was soon abandoned as the signal was being distorted 
by the amplifier and the additional wires required were introducing some unwanted capacitive 
coupling. Another interesting phenomenon is the crossing of the theoretical and experimental 
curves at a distance of 35cm from the source in the coaxial orientation. This is further evidence 
that the near-field probe is detuning the source coil at distances close to the coil. 
4.5.1.4 Magnetic near-field measurements for Printed Square Spiral PSS1. 
The results of the H field measurements from the printed square spiral coil PSS I are conveyed 
in Fig. 4.36. The degree of error in this case is analogous to the error seen for the printed 
circular spiral source. The relative percentage and dB error is given in Fig. 4.37. Referring to 
Fig. 4.37 it can be shown that in the coaxial measurements the percentage uncertainty is 40%, 
20% in the lateral configuration and finally 30% for the angular arrangement. The uncertainty 
in the measurements is attributed to the effect the near-field probe has on the impedance of the 
resonant coil source. Based on the results from the coaxial orientation measurements, shown in 
Fig. 4.36, it is clear that as the probe approaches closer to the source the discrepancy between 
the measured and calculated results is more pronounced. In an attempt to minimise the distor-
tion due to the field probe no measurements where carried out at a distance smaller than 20cm 
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Figure 4.32: H magnetic field component, measured by the HP 11941A probe, in the coaxial 
orientation, lateral and angular misalignments, as generated by the FCSI printed circular 
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Figure 4.33: Relative percentage and dB error for the H magnetic field component, measured 
by the HP 11941A probe, in the coaxial orientation, lateral and angular misalignments, as 
generated by the flat spiral TX coil FCSI. 
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Figure 4.34: H magnetic field component, measured by the HP 11941A probe, in the coaxial 
orientation, lateral and angular misalignments, as generated by the PCSJ printed circular 
spiral TX coil. The current Ipxrms in the TX coil is ].4A. 
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Figure 4.35: Relative percentage and dB error for the H magnetic field component, measured 
by the HP 11941A probe, in the coaxial orientation, lateral and angular misalignments, as 
generated by the printed circular spiral TX coil PCSI. The current ITxrms circulating in the 
TX coil is I60mA. 
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At this stage it should be noted that the theoretical H magnetic field strength for the circular 
and square spirals is computed based on the approximation of the coils are composed of con-
centric loops of infinitesimal conductor width. Clearly, the construction of the prototype coils 
is somehow different which is expected to cause some discrepancies between the experimental 
and the analytical results. Hence, this should be taken into consideration when interpreting the 
results. 
4.5.2 Results of coupling measurements 
Following the magnetic field measurements the results from the coupling experiments can be 
now discussed. This section is organised in three subsections, which include the results of the 
experiments for the solenoid, flat spiral, printed circular and square spiral coils. 
4.5.2.1 Power transfer between solenoid coils 
Fig. 4.38 shows the results of the power transfer measurements for the short solenoid coils 
B and C, when the coils are situated in a coaxial orientation and for a lateral displacement 
and angular tilt of the RX coil. The blue solid line represents the analytical power transfer 
functions (3.83,3.87,3.90) derived in chapter 4. The red line illustrates the experimental data 
from the coupling test. The rectified voltage (V) induced at the RX coil is measured by a digital 
multimeter as discussed in section 4.3. For each RX coil the load resistance is decided by the 
impedance matching technique using equation (4.7). Hence, for a known input power at the TX 
coil considered as the transmitted power (PTX)  the received power at the RX side can be easily 
derived as: 
RX 
= meas 	 (4.46) 
Load 
Referring to the coaxial measurements in Fig. 4.38, it is evident that as the RX coil approaches 
the TX, the mutual coupling between the coils has a significant effect on the power transfer. It 
can be seen from Fig. 4.38 that for the dimensions of the prototype coils used in the measure-
ments, the assumption of poorly coupled coils employed in the development of a theoretical 
model, is not valid for a small coil separation distance. As the RX coil approaches the TX its 
presence detunes the TX coil. This is caused by an increased coupling coefficient for the link. 
Under these circumstances the poor coupling scenario is not valid. In addition, the TX coil is a 
very high Q coil which exhibits a very sharp resonance. Consequently, stray capacitances from 
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Figure 4.36: H magnetic field component, measured by the HP 11941A probe, in the coaxial 
orientation, lateral and angular orientations, as generated by the PSSI printed square spiral 
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Figure 4.37: Relative percentage and dB error for the H magnetic field component, measured 
by the HP 11941A probe, in the coaxial orientation, lateral and angular misalignments, as 
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Figure 4.38: Power transfer ratio (PRX /PTX ), for the short solenoid TX, RX coil system 
depicted in Fig. 4.15. A - Power transfer for coils situated in the coaxial orientation, B - Power 
transfer in the lateral misalignment case for a vertical separation between the coils of 40 cm, 
C - Power transfer in the angular misalignment case for a vertical separation between the coils 
of 30 cm. 
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nearby objects can easily detune the coil. Therefore, as the RX coil moves closer to the TX 
coil, it may well introduce some stray capacitance which can change the effective reactance of 
the tank circuit and alter the resonant frequency. 
In order to ensure that the TX coil was matched to the power amplifier and all the output power 
from the amplifier was fed into the TX coil, the reflected power at the power amplifier was 
constantly being monitored. Observing the analog dial indicator at the power amplifier revealed 
that as the RX coil approached the TX at a distance of less than 40cm the reflected power 
indicator moved from a zero value to 0.5Watts. This supports the opinion that the presence of 
the RX coil detunes the TX for small separation distances. A closer investigation of coupling 
measurements in the coaxial orientation, as shown in Fig. 4.39(b) indicates that for the RX coil 
C with a radius of 34mm, a coil separation of at least one TX coil radius is necessary to ensure 
that the RX coil has no effect on the TX coil. The poor coupling approximation discussed in 
section 2.11 of chapter 2 suggests that for coaxial solenoid coils a separation distance of two 
TX coil diameters is required for a RX coil half the size of the TX for poor coupling to hold. 
Since the power coupling functions developed in chapter 4 are only valid for a poorly coupled 
system, a large error is expected for measurements very close to the TX coil. Hence, for the 
dimensions of the prototype coils used, this factor should be considered when interpreting the 
results. In view of this, measurements for the lateral and angular misalignment where conducted 
at a separation distance of at least 30cm to ensure poor coupling. 
The general trend of the experimental data follows closely the theoretical model for the power 
transfer in all three orientations studied. This fact suggests that the predominant error is of a 
systematic nature. The random error present in the measurements is very small and it is masked 
by the systematic error present. Fig. 4.40 illustrates the relative error in the measurements 
compared with the analytic solution as a percentage and dB. A comparison of the predicted and 
measured power coupling data across the inductive link can be easily expressed as a relative 
percentage error using expression (4.44). The relative percentage error for the power transfer 
measurements can be converted into a dB error as follows: 
l 




Fig. 4.40 reveals that the maximum relative percentage error in the coaxial measurements is in 
the order of 5%, 12% in the lateral misalignment and 7% in the angular misalignment. Tfiis 
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Figure 4.39: Plots of the analytical and experimental power transfer ratios for solenoid coils: 
(a) Graph shows the effect of RX coil as it approaches the TX discussed in section 2.11. For 
a separation distance less than the TX coil diameter the poor coupling approximation is no 
longer valid, which results in a larger error (b) Analytical and experimental results for the 
power coupling across the inductive link versus the coil separation distance D where the poor 
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The experimental data show good agreement with the theoretical predictions. 
4.5.2.2 Power transfer between planar circular spiral coils 
In a similar manner, Fig. 4.41 shows the results of the power transfer measurements between 
two flat circular spirals. In this case the experiments were conducted using the prototypes 
FCS I and FCS2 as TX and RX coils respectively. For this type of coils the experimental results 
show good agreement with the analytical model. The presence of some random error is more 
pronounced for the coaxial and lateral measurements in the flat spiral case in comparison to 
the solenoid coil. Nevertheless, the influence of the random error is not significant with respect 
to the systematic errors as discussed in section 4.6. An interesting phenomenon that should 
be addressed here is the crossing of the theoretical and experimental curves in the lateral and 
angular cases as shown in Fig. 4.42. This can be explained as a three stage process based on the 
schematic diagram of Fig. 4.42. As the RX coil moves from the center of the TX coil radially 
in the direction of the y-axis it passes through three different stages. Since the magnetic field 
is more concentrated around the windings of the TX coil, as the RX crosses that boundary the 
mutual coupling between the coils increases, which results in an increase in the measured power 
transfer that is not accounted for in the theoretical model whereby a uniform field is assumed. 
In practical applications for RX coils much smaller than the TX, the field can be assumed to be 
uniform. However, due to the limitations in the sensitivity of the instrumentation used, a much 
larger RX coil was required to provide sensible readings. Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that 
even for a RX coil as large as the FCS2 the trend of the experimental measurements indicates a 
close correlation with the analytical model. A similar behaviour can be observed as the plane of 
the RX rotates for the angular misalignment measurements. The crossing of the experimental 
and analytical curves in this case is attributed to the fact that as the RX rotates some of the 
effective area of the coil moves closer into the TX, which results in increased coupling between 
the coils. Fig. 4.43 indicates that the percentage error between the experimental data and 
theoretical predictions for the power transfer is very low even for non-ideal coil dimensions. 
4.5.2.3 Power transfer between printed circular spiral coils 
In this section the results from the experimental measurements of power transfer efficiency 
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Figure 4.41: Power transfer ratio (PRX  /PTX ), for the flat circular spiral 7X, RX coil system 
depicted in Fig. 4.15. A - Power transfer for coils situated in the coaxial orientation, B - Power 
transfer in the lateral misalignment case for a vertical separation between the coils of 40 cm, 
C - Power transfer in the angular misalignment case for a vertical separation between the coils 
of 30 cm. 
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between the experimental data and the theoretical link efficiency calculated by expressions 
(3.84), (3.88) and (3.91), derived in chapter 3. It is evident from Fig. 4.44 that there is a 
close correlation between the experimental and the analytical data in all the coaxial, lateral and 
angular orientations studied. The relative percentage error for the coaxial configuration is in 
the order of 20% neglecting the area close to the TX coil where the accuracy of the loosely 
coupling approximation is compromised. As the RX coil moves further away from the TX the 
error is reduced suggesting the coils are again loosely coupled. It is expected that the accuracy 
of the theoretical model is improved as the separation distance of the coils increases. However, 
the sensitivity of the voltage meter is not adequate to detect the low voltage induced across 
the RX at large separation distances. Therefore, the measuring range in the coaxial oriention 
was limited in I m with a minimum separation distance between the coils of at least one TX 
diameter. 
In the lateral configuration the relative percentage error is in the order of 20%. It is illustrated 
in Fig. 4.45 that for the lateral displacement of the RX coil, the error steadily increases until it 
reaches its maximum value when the center of the RX coil is situated at the circumferance of 
the TX coil. In the lossely coupled assumption used in the theoretical formulation of the model, 
the magnetic field across the RX coil is assumed uniform. However, for the coil separation and 
the coil dimensions used in the experiments this is not always true. In fact, the magnetic field 
maximises at the circumference of the TX coil hence an increased error can be observed where 
the analytical model expects a uniform field. The separation distance in this case is 40cm, twice 
the maximum diameter of the TX to limit the coupling coefficient. 
In conjunction to the flat spiral coil of round wire, the results from the printed circular spiral 
coils exhibit a higher error rate. The discrepancy between measured and calculated power trans-
fer efficiency for this particular coil geometry can be attributed to the fact that the printed spiral 
coils are not so closely wound as the flat spiral of round wire. Therefore, secondary effects such 
as the difference between the ideal close turn approximation, assumed in the analytical model, 
and the design of the prototype coils shown in Fig. 4.15 introduce additional measurement 
uncertainties. Finally, in the angular orientation the relative percentage error is in the order of 
16%, which is very resonable given the placement uncertainty of the apparatus. Overall, the 




4.5.2.4 Power transfer between printed square spiral coils 
This section is dedicated to the printed square spiral coils and concludes the discussion on the 
experimental results. This geometry exhibits very similar characteristics to the printed circular 
coils discussed in the previous section. 
In a similar fashion to the previous sections, Fig. 4.46 consists of a set of graphs for the 
power transfered across a typical inductive link composed of two resonant printed square spiral 
coils. The experimental data were plotted against the theoretical link efficiency expressions 
derived in chapter 3 for the coaxial, lateral and angular coil displacements given by expression 
(3.85), (3.89) and (3.92) respectively. Referring to Fig. 4.47 in the coaxial orientation, the 
relative percentage error for the measurements of Fig. 4.46 is approximated to 22%. In the 
lateral misalignment the relative percentage error seen is 33% and finally for the rotational 
misalignment it is 19% . Overall, the experimental data provides a reasonable match to the 
measurement results given the size of the coils. 
4.6 Quantifying the Experimental Error 
One of the primary concerns in any measurement technique is a reliable estimate of errors and 
uncertainty factors influencing the accuracy of the experimental results. This is especially true 
of a method involving a significant level of mathematical analysis as is the case of the near-field 
model suggested in chapter 3. A complete and general error analysis requires a combination of 
approaches, both analytical and experimental, to identify all possible error sources and estimate 
their individual contribution to the final calculated results. In the current approach the errors in 
the experimental procedure can be divided in two parts: 
Magnetic near-field strength errors during H measurement 
Errors in power transfer measurement between the TX and RX coils 
These are studied independently in sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2, which follow. 
Measurement uncertainty reflects the quality and accuracy of the measured data as compared 
to the theoretical value. All possible errors can be divided into three broad categories: theo-
retical, numerical calculations, and measurement. Theoretical errors include approximations 
made during the development of the theoretical model and can ultimately limit the accuracy of 
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the results. This type of error is accounted for both in the magnetic field and power transfer 
measurements. However, from a careful study of the theoretical development, one is able to 
show that such errors due to theoretical approximations are either of negligible magnitude or 
can be treated as measurement errors. For instance, the close turn approximation in the mod-
elling of spiral coils can introduce some error. In fact, the first assumption is generally valid to 
within negligible error and infinitesimally thin wire conductor approximations can be viewed 
as measurement errors. The contribution of these factors will be studied both for the near-field 
and power transfer measurements. It is possible that the influence of some of these assump-
tions, such as the magneto-static approximation, can be treated as negligible or converted to a 
measurement error and included as such in the final error budget. Alternatively, correction fac-
tors can be extrapolated based on methods of near-field error correction published by Brunett 
et al., Iskra et al. and Joseph et at. in [142, 152, 154]. Finally, numerical errors arising from 
the computation of special functions such as the elliptic integrals in the magnetic field solutions 
and power transfer functions, derived in chapter 4, are considered to be insignificant. This is 
attributed to the fact that roundoff errors in modern computers are considered to have a minor 
impact compared to measurement errors. 
Usually uncertainties are calculated using the tolerances of the instrumentation, the experimen-
tal set-up variability and the technique used in performing the test. While not generally included 
in error analysis, in the experimental technique adopted in this thesis, the geometrical param-
eters and the variability of the coils under test will also be considered. Another component 
contributing to the overall uncertainty is based on the deviation of the repeated measurements. 
This means that the tests reported in this chapter had to be repeated several times. By taking 
down the setup and resetting it, a statistically significant number of repeat measurements was 
guaranteed, identifying this very important aspect of measurement uncertainty. The combina-
tion of the error parameters yields the overall measurement uncertainty. 
In view of this, the focus of the error analysis that follows is on the non-ideal character of the 
measurement system and not on the mathematics. Hence, the errors due to the instrumentation 
uncertainties are the primary contributors in this work and will be the focus of the remaining 
discussion. All the individual error sources are itemized in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 for each mea-
surement procedure. Each of these factors is described in detail in the following sections. It is 
important to note that all the errors listed in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 are primarily systematic. It is 
possible that a small random error component is present but this will be omitted for the sake 
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of simplicity, since it is unlikely that it will significantly influence the final error estimation. 
Consequently, due to its systematic nature each of the errors is assumed independent and uncor-
related with any other error. This means that they can be treated separately and combined using 
their independent character. Finally, a very important topic that needs to be properly addressed, 
is the combination of errors that reveal the overall estimate of the accuracy of the experimental 
results. There is no obvious solution available to this problem and various viewpoints have 
evolved concerning this topic. The selection of an appropriate method for combining all the 
systematic errors requires some knowledge about their error distribution, [188]. However, 
this information is generally not available from experimental tests and it can only be obtained 
merely through an educated guess. According to Newell in [189], the method of combinations 
of systematic errors should not be a primary concern if the estimates for each error source are 
tabulated and the formula used in the combined estimate is stated explicitly. Based on Newell's 
method the systematic uncertainties (er ) listed in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 are considered to be in-
dependent and normally distributed with (e) corresponding to 3u. According to the central 
limit theorem, the combined probability distribution will approach a Gaussian. Hence, the total 
estimated error is given by: 	 ____________ 
CT = 3a? + 	 (4.48) 
where CT represents the total error, e2 are the estimates of the worst-case systematic compo-
nents, and o is the standard deviation of the random component. 
4.6.1 Factors affecting the measured magnetic near-field field strength 
A magnetic near-field error analysis follows and it is performed for the RF source, the TX coil 
and the HP 11941A near-field probe. As commonly recognized in electromagnetic measure-
ment techniques, the key parameters that are identified as potential sources of systematic error 
are summarised below: 
. Finite probe size 
. The influence of the measurement probe - Field perturbation and averaging effects 
. Mutual coupling between the measuring instrument and the source 
. Reflections or field distortion caused by local foreign objects 
. Instrumentation tolerance/limitation 
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. Coil dimension error effects 
. Theoretical errors - approximations in the theoretical model 
Positioning accuracy 
Each of the factors mentioned here will be introduced briefly in the following sections. Fur-
thermore, the individual contribution to the overall error budget, of each uncertainty factor, will 
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Figure 4.44: Power transfer ratio (PRX /PTX ), for the printed circular spiral 1X, RX system 
depicted in Fig. 4.15. A - Power transfer for coils situated in the coaxial orientation, B - Power 
transfer in the lateral misalignment case for a vertical separation between the coils of 40 cm, 
C - Power transfer in the angular misalignment case for a vertical separation between the coils 
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Figure 4.46: Power transfer ratio (PRX /PTX), for the printed square spiral TX, RX system 
depicted in Fig. 4.15. A - Power transfer for coils situated in the coaxial orientation, B - Power 
transfer in the lateral misalignment case for a vertical separation between the coils of 30 cm, 
C - Power transfer in the angular misalignment case for a vertical separation between the coils 
of 40 cm. 
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The influence of the measurement probe 
Of the aforementioned factors affecting the accuracy of the field measurements the most crit-
ical one is the influence of the measuring probe itself. Joseph et al. suggested in [154] that 
during measurements, the electromagnetic field will be disturbed by the measurement probe 
itself. Consequently, the disturbed field will be captured instead of the true free-space value. In 
the same paper, it is noted that in the near-field in particular, this disturbance cannot be fully 
quantified by the calibration. 
In principle, the calibration of the measuring sensor should take into account the effect of the 
disturbance due to the presence of the probe. This can only be true if the calibration setup is 
identical to the measurement configuration. However, the calibration of the probe is usually 
done in the far-field of one or more antennas [191]. Referring to the manual of the HP 11941A 
probe, the antenna factors are measured for each unit at 0.009, 0.1, 1, 10 and 30MHz to 
within ±2dB in a 377 - Ohm field impedance. Therefore, this indicates that calibration was 
carried out by the manufacturer in the far-field, and as a result the ±2dB uncertainty factor is 
inadequate to fully quantify the influence of the probe in near-field measurements which are 
of interest to this work. In addition, there is a trade off between the disturbance of the field 
and the sensitivity of the field measurement device. In essence, the disturbance due to the 
presence of a smaller probe is less pronounced whereas at the same time the sensitivity of the 
sensor decreases since less flux passes though the measuring magnetic loop. Thus, the shape 
of the probe itself introduces further issues. A second effect due to the shape and size of the 
probe is the averaging of the field over the surface of the probe. The adverse effect of averaging 
conveys that for a larger and theoretically more sensitive probe, the measured value will deviate 
further form the true free-space field at a point of interest which in this case is the center of the 
receiving coil. 
A theoretical study of the influence of the probe by Joseph et al., reveals that the measurement 
probe affects the TX impedance for measurements in the close vicinity of the RF source. The 
interaction of the approaching probe and the TX coil cause an impedance mismatch between the 
TX and the RE generator. As a result the power coupled in the TX coil is reduced. Effectively, 
the probe can detune the resonant TX coil by changing its impedance. According to Joseph et 
al., the relative deviation, denoted AZ, of the TX impedance due to the presence of the coil is 
expressed as follows: 
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where ZJ'ee  and Zin ""are the TX coil impedance in free space, with and without the presence 
of the probe respectively. Simulations by Joseph etal. show that when the coaxial configuration 
of the probe and TX coil is employed for measurements, the largest change in the impedance 
occurs due to the TX and probe oriented in the direction of maximum coupling. On the other 
hand, in the radial TX-probe configuration representing the measurement setup for the lateral 
misalignment scenario, the effect of mutual coupling is considered negligible. A value of less 
than 5% for A, is reported in the same paper for distances larger than A. Moreover, for the 
case of an electrically larger TX and field probe, an increased coupling is expected leading to 
the probe delivering higher values of Az. In order for low values of AZ to be obtained the 
dimensions of the TX coil and measurement probe need to be equal or less than 0.45A, which 
is true for all the TX coils and the probe used in this work. 
Brunett et al. [152], presents a near-field measurement correction accounting for extrapolation 
error due to loop dimension, providing a minimum separation distance parameter. Measure-
ments made within a few dimensions of an electrically loop source such as the TX coil de-
scribed in 4.4.4 require the magneto-static field relations of the Biot Savart Law. The sensing 
probe has been calibrated based on a far-field technique where the source is considered to be 
infinitesimal'. In this case, the strength of the magnetic field at small distances from the source 
is approximated by the dominant inductive terms for the field of a small circular loop derived 
in appendix E. However, the emissions from the source of finite size in the near-field zone are 
also dependent on the source structure and do not demonstrate the source point singularity of 
(2.26) and (2.27) given in chapter 2. The field of the finite TX coil source, in the coaxial, lateral 
and angular orientations, is derived directly from Biot-Savart Law in chapter 2. As suggested 
by Brunett et al. the ratio of the field from a finite sized source to that of an infinitesimal source 
can be considered a measurement error if the field formulations of a source point antenna are 
used to calibrate the sensor, such as in the case of the HP 11941 A. 
It is evident from the previous discussion that the probe can have a loading effect on the TX 
coil. If inserting the probe into the test space causes the coil current to change by more than a 
few percent, it should be suspected that the field is distorted and may not be accurate even after 
retuning the coil current to the correct value. The coil current should always be set with the 
system empty and then reset to the original value after the probe is inserted. If field distortion is 
'Infinitesimal in the sense used here means that the source dimensions are negligible when compared with 
measurement distance, sensing loop dimensions, and wavelength. 
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suspected, a larger set of TX coils should be used, which is the reason for adopting much larger 
TX coils than the ones employed in practical applications. 
RF reflections 
The near-field measurement system was discussed in detail in section 4.3.1. A method of 
holding and moving the probe close to the TX coil was devised using a misalignment jig. 
All parts of such a misalignment mechanism were constructed from RF-transparent materials 
to guarantee measurement accuracy. Since the measurements were conducted in the absence 
of an anechoic chamber, every effort was made to keep metallic objects away from the RF 
source. Standard ANSIC63.19-2001 advises to keep RF reflecting objects away from the TX 
coil at a distance of at least 2 wavelengths at the frequency of operation to ensure that the 
total reflections from these objects are kept 20dB below the desired direct signal. This was not 
practical since experiments were carried out in a working RF laboratory and not in an isolated 
room. The influence of near-by conducting objects was tested by placing a copper screen behind 
the TX coil and monitoring the change in the signal captured by the probe. As mentioned in 
section 4.3.1 there was no significant influence by the copper screen which suggests that the 
level of RF reflections present from conducting objects in the close vicinity of the source did 
not significantly perturb the measurements. Extra care was needed when it was necessary to 
manually tune the TX coil since the body of the experimentalist introduces stray capacitance 
which upsets the impedance of the tank circuit and can also introduce reflections. To avoid such 
implications low dielectric constant plastics where fixed to the tuning capacitors to minimise 
the effect the hand of the operator has on the capacitance of the system when tuning the coils 
and during measurements remained at a distance away from the TX source. 
Instrumentation tolerance /limitations 
Measurement results often vary from the predicted value given by the theoretical estimation 
of the field due to the measurement uncertainty introduced by the instrumentation used. Typi-
cally, the overall uncertainty of the instrumentation is calculated by identifying the individual 
uncertainties in the instrumentation chain used in performing these measurements. Hence, the 
tolerance of the current probe and the spectrum analyzer employed in the current experimental 
set-up, as provided by the manufacturer, is a good indication of the error expected by these 
instruments. The percentage tolerance of the current probe and the percentage sensitivity of the 
spectrum analyzer are converted using equation (4.47) to their equivalent dB error and included 
in Table. 4.6.1. 
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Coil dimension error effects 
Constructional features such as the radii of the coils have a direct effect on the magnetic field 
strength in the near-field. For points situated on the z-axis of the coil, equal and opposite 
errors in the radius of the coils offset each other and do not have an effect on the magnetic 
field. However, for field computation radially off the z-axis, the field uniformity is no longer 
symmetrical either side of the center of the coil set. According to ANSI-C63.19-2001 [150] in 
practice when the dimensions of a coil are measured using a ruler an error as large as 2% in coil 
radius is common. In order to minimise the impact of this kind of errors the diameter of the coil 
can be calculated by measuring the diameter from the center of the winding through the center 
of the coil to the center of the winding at the other end of the diameter and divide by two. 
4.6.2 Evaluating the error in the power transfer verification 
In RF measurements there are many sources of measurement uncertainty. In the previous sec-
tion, the main factors which can introduce a level of uncertainty between the experimental and 
theoretical field strength were identified. In a similar manner, the factors affecting the accu-
racy of the experimental data for the coil coupling measurements can be now discussed. The 
possible uncertainty factors in the power transfer measurements are listed below: 
Field uniformity 
Coil radius and spacing error effects 
Positioning accuracy 
Measurement instrumentation tolerances 
The influence of the thin-wire approach 
Limitations of coil modelling - Close turn approximation 
Validity issues of the linear representation of embedded electronics. For example, the 
rectifier equivalent circuit and the impedance of the load. 
All the factors mentioned above contribute in one way or another to the overall uncertainty in 
the power transfer measurements. However, the key parameters include the field uniformity, 
positioning accuracy, impedance matching and instrumentation tolerance. In power transfer 
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measurements in particular, the largest errors are usually connected to the mismatch between 
the source and the load. In the rest of this section these critical uncertainty factors will be 
briefly introduced. Then an estimate of the dB percentage error that each one of these factors 
introduces is calculated and an overall error budget is given at the end of this section. 
Field Uniformity 
The coupling measurements described in this chapter were performed for three different relative 
orientations of the RX coil with respect to the source TX coil. In the near field region, the 
electric E and H field components in this region essentially exhibit a quadrature time-phase 
relative relationship. The voltage induced in a small-loop sensor is proportional to the time rate 
of change of the total magnetic flux cutting the RX coil. 
The open-circuit voltage developed at the terminals of an electrically small RX coil immersed 
in an electromagnetic field can be deduced from the Faraday-Maxwell relation: 
Ic E.dl=_fILH.dS 	 (4.50) 
The integral in the previous expression, (4.50), is evaluated along the small-loop RX coil which 
yields the open-circuit voltage VIND  at its terminals as follows: 
VJN =-jw[iH . dS 	 (4.51) 
JA 
The total induced emf results from the summation of the normal components of the magnetic 
field, which act over the surface area A of the RX coil. Assuming field uniformity, (4.51) 
reduces to: 
V = —jwuHA 	 (4.52) 
This is the familiar, classical form for the expression of the induced open-circuit voltage in 
a uniform field as employed in chapter 3. In the near field, the assumption of a uniform field 
distribution is invalid unless the dimensions of the RX coil are significantly smaller than the TX 
coil and the coil separation distance. The analysis presented in chapter 3 tacitly assumed both of 
these conditions to be true and the mutual coupling between the TX and RX coils to be minimal. 
In effect for the applications considered in this work the inductive link is asymmetrical. This 
can be illustrated by considering the following scenario; a RX, RFID tag or sensor node coil 
is implanted or embedded and therefore must be small and low power, whereas the TX or 
reader coil is not subject to the same size constraints. In essence, for these applications the 
TX and RX coils are very loosely coupled. Under these conditions our original assumption of 
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minimal coupling remains valid and thus the field strength across the RX coil can be considered 
uniform. However, for the reasons discussed in section (4.3.1), a larger RX coil compared to 
the dimensions of coils employed in typical RFID applications was used in the measurements. 
It is possible that the discrepancy between the measured and the theoretical results in the power 
transfer efficiency can be partially credited to the size of the RX coil. 
It is convenient to define a near-field error expression such that it is an indication of the effect 
of the quasi-static nonuniform magnetic field distribution over the area of the RX coil on the 
measured open-circuit voltage. Iskra et al. in [142] developed near-field error expressions for 
the open circuit voltage at the RX coil with respect to the coil separation distance (D) and 
the radius of the RX coil (b). For the prototype coil dimensions employed in the power transfer 
measurements the ratio b/D is defined by the inequality 0.06 < b/D < 0.35. Referring to Iskra 
et al., for the ratio b/D defined as 0.06 < b/D <0.35, the relative percentage error ev expected 
for the induced open circuit voltage is in the range 1% < ev < 13%. The variation in the value 
of ev is justified since an increased error is expected when the coil separation distance is small. 
In return, the measurement uncertainty decreases when the coils are further apart. Although the 
analysis presented by Iskra et al. is focused on the single turn loops it can be used as a first 
approach to the problem. It is expected that the error percentage derived by Iskra is conservative 
for multiturn coils. However, an exact mathematical derivation of the relative percentage error 
level in multiturn coils is both tedious and does not facilitate further insight into the problem. 
Nevertheless, even for the multiturn prototype coils used in the measurements, based on the 
study by Iskra et al. [142], an average error of 10% is expected for all three orientations. 
Positional Accuracy 
The positional accuracy of the coils is an additional parameter that affects the accuracy of 
the measurements. For the misalignment jig employed in the experiments it is safe to assume a 
vertical and lateral coil displacement accuracy of ±2mm. In the case of the rotational misalign-
ment a placement uncertainty of ±1° is predicted. Based on the construction of the apparatus 
the values given here are realistic estimates. 
Impedance Matching 
Another important error factor that needs to be considered is the matching accuracy between 
the impedance of the RX coil and the corresponding impedance of the receiving electronics. In 
section (4.2.2) it was shown that equivalent impedance of receiving electronics is comprised of 
the shunt combination of the rectifier and the load impedances respectively. The accuracy with 
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which the received power can be measured is limited by any mismatch error present. In the 
power measurements complex conjugate matching was implemented between the impedance 
of the RX coil and the receiving electronics. Despite the fact that conjugate matching was used, 
small drifts in the resonant frequency of the tuned tank RX circuit, can result in impedance mis-
match. Hence, for the receiving circuit configuration used in the power transfer measurements it 
is not uncommon to experience a power reflection coefficient in the order of 0.2 as discussed in 
a recent paper by Nikitin et al. [192]. Therefore, the maximum mismatch uncertainty denoted 
as M, can be calculated by the following formula, as discussed in [193]: 
M max = 10 log (1 + 	 (4.53) 
where i- is the power reflection coefficient between the RX coil and the resistive load. 
The possible error sources affecting the accuracy of the measurements were identified and dis-
cussed in the previous sections. Table 4.8 that follows presents the final error budget for the 
coupling measurements. The contribution of each uncertainty factor is listed and an overall dB 
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4.7 Chapter Summary 
This chapter presented the experimental procedure and apparatus used to test the theoretical 
model introduced in chapter 3. In conjunction to the discussion on the experimental procedure 
adopted, the design and implementation of four sets of prototype coils was presented. The 
magnetic field strength measurements were carried out prior to the power coupling measure-
ments, primarily to provide information on the field distribution around the RX coil and for 
testing the modelling assumptions adopted in chapter 3. A direct comparison of the analytical 
expressions for the magnetic field generated by a short solenoid coil, circular and printed spi-
rals to the measured results for the magnetic field strength indicates a close correlation between 
measured and analytical data. This seams to suggest that the close turn approximation and the 
thin wire conductor approximation adopted in the modelling of square spirals are acceptable. In 
addition to the field-measurements, the results from the power coupling measurements follow 
closely the analytical model. The error analysis included in this chapter shows that the amount 
of systematic error observed between the theoretical predictions and the measurement data is 
well justified. This systematic uncertainty observed is primarily caused by the limitations in 
experimental accuracy introduced by the instrumentation. 
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Optimal Coil Geometry for Efficient 
Power Transfer 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter investigates the power transfer performance of inductively coupled short-solenoid, 
circular and square spiral coils with respect to coil misalignment and orientation based on the 
analytical near-field model derived in chapter 3. The fundamental question examined in this 
chapter is, whether it is possible to improve the misalignment tolerance and power transfer 
efficiency of a system by adopting a specific coil geometry. Following the power transfer ex-
pressions formulated in chapter 3, it is possible to calculate the efficiency of the link for several 
coil geometries and misalignments in loosely coupled inductive links. The power transfer effi-
ciency achieved using short-solenoid coils is compared with that of printed square and circular 
spiral coil structures. The results from this analysis indicate that the most efficient coil geome-
try in terms of power transfer is confirmed to be that of a circular spiral. Initially the magnetic 
field distribution generated from the different TX coils is investigated. Then the power transfer 
efficiency between the coil structures is discussed. 
5.2 The Analytical Approach to Power Transfer Optimisation 
In this thesis, the approach of analytical magnetic field calculations was selected in order to 
develop a set of novel power transfer functions which predict the effect of coil misalignment 
on the efficiency of a loosely coupled inductive link. Inductive powering is an established prac-
tice, and extensive research has been performed to analyze and optimise the operation of such 
systems. However, existing literature falls short of properly addressing the coil misalignment 
problem in applications involving wireless inductive coupling. This thesis attempts to fill this 
gap by introducing a set of straight-forward analytic design equations that describe the influence 
of misalignment on the power transfer. For the first time an analytical solution that includes coil 
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geometrical characteristics for both circular and square coil structures and displacement factors 
is presented. 
An analytical approach is advocated in this thesis as it provides greater insight into the prob-
lem. The model suggested in Chapter 3 provides information about the relationships between 
quantities affecting the efficiency of the inductive link. One can quickly identify trends, in such 
a manner that a deeper understanding of the problem can be gained. It is difficult to obtain 
the same information through numerical simulations using the FEM, FDTD methods, since 
every geometry change demands new meshing, solving and post-processing to take place. Sub-
sequently, numerical methods require repeated simulation runs. In addition, according to the 
level of accuracy required often a finer grid is necessary which in return demands increased 
computational time before relationships between quantities and trends can be identified. Given 
the reasons mentioned here it is clear that a compact analytical model can offer significant ad-
vantages. Subsequently, if for a given problem it is possible to converge to an analytic solution 
that is both mathematically tractable and accurate a compact analytical should be favored over 
numerical methods. 
Inductive links can be classified into two distinguished fields: high power magnetic links and 
low power magnetic links, [50]. By definition high power inductive links employ closely 
coupled coils with a coupling coefficient c of 0.5 or greater, [43]. The operation of such a 
system resembles a transformer action. In this case the link efficiency is sufficient and does 
not need to be the main concern in the design. Instead more emphasis is given in optimising 
the secondary circuit such as the rectifier and voltage regulator. On the contrary, low power 
links have a coupling coefficient of 0.01 or less and are said to be loosely coupled, [43]. For 
the applications considered in this thesis such as passive RFID devices and embedded sensors, 
coils are usually loosely coupled. Due to the very nature of the applications considered, low 
coupling is often a direct consequence of the geometric constraints imposed by the problem. For 
example, the unfavorable coil coupling conditions are either caused by a large coil separation 
or a very small internal coil diameter. To make matters worse, the coupling coefficient can be 
significantly affected by the relative position of the RX coil, its orientation as well as coil and 
conductor geometry. Hence, the limiting factor in the overall power transfer efficiency for these 
devices is the coupling link efficiency. It is precisely this fact that provided the motivation for 
the approach followed in chapter 3. In the following sections of this chapter the performance of 
the power transfer between circular solenoid, square and circular spirals will be compared with 
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respect to the RX orientation and coil dimensions. 
5.3 	Magnetic Field of Coil Structures 
In contrast to the far-field where the TX is considered to be a point source, in the inductive 
near-field the geometry of the TX coil has a profound effect on the field distribution. Therefore, 
it is essential to distinguish between circular and square geometries and model each structure 
independently. This approach is followed in chapter 3 and expressions for the magnetic field 
strength for coils of this form are given. 
Based on the analytical model developed in chapter 3, it is demonstrated that geometrical pa-
rameters such as coil dimensions and shape have a direct impact on the magnetic field strength 
in the near-field. Since the magnitude of the magnetic field is closely related to the efficiency of 
the inductive link, it is critical to identify a coil structure that maximises the coupling between 
the TX and the RX. In the present investigation the magnetic field profile of short-solenoid, 
circular and square spiral coils is studied based on the Biot-Savart principle, as described ear-
lier, in chapter 3. By engaging the expressions for the magnetic field intensity as presented in 
chapter 3 it is possible to compare the magnetic field intensity profiles for the coils studied at 
the coaxial orientation, a translation and a rotation. 
Initially, it is critical to define the parameters of the coils under consideration in order for a 
comparison between the three geometries to be valid. It is possible to compare the magnetic 
field profile of a short solenoid with respect to that generated by planar circular and square spiral 
structures regarding the effective areas of the coils to be equal, as will be discussed in detail in 
section 5.4.1 that follows. The dimensions of the coils considered are listed in Table 5.1 below. 
The strength, shape and uniformity of the field created by the TX coils depend significantly 
on the coil configuration, and for this purpose square, and circular coils are investigated. The 
intensity of the z component of the magnetic flux density at an arbitrary point in space when a 
current is applied to a short-circular solenoid is described in the near-field by expression (3.73). 
Likewise, equations (3.74) and (3.57) apply for the circular and square spiral coils respectively. 
The Hz magnetic field intensity profile at the center of RX coil is depicted in Fig. 5.1(a), Fig. 
5.1(b), Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4. The field intensity is represented across the z - axis, for a 
lateral and angular RX displacement. Starting from the axial field profile, as demonstrated in 
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Coils radius a length £ Width (w) Spacing (s) Turns 
[m] [m] [m] [m] 
Circular Spiral Coil 0.56 - 0.0015 0.0015 8 
Square Spiral Coil - 0.10 0.0015 0.0015 8 
Short Solenoid Coil 0.56 - - - 8 
Table 5.1: Dimensions of solenoid, printed circular and square spiral TX coils. 
Fig. 5.1, for distances close to the TX coil the square spiral coil maximises the field intensity. 
For larger separation distances, which exceed 3cm in this case, the short-solenoid illustrates a 
higher magnetic field intensity compared to the spiral structures. 
An interesting behaviour is demonstrated when considering the radial magnetic field distribu-
tion along the y - axis of the TX coil. It is worth noticing that the curves of the magnetic 
field strength as illustrated in Fig. 5.1(b) and Fig. 5.3 exhibit two local extrema. Between the 
local maximum and minimum of the magnetic field strength, which vary for each geometry, 
the magnetic field strength declines rapidly. The curves for the lateral field strength eventually 
become negative reaching the local minimum point and start increasing again until the field 
strength approaches zero. This trend can by explained since the direction of the magnetic flux 
line reverses through the coil, as indicated in Fig. 5.2 below. 
In order to compare the different coil topologies, surface plots above the transmitting coils are 
created as shown in Fig. 5.5, Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 for the short-solenoid, circular and square 
spiral coils respectively. The surface plots illustrate the variation of the magnetic field intensity 
for the component perpendicular to the receiver coil, H at several distances from the source 
transmitting coil. The surface plots of the magnetic field distribution indicate that the magnetic 
field profile is closely related to the coil geometry for distances close to the coil. Eventually, 
all the coils create the same bell shaped field profile which tends to become more uniform with 
increasing distance from the surface of the TX coil. This illustrates that all the coils show 
similar magnetic field profiles at the distance of operation considered in this work. 
Hence, we can conclude that the data for the magnetic field profile alone cannot sufficiently 
explain the diverse trends in the link efficiency observed for the coil structures investigated 
in this thesis. Clearly, as already indicated from the analytical model for the power transfer, 
derived in Chapter 3, the geometry of the RX coil plays an equally critical role to the TX 
coil in defining the power transfer efficiency of the inductive link. The influence of the coils 
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Figure 5.1: H magnetic field profile for three coils geometries, that of a short solenoid, planar 
circular and square spiral coils. (a) Axial magnetic field, along the z —axis, (b) Radial magnetic 
field distribution on the x - y plane at a distance of 0. 005m from the surface of the coil. 
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Hz =0 
Figure 5.2: Diagram depicting the distribution of the magnetic flux lines. When the RX coil 
(blue) is coaxial to the TX coil (red), the direction of the magnetic flux lines point upwards. 
As the RX shifts laterally to the circumference of the TX, it intersects some magnetic flux lines 
pointing in the opposite direction. Eventually the net flux vanishes due to the curvature of the 
field. 
direct consequence of the coils geometrical parameters, as discussed in Chapter 4. 
5.4 	Coil Performance under Misalignment 
A set of novel power transfer equations has been derived in sections 3.6.1, 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 of 
this thesis. These expressions compute the power transfer between TX and RX resonant coils 
of an inductive link in the ideal orientation, under lateral and angular displacement for four 
different coil structures. By employing these functions it is possible to predict the coupling 
between short-solenoid, flat circular wire spirals as well as printed circular and square spirals. 
Therefore, different combinations of TX/RX coils are possible to be compared with respect to 
the power delivered to the load both in the coaxial orientation and under misalignment. This 
section is focused on short solenoids and printed spirals. Flat spirals of round wire are not 
discussed here since printed structures are currently more popular for the applications targeted 
in this thesis. By implementing the analytic expressions for the power efficiency in MATLAB it 
is possible to compute and plot the efficiency of the link when the coils are situated in the ideal 
orientation, lateral and angular cases. The results of this analysis are presented in this chapter. 
Before proceeding any further, it is important to define the term efficiency as it is employed 
in this chapter. The power transfer efficiency of an inductive link denoted, Tflink,  describes the 
ratio of the power that reaches the load of the RFID tag or embedded sensor expressed as PRX, 
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Figure 5.3: Hz radial magnetic field component profile at a distance of (a) O.Olm and (b) 
0.25m above in the x - y plane, for three coils geometries, that of a short solenoid, planar 
circular and square spiral coils. 
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Figure 5.4: Hz radial magnetic field component profile at a distance of (a) 0. lOm and (b) 
0.30m above in the x - y plane, for three coils geometries, that of a short solenoid, planar 
circular and square spiral coils. 
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Figure 5.5: Magnetic field distribution of the H component above the TX coil parallel to the 
x - y plane. The short-solenoid IX source coil is listed in Table 6.2 and a theoretical current 
of 250mA is considered in the coil: (a) At a distance of O.OIm from the origin of the coil, (b) At 
a distance of 0. lOm from the origin of the coil, (c) Magnetic field profile at a distance of 0.30m 
from the origin of the coil. 




	 ( 5.1) 
TX 
The link efficiency as referred to in this chapter should not be confused with the efficiency of the 
whole system, which is the link efficiency multiplied by the efficiency of the driving circuit. A 
key distinguishing factor between the link efficiency and the efficiency of the complete system 
is that the latter depends on the input impedance of the inductive link and internal impedance 
of the power supply. 
The coils investigated are assumed to have the same cross-sectional area and number of turns for 
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Figure 5.6: H magnetic field map parallel to the x - y plane at a distance from the surface 
of the IX coil. The dimensions of the circular spiral IX source coil is listed in Table 6.2 and 
a current of 250,nA is considered in the coil:(a) at a distance of 0.01m from the origin of the 
coil, (b) Field distribution at a distance of 0. 1 O from the origin of the coil, (c) Magnetic field 
profile at a distance of 0.30,n from the origin of the coil. 
a comparison to be viable. Thus the dimensions of the circular and square spirals are chosen 
so that the cross-sectional area of the solenoid is the same as the cross-sectional area of the 
spirals. The coils involved in this scenario are considered to be air-cored and situated in air. In 
order to investigate the performance of the TX and RX coils under misalignment it is critical 
to decide upon the dimensions of the coils being compared. The set of equations derived in 
chapter 3 that compute the efficiency of the power transfer across the inductive link can only 
describe a loosely coupled system. Consequently, the dimensions for the sets of TX, RX coils 
to be compared, need to satisfy the requirements of a loosely coupled approximation adopted 
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Figure 5.7: Magnetic field distribution of the H component above the 1X coil parallel to the 
x - y plane. The square spiral TX source coil is listed in Table 6.2 and a theoretical current of 
250rnA is considered in the coil: (a) At a distance of 0.0/rn frorn the origin of the coil, (b) At a 
distance of 0. 1 O from the origin of the coil, (c) Magnetic field profile at a distance of 0. 30m 
from the origin of the coil. 
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in the model. A contour plot of the coupling coefficient between two coaxial circular loops is 
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Figure 5.8: Contour plot of the coupling coefficient between two coaxial short-solenoid coils 
versus coil separation distance and RX radius. The radius of the TX coil is 0.056m and the 
radius of the RX coil varies from 0.005 to 0.025cm. 
5.4.1 Coil dimensions 
Based on Fig. 5.8 it is possible to set an empirical ratio between the dimensions of the TX 
and RX coils for which a loosely coupled approximation is valid. Therefore, it can be shown 
from Fig. 5.8 that for a TX to RX coil radius ratio of 3 denoted as, = 3, the minimum coil 
separation distance necessary for a loosely coupled link with K < 0.01 should be equal to the 
TX coil diameter. The dimensions of the coils have been selected to comply with the loosely 
coupled criteria. Initially a TX square spiral with a maximum side length of 0.10m is selected. 
Therefore, the radius of the circular spiral and solenoid coils needs to be selected for the cross-
sectional area of these structures to be equal with the cross-sectional area of the square spiral. 
Hence, for a square spiral side length denoted as ass the cross-sectional area of the square 
structure, Ass, is given by: 
Ass = a 5 
	 (5.2) 
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In the same manner given that the radius of the TX short-solenoid, as, is equal to the outer 
radius of the TX circular spiral, acs,  the area of the coils can be written as: 
	
As = ira 	 (5.3) 
Acs = 	a 	 (5.4) 
By equating (5.2) to (5.3) and (5.4) and solving for a, it yields the dimensions of the solenoid 
and circular spirals. Therefore, for a square spiral with maximum length of 0. 10m the circular 
structures will have an equivalent cross-sectional area 	when as = acs 	0.056m. Once the 
dimensions of the TX coils are established the size of the RX coils can be selected to satisfy 
the loosely coupled approximation. Hence, for the circular coil geometries the radius of the RX 
coils should be one third of the radius of the TX coils which is equal to 0.0186cm. Following 
the same procedure for the square spiral the length of the outermost turn is calculated to be 
0.033cm. For the inductor geometries investigated in this section, 8-turn coils are considered in 
both the TX and RX coils. The conductor in the case of the short-solenoid coils is considered to 
be 19SWG and 25SWG copper enamelled wire for the TX and RX coils respectively. Referring 
to Table G in appendix G a conductor size of I 9SWG and 25SWG corresponds to a conductor 
diameter dTX = 0.001m and dRx = 0.0005m for the TX and RX coils respectively. In the 
case of printed spirals copper was selected as the conductive material, with a track thickness 
of 35jim. The thickness of 35izm is chosen for the conductive material since it is readily used 
in PCB fabrication of planar magnetic devices, [Ill]. In addition, according to [194] for 
Aluminium and Copper coils a track thickness of t > 30gm is required to achieve a sufficient 
quality factor, Q > 60 even for a small track width. Based on the discussion of the losses in a 
planar inductor given in section 4.4.2.2, for printed coils the track thickness should be chosen 
as high as possible in order to achieve high quality factors. It is evident from expressions (4.33) 
and (4.35) that the track width (w) and interwinding spacing (s) will also influence the losses 
in the printed coils. In fact the quality factor of the inductor deteriorates as the track width 
reduces. Shah et al. studied the effect of various w to s ratios on the coil Q, [111]. According 
to this study, the coils with w/s > 1 can achieve greater Q factors than coils with w/s < 1. 
Moreover, Shah et al. demonstrated experimentally that the lowest series ohmic loss in the coils 
(R) is achieved when the track width is twice the interwinding spacing, at the optimum value 
of w/s = 1.94. 
Further, every effort should be made to concentrate the turns of the coil on the outline of the 
spiral essentially creating coils with small fill ratios in order to maximise the effective area of 
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the coils. This implies that the track width should be small. Clearly, there is a trade-off between 
maximising the quality factor of the coils and augmenting the amount of magnetic flux that 
passes through the enclosed collective area of the turns in the spiral. However, according to 
Mohan et al. in [176], a smaller spacing improves the inter-winding magnetic coupling which 
in return increases the inductance of the spiral and reduces the area consumed by the spiral. In 
essence, the only reason supporting a large spacing originates from the need to reduce the inter-
winding capacitance. However, Yue et al. in [178] demonstrates that this is not a major concern 
as the inter-winding capacitance is shadowed by the underpass capacitance. The coils inter-turn 
capacitance is dependent upon the manufacturing technology of the coils and for printed coils 
it is estimated in the region of 2 - 4pF. Subsequently, a track width of 0.002m and 0.0005m 
with an equal track spacing are selected for the TX and RX coils respectively. 
Both solenoid and spiral coils are considered to consist of approximately the same length of 
conductor. For convenience, MATLAB notation in the form of arrays is employed to describe 
the coil configuration. The set of TXJRX spiral coils can be described as: 
a = [amin : d: amax ] 	 ( 5.5) 
b = [bmin : d: bmaxl 	 (5.6) 
In this representation amin, bmin and amax, bmax denote the radii in the circular geometry, 
and the side lengths in the square geometry, for the innermost and outermost concentric loops 
respectively. The increment d between the radii of the circular spiral is given as d = w+s where 
w is the track width and s is the inter-turn spacing of the spirals. Referring to the discussion 
of the previous paragraph for the spirals selected in this scenario w = S. In the case of the 
square spiral, it can be shown from Fig. 3.7 that the increment d between each consecutive loop 
is d = 2 (w + s). Therefore, the printed square spiral TX/RX coils with side length of each 
concentric loop, denoted ass  and bss are defined as: 
ass = [ 0.10 : 0.006 : 0.058] 	 (5.7) 
bss = [ 0.033 : 0.002 : 0.0191 	 (5.8) 
In addition, the set of circular spiral coils with radii for each concentric loop, denoted acs and 
bcs can be expressed as: 
acs = [ 0.056 : 0.003 : 0.040] 	 (5.9) 
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Note that the TX and RX coils of both the square and circular shapes are composed of 8 turns 
represented by 8 concentric loops. The resonant frequency is chosen to be a common ISM 
frequency band used in HF RFID systems, that of 13.56 MHz. 
5.4.2 Power transfer efficiency in coaxial orientation 
Equations (3.83), (3.84) and (3.85) allow the computation of the power transfer efficiency for 
the inductive link between reader and tag coils in the ideal orientation for solenoid, circular 
and square spiral coils. Therefore, different combinations of reader/tag coils are possible to be 
compared with respect to the power delivered to the tag. The geometries studied in this thesis 
are the short solenoid, circular and square spirals. Using code written in MATLAB we can 
compute and plot the power transfer function in the ideal orientation, lateral and angular cases. 
The coils investigated are assumed to have the same effective area, for the results to be valid. 
Thus, the dimensions of the circular spiral are chosen so that the cross - sectional area of the 
short solenoid is the same as the area of the circular spiral. 
- Short Solenoid 
- - - Planar Circular Spirals 
- - Planar Square Spirals 
0.3 	0.35 	0.4 	0.45 	0.5 
Coil Separation Distance D - [m] 
Figure 5.9: Plot of Power Gain across the Inductive Link versus Coil Separation D, for three 
Combinations of lx and RX Coil Geometries. 
Referring to Fig. 5.9 it is evident that the combination of TX, RX circular spiral coils does in- 
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deed improve the coupling between TX and RX in the ideal orientation, when the tag is situated 
directly on top of the reader. In this configuration the read range of the RFID device can be 
significantly improved by using circular spiral coils. The plots in Fig. 5.9 clearly show that the 
planar circular spiral reader coil exhibits stronger coupling with the RX/transponder coil than 
that of the solenoid design in the coaxial orientation. The difference in the power transfer ratio 
remains constant as the separation distance of the coils increases. This effect can be understood 
since a more concentrated magnetic H-field is expected at the same point by arranging the TX 
coil's conductor loops at the same plane. This was demonstrated in the previous section, where 
the field strength of different coil geometries were compared. As a result, stronger magnetic 
coupling is expected and consequently higher read range can be achieved. 
Overall the least efficient geometry appears to be the square spiral coil. In the design of RFID 
systems it is critical to identify the antenna/coil geometry which improves the coupling between 
reader and tag. It is evident from the results presented that the spiral coils attain almost the same 
performance as the conventional solenoid with the added advantage that they can be easily 
mounted to RFID devices, and minimize the size of the tag. 
5.4.3 Power transfer efficiency under lateral misalignment 
Fig. 5.10 comprises of a set of graphs for power transfer efficiency across a typical inductive 
link for transcutaneous power and data transfer. Equations (3.87), (3.88) and (3.89), introduced 
in chapter 3, allow the computation of the link efficiency for short-solenoid, circular and square 
spiral coils respectively. Based on these expressions, the MATLAB code that produces plot 5.10 
is included in section D.3 of the appendix. Representative TX and RX coil dimensions for the 
applications studied in this work were selected as illustrated in the previous section. For each 
set of TX, RX coils the variation in coupling efficiency with respect to lateral misalignment 
is plotted in Fig. 5.10. It is evident from the plots that the efficiency of the link reduces with 
increasing lateral displacement of the RX. The power efficiency drops significantly as the RX 
moves from the center of the TX toward the circumference of the TX coil. 
The unexpected trough observed at the efficiency plots in Fig. 5.10(a) is caused by the curvature 
of the magnetic field lines at the periphery of the coil. Due to this curvature, the z component 
of the magnetic field is zero at the point where the magnetic flux lines are parallel to the plane 
of the transmitter. Hence, this results in a steep drop in the link efficiency as indicated in Fig. 
5.10(a). Naturally, due to the distribution of the magnetic flux lines responsible for the curva- 
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Figure 5.10: Plots of Power Gain across the Inductive Link versus Lateral Displacement i, 
for three Combinations of TX and RX Coil Geometries. 
ture of the field, the point of local minimum for the link efficiency moves closer to the origin as 
the coil separation distance decreases. Eventually, the efficiency drops to zero for large lateral 
misalignments. In addition, it is evident form Fig. 5.10(a) that for small lateral misalignments 
the system exhibits excellent misalignment tolerance. This is one of the advantages enjoyed by 
an asymmetrical system where the receiver coil is smaller than the transmitter. Therefore, such 
an implementation enjoys both the advantage of a smaller receiver coil which is very impor-
tant in implanted systems and makes the link efficiency insensitive to lateral displacements for 
misalignment distances that do not exceed the maximum diameter of the transmitter coil. 
5.4.4 Power transfer efficiency under angular misalignment 
The power transfer efficiency when the plane of the RX coil is tilted is expressed by equations 
(3.90), (3.91) and (3.92) for the coil geometries studied in this chapter. All calculations have 
been performed using MATLAB. The MATLAB code that computes the coupling efficiency 
according to expressions (3.90), (3.91) and (3.92) is included in section D.4 of the appendix. 
In the design of inductive coupled systems, it is of interest to determine the impact the ori-
entation angle has on the magnetic coupling. Hence, based on this information it is possible 
to conclude a RX deployment which will maintain an adequate coupling. In the applications 
targeted in this thesis, the RX coil is unlikely to remain in a perfect coaxial alignment with the 
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TX coil. 
Fig. 5.11 presents a set of plots for typical TX, RX coil dimensions for the applications studied, 
as discussed in section 5.4.1, that represent the variation in coupling efficiency under angular 
misalignment conditions. It is evident from Fig. 5.11 that the link efficiency is substantially 
reduced with increasing tilt from 0° (coaxial) of the RX and finally it becomes zero at 900 
(perpendicular). The coupling efficiency is maximised when the two coils are placed in a 
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Figure 5.11: Plot of Power Gain across the Inductive Link versus Angular Displacement 'y, for 
three Combinations of IX and RX Coil Geometries. 
However, an interesting response on the power transfer efficiency with increasing angular mis-
alignment is demonstrated in Fig. 5.11 above. The short solenoid coil, exhibits a more linear 
power distribution with increasing misalignment than that of spiral coils. This indicates that the 
short-solenoid acquires an increased angular misalignment tolerance that can benefit applica-
tions where the receiving coil is subjected to large angular tilt. Nevertheless, the most efficient 
topology is the circular spiral, as was the case for the coaxial and lateral orientations. 
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5.5 Discussion 
It is demonstrated in chapter 3 that the link efficiency is directly related to the ohmic losses in 
the coils, the frequency of operation and geometrical characteristics of the link. In general terms 
such geometrical characteristics include the coils shape and fill factor, their relative distance, 
orientation and number of turns. The frequency range targeted in this thesis is in the region of 
1-40MHz. The frequency window selection is governed by the following considerations: radio 
license regulations, absorption in the conductive tissue and size constraints for the implant. To 
obtain reasonably compact and flat induction coils of a high quality factor, frequencies above 
5 to 10 MHz are to be preferred. The majority of passive near-field RFID systems operate 
in the HF bands with the most popular being that of 13.56MHz. However, for biomedical 
applications the upper frequency is limited to 40MHz because tissue power absorption can 
become significant for higher frequencies. It is possible to extend this upper frequency limit if 
the power level being transmitted is very small, in the order of micro to a few milliwatts. On 
the other hand, it is common for inductive links to operate at allocated ISM frequency bands. 
Usually the operating frequency is predefined to comply with the radio license regulations and 
safety standards. Therefore, optimisation of the link efficiency with respect to the resonant 
frequency is not considered critical. Hence, we can conclude that in the design of efficient 
inductive coupled systems the coils geometries are the most important factors in defining the 
link efficiency. 
Despite the importance of the coils geometry in inductive link design, there has been little 
research on optimizing the geometry of these coils in order to maximise their power transmis-
sion efficiency. Shah et al. in [111] derived some general guidelines from experimental data. 
However, this study stopped short from identifying the performance behaviour of different coil 
shapes under misalignment. It is evident from the results presented in the previous sections that 
for similar numbers of turns, frequency and w and s dimensions, the dependence of the coil's 
Q factor of circular spiral coil are similar to those measured for the square spiral. Nevertheless, 
the consequences of misalignment between transmitting and receiving coils were more severe 
for square spiral coils than for circular spiral coils and short solenoids. 
The square spirals exhibit poorer performance when compared to their circular counterparts. 
This can be attributed to the fact that numerous sharp corners in square inductors introduce 
crowding series resistance which degrades the quality factor of the coil significantly. Segments 
that couple most strongly tend to be parallel and closely spaced in a typical spiral. In the circular 
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Figure 5.12: Current distribution in spiral coil conductor 
layout the current flows in the same direction in all the turns, as shown in Fig. 5.12, which helps 
to boost the overall mutual inductance. One of the advantages of a square geometry arises from 
the fact that because a circle has a minimum circumference for a given spacing between the 
inner edges of the coil, a square spiral coil provides more area in the center of the coil as well 
as more inductance compared to a circular spiral coil of similar dimensions. However, the 
consequences of misalignment between transmitting and receiving coils are greater for square 
spiral coils than for the circular geometry as seen in Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11. Thus, it would be 
preferable to adopt circular spiral coils rather than square spirals for a loosely coupled inductive 
powering system. 
5.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter presented a performance comparison for three common coil geometries with re-
spect to the efficiency of inductive power transfer in the coaxial orientation, lateral and angular 
misalignment. To date, there has been no published performance comparison between short 
solenoid coils, circular and square spirals under misalignment conditions. The examination of 
the influence of geometrical parameters such as the shape of the coils and their relative posi-
tion on the link efficiency was conducted in two parts. In the first part of this chapter the axial 
and radial H magnetic field component generated from the transmitting coils was studied at 
several distances form the source coils. It was demonstrated that the magnetic field profiles for 
the coils studied are different at very small distances from the coil surface. At larger distances 
from the TX coil, where poor coupling takes place, the field behaviour becomes more uniform 
and the field map is similar for all the coil structures investigated. The main distinction in the 
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magnetic field style between the coil geometries considered, is the fact that the short-solenoid 
produces the higher magnetic field strength compared to the other structures. Finally, the most 
efficient coil structure in terms of power transferred across an inductive link was proved to be a 
circular spiral coil for all the three receiver orientations investigated. 
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RFID Design Example 
6.1 Introduction 
An RFID design example is presented in this chapter, based on an ASIC for specialised HF 
passive RFID label tag applications. Focusing on passive systems, the majority of tag antennas, 
suited for on-body application, implants or RFID tags operating in close proximity to metallic 
surfaces, conventionally work in the HF band of 13.56MHz. At this frequency the performance 
of the antenna is acceptable in close proximity with conducting media. Usually, these devices 
are typically fabricated as multi-turn coils. Due to the nature of the application considered in 
this chapter spiral coils are favored. Considering practical coils for RFID applications, the coil 
structures studied are restricted to planar coils which can be easily attached to items being mon-
itored. The contribution of this chapter is a demonstration of a misalignment sensitivity analysis 
for a practical HF passive RFID device, using the theoretical model suggested in Chapter 3. A 
design example is presented, based on the Philips ICODE Label IC range, for a set of printed 
circular and square spiral coils. The position tolerance of the system is determined by plotting 
contours of constant received power as a function of coil position and orientation. 
6.2 RFID Design Example 
In this section the efficacy of the power transfer functions introduced in this thesis is demon-
strated via a practical RFID design example. A design procedure is presented for coils of 
circular and square spiral shape factors, with respect to the power transfer efficiency, under 
misalignment conditions. 
A general purpose typical RFID integrated circuit for label application in retail and logistics 
is adopted for this investigation. The performance of the SL I 1053 1011-CODE! Philips semi-
conductors label IC is demonstrated below using equations (3.88,3.89,3.91,3.92). The choice 
of this tag is well-justified due to its popularity among high-frequency smart label solutions. 
Owing to the passive nature of the ICODEI label IC no internal power supply is required. A 
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contact-less interface generates the power supply and the system clock via the resonant cir-
cuitry by inductive coupling to the reader. The electrical and operational characteristics of the 
SLIICS3IOI are listed in Table 6.1. 
6.2.1 Electrical characteristics of the IC label 
An equivalent circuit of the RFID label integrated circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The receiver 
coil is connected across the pads LA and LB as shown in the diagram of Fig. 6.1(a). Together 
with the label coil, the input capacitance of the label IC (Cres), forms a parallel resonant circuit 
with a target resonant frequency of 13.56MHz. According to the following calculation a label 
IC input capacitance of 97pF leads to an inductance of approximately 1.5 /'tH. The resonant 
frequency of the device is expressed as: 
fT 	
1 
= 	 (6.1) 
27r / Lc  Crcs 
SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 
Cres Input Capacitance between LA - LB 97 pF 
Riabel Label Input Resistance 65 kQ 
Pmin Minimum Operating Supply Power 450 W 
VLA_LB Threshold Voltage 2 Vrms 
fres Operating Frequency 13.56 MHz 
Table 6.1: Characteristics of HF SLI!CS3 101 RFID tag according to [36]. 
The key factors which influence the design of the RX coil are the electrical characteristics of 
the ICODE IC. However, the typical behaviour of the capacitance and modulating resistance of 
the IC varies according to the applied voltage across the terminals LA and LB denoted VLALB. 
Therefore, the operating frequency of 13.56MHz is defined as a threshold frequency by the 
manufacturer for the minimum operating voltage of the IC. According to the manufacturer 
specifications given in [36] the minimal supply voltage for ICODE label IC operation is 2V 5. 
Hence, Table 6.1 summarises the electrical properties of the label IC which are of interest for the 
coil design. These characteristics are measured at the point of interest, for an applied threshold 
voltage, VLALB = 2V 5. In addition, the minimum operating power consumed by the IC is 
450pW including the losses in resonant capacitor and rectifier. 
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Figure 6.1: Equivalent circuits of the Philips Semiconductors ICODE] Label IC: (a) ICODE 
label IC showing the coil connection pads, (b) Equivalent circuit of the label including the RX 
coil, [36, 194]. 
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Figure 6.2: Cross-section of adjacent conductors in a printed spiral coil depicting the parasitic 
components withing the insulator and substrate. 
6.2.2 Equivalent circuit of the label IC 
Upon establishing the electrical characteristics of the label the focus shifts to the equivalent 
circuit of the label shown in Fig. 6.1. In Fig. 6. 1, Rc,,n and Ccon signify the ohmic losses of the 
wire connection and the stray connection capacitance between the IC and the RX coil. Attention 
is required to minimise the ohmic losses in the connection resistance. Practically, Rc,,n should 
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be kept as low as possible in order to have a minimal impact on the total parallel equivalent 
resistance of the label. Moreover, a relatively high connection resistance will degrade the total 
quality factor of the label and result in a reduced transmission range. A connection resistance 
in the order of R,on << 1Q is considered negligible. 
The connection capacitance represented as C 0 describes the increase of the total label capaci-
tance due to dielectric changes in the connection area when the chip is applied to the coil. This 
type of parasitic capacitance is influenced by the size of the IC and the value varies between 
different devices in the ICODE range. This capacitance is difficult to estimate, so it is recom- 
	
mended by the manufacturer to select a value in the range C 0 	0.5 - 2pF. In the early stages 
of the design process for the RX coil it is critical to know the correct value for the inductance 
of the RX coil, required for the ICODE device to resonate at the optimum resonant frequency 
of 13.56MHz. In order to achieve this goal it is imperative to have a good estimate of the par-
allel equivalent capacitance of the label IC. The total capacitance of the device consists of the 
stray capacitance of the connections, discussed previously, the input capacitance for threshold 
condition denoted as CICT  and the parasitic capacitance of the RX coil itself represented as 
C. The parasitic capacitance of the coil includes the inter-turn capacitance, C1, the additional 
capacitance due to a possibly integrated bridge, Cbr, and finally an inlet capacitance, Gin, as 
shown in Fig. 6.2. It is recommended by the manual of the RFID device that such an inlet ca-
pacitance should be measured since it is difficult to estimate theoretically. Apropos, C1 , cannot 
be considered in the theoretical example presented here. Hence the total equivalent capacitance 
of the label is given as: 
Clabel = Cc + Ccon + CICT 	 (6.2) 
Based on the previous equation (6.2), the total capacitance of the label IC is equal to Clabel = 
102.5pF. Consequently, it follows from expression (6.1) that the necessary inductance of the 
RX coil for the label to resonate at the frequency of 13.56MHz is equal to L = 1.34jtH. 
The efficiency of the RFID label will be investigated henceforth based on two different RX coil 
geometries that of a square and circular printed spirals. Therefore, the main challenge is to 
design the RX spiral coils in order to achieve an objective inductance of 1.34tH. The degree 
of coupling for two inductive links using printed square and circular spiral TX (Reader) and 
RX (tag) coils can be predicted from the power transfer expressions (3.88, 3.89) and (3.91, 
3.92) with respect to the lateral and angular tilts of the tag coil respectively. It is important to 
identify the context in which expressions (3.88, 3.89) and (3.91, 3.92) can be applied to predict 
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the read range and the misalignment tolerance of the system. Consequently, the SLIICS3 101 
RFID device must comply with the following operating conditions: 
For the present HF passive RFID application the inductively coupled reader and tag coils 
must be loosely coupled. This suggests a coupling coefficient of K < 0.01 and a sep-
aration distance D >> S. much greater than the maximum size of the transponder 
Smax. 
Typically, a minimum power reflection coefficient ('r) between the antenna and chip is 
desired. Consequently, the complex impedance of the RX coil should be matched to the 
impedance of the load, which is represented by the label IC electronics. 
zcoI 
VIND 	 Zabel 
Source 	Load 
Figure 6.3: Generator-load circuit with two complex impedances. 
6.2.3 Impedance matching 
In order to maximise the reading range of the system it is crucial to optimise the amount of 
power transfered to the load, which is represented by the internal impedance of the label IC. 
Maximum power transfer can be achieved by conjugate impedance matching the RX coil to the 
impedance of the label IC. This principle is demonstrated through Fig. 6.3. As discussed earlier 
the label tag exhibits a complex impedance: 
Ziai = Rin 
- _____ 
wCic 
According to the data sheet of the ICODE SLIICS3 101 RFID tag given in [194] at the op-
erating resonant frequency of 13.56MHz, corresponding to a threshold voltage VLALB = 2V, 
the capacitance of the SL1ICS3IO1 ICODE label IC is specified as CIC = 97pF, [194]. Fur-
thermore, the input resistance of the label is interpolated from the SLIICS3 101 datasheet to be 
equal to 65kft Finally, from expression (6.2.3) the corresponding impedance of the label IC 
can be expressed as follows: 
Zabel = 65kQ - j 121.5 
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The microchip exhibits a strongly capacitive input reactance which can be justified from the 
fact that the microchip includes an energy storage stage. RFID tag antennas are typically de-
signed for an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) and thus, chip impedance is usually 
given to an antenna designer. The RFID label tag in the receiving mode can be represented 
by Fig. 6.3, where Ziabel is the chip impedance, Z 021 is the antenna impedance, and VIND  is 
the open-circuit RF voltage developed across the terminals of the tag antenna. Once the target 
impedance of the label is known the primary design concern is impedance matching the coil 
to the label IC. The input impedance of the SLIICS3 101 RFID microchip is largely dictated 
by the junction capacitance of the rectification diode and as a result the input impedance of the 
device is primarily capacitive. Therefore, in order to meet the requirements of maximum power 
transfer and ensure optimum tag performance, the RX coil impedance should be a conjugate 
match of the impedance presented by the IC. Hence, the impedance of the antenna coil should 
be inductive in order to achieve conjugate matching. The power transmission coefficient (r) 
accounts for the impedance mismatch between the antenna (Z 0 j = R 0 1 + jZ 01) and the 
microchip (Zlabel = Riabel + jZlabel) and is expressed as, [195]: 
4Rlabel R 0 1 
1= 	 <1 	 (6.3) 
I Ziabel + 	2 crn1 I 
In order to minimise the power reflection coefficient it is imperative to achieve an equivalent 
parallel resistance, Rp, for the RX coil equal to the real part of the label's impedance. At the 
resonant frequency of 13.56MHz the following expression must hold: 
Rp 	Ric .  R 	 (6.4) 
(WLRX\ 
2 
R J = ( 	
1 R8 	 (6.5) 
where QRX  is the quality factor for the RX coil, Rp and RS represent the parallel and series 
resistance of the receiver coil respectively and LRX is the self inductance of the RX coil. Sub-
stituting for Ric = 65k11 and solving for Rs in the previous expression, it yields the target 
series AC resistance for both the square and circular printed spiral coils to be R8 = 0.2ft 
6.2.4 Coil design 
The dimensions of the RX printed spiral coil must be decided first. A performance comparison 
between the circular and square coil geometries demands the effective areas of the coils con-
sidered to be equal. Starting with a printed RX square spiral coil with a maximum side length 
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Hence, the outer radius of the RX circular spiral coil is derived from the previous expression 
to be apcs = 0.0254m. Once the dimensions of the RX spiral are set, the rest of the dimen-
sional parameters such as the number of turns N, the conductor track width, w, the inter-turn 
separation distance s, and the track thickness t of the coils can be decided. Such parameters 
are critical in the design of coils as they influence the total inductance and the quality factor of 
the structure. The challenge is to choose, for a given technology with a fixed metal thickness t, 
the optimum combination of N, w, s and fill factor in order to converge to an optimum but 
tangible Q for the desired frequency. 
At the same time the specifications for the receiver coil design call for square and circular spiral 
coils with an inductance of 1.341jH and an AC resistance, that represents the real part of the 
coil's impedance, equal to R 0 1 = 0.2Q. The remaining geometrical parameters of N, w, s 
determine the AC resistance through their influence on eddy and current crowding effects in the 
turns of the spiral. Furthermore, the area occupied by the inductor should be maximised in order 
to improve the sensitivity of the RFID device and increase its operational range. It becomes 
clear that a trade-off exists between the aforementioned parameters and maximising Q. Ohmic 
losses in the coil arising from current crowding or proximity effects are best minimised by 
making the coil conductor narrow, as discussed by Kuhn et at. in [196]. However, although 
a narrow track reduces the proximity effect, the structure will suffer from an increased coil 
resistance. Subsequently, it is possible to overcome this dilemma by using a thicker conductor. 
Consequently, the surface area of the coil can be increased by concentrating the turns in the 
circumference of the coil without compromising the quality factor of the inductor. 
Several closed-form equations have been proposed by researchers to approximate the self-
inductance of printed spiral coils, such as in [42, 176, 181]. Simple and accurate analytic 
expressions for the self inductance of square and printed spirals developed by Mohan et at. 
[176] were introduced earlier in section 4.4.2. Expressions (4.27) and (4.28) were used for the 
design of the prototype coils used in the experimental phase and are adopted for the design of 
the printed spirals discussed in this section. Given the number of factors involved in the design 
of spiral coils, an iterative method is usually employed. This method is implemented in the 
design of the spiral coils considered in this chapter, and is better illustrated with reference to 
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the design flowchart of Fig. 6.4. The results of the iterative design method are presented in 
Table 6.2 where the characteristics of the spiral coils are listed. 
Coils din dout  1P w s 	t N 
[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] [Am] 
TX Circular Spiral - CS 152 124 0.10 2.5 1 	30 5 
RX Circular Spiral - CS 50 23 0.37 2.5 1 30 5 
TX Square Spiral - PSS 135 107 0.12 2.5 1 	40 5 
RX Square Spiral - PSS 45 17 0.45 2.5 1 40 5 
Table 6.2: Dimensions of printed circular and square spiral inductive coupled coils. 
Design Specification 
based on the application: 
(ie.: embedded, RFID or sensor.) 
Parameters: TX, RX Coil Dimensions, 
dout, din, coupling coefficient (<0.1% 
Decide on Fabrication Technology 	
.<evaIu to achieve high Q>60 and required L 
Parameters: w, t, 5 




Compute efficiency of the link and 
misalignment tolerance: 
Target efficiency reached? 
YES 
I 	Select Optimal Coil Geometry I 
I Proceed to Design I 
Figure 6.4: Iterative TX, RX printed spiral coil design flowcha rtfor passive RFID applications. 
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Figure 6.6: Contours of constant received power (PRX ) versus coil separation distance and 
angular misalignment for the HF passive Philips ICODE SLIJCS3 101 RFID label tag IC. The 
system is operating at the frequency of 13.56MHz with an input power in the reader coil of 
I Watt: (a) The RX coil is a 5-turn printed circular spiral coil, (b) The RX coil is a 5-turn 
printed square spiral coil. The colour-bar depicts power intensity in Watts. 
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6.2.5 Operating range and misalignment sensitivity 
The positional tolerance of the system is found by plotting contours of constant received power 
(PRX ) as a function of RX coil lateral displacement and angular tilt, as is shown in Fig. 6.5 and 
Fig. 6.6. The analysis presented in this section is performed for the two sets of spiral circular 
and square coils with dimensions given in Table 6.2. In the lateral misalignment case, it is 
possible to predict the received power at the RFID tag device by solving for PRX  in expressions 
(3.88) and (3.89), which can then produce the contour plots given in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6. 
Consequently, referring to Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 it is possible to set upper bounds of permissible 
misalignment. This principle is demonstrated in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.8. The inscribed squares 
indicate possible operating regions for the SL1ICS3 101 RFID tag, for a minimum operating 
power of 450itW, in the radial and angular misalignment regimes. Figs. 6.7(a) and Fig. 6.8(a) 
depict possible operating areas for the set of inductively coupled circular spiral coils listed in 
Table 6.2. Finally, Fig.6.7(b) and Fig.6.8(b) show an acceptable operating area for the set of 
square spiral coils presented in Table 6.2. 
6.3 Chapter Summary 
This chapter illustrated a practical RFID design example based on the analytical power transfer 
expressions introduced in Chapter 3. A misalignment sensitivity analysis for the SL1ICS3 101 
HF passive RFID label IC was presented for two sets of planar inductive coupled coils popular 
in HF RFID label applications. Contour plots of constant received power under lateral and 
angular misalignment conditions were produced based on the analytical model suggested in 
this thesis. In this chapter it was demonstrated that the analytical model can be used to predict 
upper bounds of misalignment tolerance for a specific design. Finally, acceptable areas of 
operation for the ICODE SLIICS310I label IC were suggested for designs employing both 
square and circular spiral coils under misalignment conditions. 
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Figure 6.7: Optimal operating region for the SLIICS3I0I RFID tag with minimal operating 
power of 450uW and transmitted power of 1W: (a) Circular spiral coils under lateral mis-
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Figure 6.8: Optimal operating region for the SLIICS3I0I RFJD tag with minimal operating 
power of 450W and transmitted power of 1W (a) Circular spiral coils under angular mis-





Low power RF inductive links are used extensively for wireless powering of passive near-field 
RFID systems, and in applications involving embedded devices and biomedical sensors. This 
thesis studies the effect of coil misalignment and geometry on the power transfer efficiency 
of a loosely coupled link. For the first time a novel analytical model for the inductive link 
power transfer efficiency is presented, which incorporates both coil misalignment effects and 
geometrical characteristics. 
Chapter 1 introduced inductive coupling to the reader and addressed its advantages over con-
ventional powering schemes. Emphasis was given to applications employing loosely coupled 
links such as passive HF RFID and embedded biomedical devices. In the absence of an ac-
curate and cohesive analytical model in the literature, the design of loosely coupled inductive 
links is a challenge for design engineers. This thesis attempts to fill this gap by introducing an 
analytical model that predicts the influence of coil misalignment and geometry on the power 
transfer efficiency. The model developed can serve as a tool for power transfer optimisation 
studies in real implementations. 
The work presented in this thesis is organised in four parts. The first part is included in Chapter 
2 which serves as an introduction to the background theory of inductive links. Misalignment 
is identified in this chapter as being one of the most critical parameters that affect the link effi-
ciency. The operation of a typical inductive link was described using transformer action, where 
energy is coupled from the primary to the secondary by induction. Once a circuital represen-
tation for the loosely coupled transformer was established the key electromagnetic theory of 
the near-field was discussed. An aspect central to the novelty of the approach presented in this 
thesis, lies in the combination of circuital and electromagnetic perspectives employed in the 
description of inductive power transfer. Chapter 2 concluded with a discussion of the effect of 
the surrounding tissue in the case of implanted medical devices. A method for accounting for 
the power losses was suggested based on the attenuation constant principle. However, it was 
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shown that these losses can be neglected if the operating frequency is limited to the range of 
HF RFID devices, below 30MHz. 
Chapter 3 constitutes the core of this thesis and is where the novel analytical model for the 
power transfer efficiency of loosely coupled inductive links is presented. The efficiency of a 
magnetic link was studied under coil misalignment conditions for a number of coil geometries 
used in practical RFID applications. The model suggested, incorporates misalignment effects 
between two inductively coupled coils of solenoidal, circular and square spiral type. 
Chapter 4 is dedicated to the experimental verification of the analytical power transfer expres-
sions developed in Chapter 3. The experimental work was carried out in two parts. In the 
first part the magnetic field of the TX coils was investigated as a means of checking the as-
sumptions adopted in the modelling phase. In the second part measurements of the level of 
power transfered across the inductive link were carried out to test the accuracy of the power 
transfer functions. Experimental results indicate a close correlation between measured data and 
theoretical predictions. 
A power transfer performance analysis was carried out in Chapter 5, comparing the efficiency 
and misalignment tolerance of the coil structures studied in this thesis. It is now possible to 
compare the performance of different coupled coil geometries such as short solenoids, circular 
and rectangular planar and printed spirals with respect to the power delivered to the load, with 
the aid of the equations derived in chapter 3. To the author's knowledge a comparison of this 
type has not been performed in previous studies. Finally, it is possible to identify the optimum 
coil structure, in terms of power transfer and immunity to misalignment in order to comply with 
the requirements of a specific design. 
Chapter 6 merged the analytical methods devised in Chapter 3 and the coil performance com-
parison presented in Chapter 5 into a design algorithm that identifies the misalignment tolerance 
of the system for efficient inductive power coupling. This design algorithm is implemented into 
a case study for a passive RFID label. Upper bounds of efficient operating range and misalign-
ment tolerance are set for both circular and square spiral structures. 
Finally, this chapter provides an opportunity to summarize the work discussed in the thesis and 
places the research presented into perspective. A discussion of the contribution and implications 
of this research project follows. Finally, areas of future research that can enhance the ideas 
suggested in this thesis are proposed. 
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7.2 Conclusions and Thesis Contribution 
This section presents the main conclusions drawn from this thesis. The contribution to knowl-
edge of this thesis is classified into five main categories, based on the objectives set in Chapter 
A novel analytical model for the power transfer efficiency across a loosely coupled link 
was presented, for circular and square TX and RX solenoid and spiral coils positioned in 
non-optimal orientations. The model introduced in this work combines the electromag-
netic theory of a loop antenna in the near-field with the circuital principle of a loosely 
coupled transformer. The synergy of the magnetic field modelling of the coils and the 
nodal equations of a loosely coupled inductive link result in a set of novel power transfer 
equations for each coil (circular, square spiral coils and short solenoids). This methodol-
ogy gives the engineer a direct perspective into the problem. With the aid of this analyti-
cal model it is now possible to combine in the same expression geometrical parameters of 
the problem such as the coil shape and configuration as well as the electrical properties of 
the coils (quality factor) and operating frequency. Each set of equations define the trend 
of the link efficiency for different coil geometries and misalignment configurations. In 
this manner the model can provide valuable insight into the design of loosely coupled 
inductive links which until now has been mostly empirical. In addition, this method can 
also be applied in optimisation studies for a number of design implementations. 
Based on the novel analytical model described in this thesis it is now possible to identify 
the most critical parameters that affect the link efficiency in low power loosely coupled 
inductive links. It is evident from the novel power transfer equations derived in section 
3.6 that a number of factors can influence the efficiency of the link. Both the numera-
tor and denominator, in the power transfer expressions of section 3.6, increase with the 
number of turns, the effective area of the coils as well as the frequency. However, the nu-
merator increases more quickly and hence determines the overall trend in power transfer. 
Based on this observation it is possible to conclude that the most influential parameters 
are misalignment and coil geometry. In addition, the efficiency of the link decreases with 
increasing ohmic losses in the coil. It is worth noticing that the value of the resistive 
losses in the coupled coils is also concealed in the geometrical parameters in the numer-
ator of the power transfer equations. Thus, in order to meet the design specifications for 
an inductive coupled system an iterative approach is more suitable as was demonstrated 
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in Fig. 6.4. 
The proposed theoretical model was evaluated experimentally with very good agreement 
with the analytical predictions. The maximum relative percentage error observed be-
tween the experimental and the analytical data was of the order of 20%. It follows from 
the discussion presented in section 4.6.2 that a discrepancy of this order is well justified 
given the limited accuracy of the experimental set-up employed in the measurements. 
Hence, for loosely coupled links where the RX coil satisfies the loosely coupled approx-
imation as discussed in section 2.11, confidence should be placed in the accuracy of the 
model. 
A systematic approach to the design of loosely coupled inductive links for RFID and em-
bedded devices is proposed using the analytical model discussed in this thesis. An RFID 
design example is given in chapter 6 where an iterative methodology is introduced. In 
chapter 6 operating bounds for the coil permissible misalignment were set for a 13.5MHz 
RFID tag using the analytical power transfer model developed. 
An optimum coil geometry for efficient power transfer and misalignment tolerance that 
meets the design criteria was identified. It was demonstrated that the most optimal de-
sign employs a circular spiral receiver coil which exhibits both maximum coupling and 
misalignment tolerance. A single exception to this rule is observed for the short solenoid 
which indicates a more linear performance with increased angular misalignment com-
pared to its spiral counterparts. 
The aim of the work presented in this thesis is twofold. First, emphasis is given to the develop-
ment and experimental validation of a novel compact model for near-field inductive coupling. 
The model presented in this thesis includes misalignment effects and geometric characteristics 
of the RF coil system. The analytical model proposed is experimentaly verified, in the second 
phase of the project and it is used to compare the performance of different coil structures. 
The advantage of this new approach lies is the fact that it provides a clear and direct perspective 
into the parameters that affect the power transfer efficiency of the inductive link. For instance, 
the trend of the link efficiency as a result of a variation in a specific parameter in the model can 
be quickly identified. This provides the designer with vital data on the response of the system 
under several misalignment configurations and different coil geometries without the need of 
repeated and costly simulation runs. 
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Due to the fact that inductive coupling is advantageous for a number of different applications, 
it has attracted a lot of interest from the research community. This topic has been well stud-
ied during the last few decades and numerous publications exist that offer several different 
approaches to link optimisation. Although, the bulk of the available work proposes new tech-
niques for specific scenarios, it targets the same optimisation problems. The majority of the 
studies available target closely coupled systems with a focus on steady state circuital analysis. 
At this point is important to stress that a steady state analysis can be useful for certain imple-
mentations. Nevertheless, for the applications targeted in this thesis, a steady state approach 
cannot describe the impact of geometric aspects on the inductive link efficiency. Subsequently, 
a very challenging aspect of link efficiency, that of misalignment in the system of coils has been 
systematically overlooked in literature. In loosely coupled systems in particular, the coupling 
coefficient is directly related to the geometry of the coils and their position. In particular, for 
loosely coupled systems targeted in this dissertation, the effect of coil displacement, orienta-
tion and position has a significant adverse effect on the transmission characteristics. It is fair to 
say that for loosely coupled inductive links, the overall power transfer efficiency is dominated 
by the efficiency of the magnetic link. It should be pointed out that the link efficiency is also 
related to the operating frequency. Usually, inductive links for RFID and embedded electronic 
systems all operate at allocated ISM frequency bands, thus, optimisation with respect to fre-
quency was not considered crucial in this work. Instead among the most important parameters 
affecting link efficiency are the coupling coefficient and the quality factors of the coils. As is 
well known from electromagnetic theory both of these critical parameters are dependent on the 
geometric characteristics of the coils. 
It is evident that for the design of coupled coils the coupling coefficient is of paramount impor-
tance. Ultimately, the coupling coefficient determines the power efficiency of the link and the 
tolerance of the system to lateral and angular misalignment. The degree of coupling is directly 
related to the mutual inductance between the RF coils. However, the calculation of the mutual 
inductance under misalignment can become very convoluted for complex coil structures such 
as spirals. It is difficult to extract useful information from complicated solutions since they 
tend to obfuscate the effects of coil parameters on the link efficiency. Consequently, by ap-
proaching the problem from a different perspective, straight from basic principles, can provide 
a more direct solution. This alternative approach is based on the calculation of the magnetic 
field generated from the TX coil using the Biot-Savart law in the magnetostatic scenario. Since, 
the magnetic field strength is linked to the geometry of the source it is possible to see how the 
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shape of the TX coil can be optimised to generate the maximum possible uniform field strength. 
Information about the RX coil geometry and position can be supplied through the use of Fara-
day's law, that determines the induced voltage at the RX coil. Based on this technique, and 
referring back to the equivalent circuit for a loosely coupled transformer, power transfer ratios 
are presented in the second part of this work. The functions developed can directly express the 
efficiency of the link for different coil structures and misalignment conditions. 
The experimental verification of the theoretical model is presented in chapter 4. It was shown 
that the model developed gives accurate results as long as the dimensions of the coils comply 
with the loosely coupled approximation. The results of the comparison between theoretical and 
measured data presented, show that the uncertainty in the model increases as the coil separa-
tion distance decreases. It is clear from the experimental results presented that the analytical 
model derived, is both cohesive and computationally efficient in estimating the power transfer 
efficiency in real conditions. 
The fourth part of this thesis presents an optimisation study based on the analytical model 
developed earlier. The critical question examined is whether it is possible to improve the cou-
pling and misalignment tolerance of the system by adopting a specific coil geometry. It is 
demonstrated in this thesis that the coupling coefficient of two magnetically coupled coils can 
be significantly enhanced by circular spiral coil structures. However, although circular spiral 
structures performed significantly better than the solenoid coils, the efficiency of the square 
spirals was lower. Overall, the most effective geometry seems to be the circular shape which 
surprisingly significantly outperforms the square spirals. This behaviour is evident for both 
the coaxial, lateral and angular orientations. Nevertheless, in angular misalignment, the cou-
pling coefficient of solenoid coils remains relatively stable even for large misalignment angles. 
Hence, for applications where large angular misalignments are common solenoid coils should 
be favored. An application specific study is illustrated in chapter 5 for a 13.56 MHz passive 
RFID tag. The two coil structures chosen are the circular and square printed spiral coils usually 
employed as antenna coils in this type of applications. 
7.3 Directions for Further Research 
A number of possible directions for further study have emerged from the research presented in 
this thesis. Among the potential fields of future research are the following topics: 
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Experimental evaluation of the losses due to tissue absorption 
Concerning the experimental procedure followed in this work, it is important to note 
that measurements were performed in air and did not account for the presence of con-
ductive media. The scale of the experimental apparatus made any such measurements 
extremely non-practical and very challenging considering that the RX coil needs to be 
completely submerged in a uniform volume of liquid that simulates the conductive tis-
sue of the human body. Furthermore, the electrical characteristics of the biomedical 
specimen simulated, such as its complex permittivity and conductivity, are exception-
ally diverse between different tissue types. Consequently, the only plausible solution is 
to conduct repeated experiment for several values of permittivity representing different 
tissue categories, and keep a record of the accuracy shown by the model. Additional com-
plications can be introduced from stray capacitances caused by the presence of the liquid 
which will tend to detune the coil and reduce its Q factor. Effects like this add to the 
experimental complexity and should be properly addressed and minimised to guarantee 
a successful experimental procedure. 
Conduct experiments to scale 
Regarding the experimental procedure followed in this thesis, a scaled up experimental 
set-up was employed for the reasons discussed in Chapter 4. The decision to use a scaled 
up model is well justified and it was adopted to combat measurement errors primarily 
linked to instrumentation sensitivity. However, it might be useful to test the analytical 
model developed in Chapter 3 using smaller and more realistic receiver coil sizes that 
approach in size of coils employed in practical RFID applications. Of course such a 
configuration poses unique challenges itself since a more sensitive instrumentation is 
required compared to the conventional scaled up model. Provided that more sensitive 
instrumentation is secured and the influence of external noise sources is minimised, it 
would be interesting to see if a smaller coil size can reduce some of the systematic errors 
encountered in the current set-up. 
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Evaluation of the model using numerical methods 
The research presented in this thesis addresses the need for an efficient analytical model 
that will play an integral role in the design and analysis of wireless inductive power trans-
fer, as an alternative to repetitive design prototyping and measurements. In the modelling 
approach followed in this thesis analytical methods were favored. However, a possible 
interesting extension of this work would be to implement the model using efficient nu-
merical methods like the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) approach. Then the 
analytical model can be effectively tested against the results from simulations carried 
out using numerical techniques. The advantage of a numerical modelling would be that 
complex coil structures could be studied as well as the effect of inhomogeneous disper-
sive media which is traditionally solved using FDTD methods. Consequently, a double 
verification of the analytical model using both experimental and numerical methods will 
guarantee its accuracy and convince the design community to implement the method as 
an industry standard. 
In depth model of the ohmic losses in the coils 
One of the critical parameters included in the expressions for the power transfer ratio 
developed in Chapter 3 are the AC ohmic losses in the transmitting and receiving coils. 
Currently, the accuracy of existing expressions for the ohmic losses of coil structures 
investigated in this work is unknown. Uncertainty introduced from the ohmic resistance 
can introduce a domino effect and compromise the accuracy of the calculated value of 
the power transfer efficiency. Therefore, in order for the power transfer functions to be 
implemented properly it is important to have an in-depth knowledge of the losses of the 
TX and RX coils. Existing analytical methods for the computation of coil AC resistance 
are focused on integrated inductors and the accuracy of these formulae for the RFID coil 
dimensions is not clear. Consequently, there is scope for further research of this topic 
both from a theoretical and experimental perspective that will ultimately converge into 
an accurate analytical expression evaluating the resistive and capacitive losses for coils 
through a lumped element model format. 
Extend the model for more coil geometries 
In the analytical model presented in this thesis the coil geometries investigated are the 
circular short-solenoid as well as circular and square spirals constructed of conductor 
with rectangular and circular cross-sections. It was demonstrated that the power transfer 
efficiency of an inductive link is directly related to the coil geometrical characteristics 
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and critically affected by coil position and orientation. It would be possible to expand the 
analytical model and investigate the power transfer performance of more coil geometries, 
such as polygonal spirals, figure 8 shaped coils, rectangular solenoids of both circular and 
round wire. It may also be useful to test whether implementing double layer coils will 




Coordinate Systems and Vector 
Relations 
In this appendix we present the three coordinate systems utilized in this Thesis, these being 
rectangular coordinates, circular cylindrical coordinates and spherical coordinates. In addition, 
coordinate transformation techniques are introduced briefly. 
A.1 Rectangular - Cartesian Coordinates 
A rectangular coordinate system is depicted in Fig. A. 1(a), where the three planes x = 
ii = Yl and z = z1 intersect at a point designated by the coordinates x1, Yi  zi. The elements 
of length in the three coordinate directions are dx, dy and dz, the elements of area dxdy, dydz 
and dzdx, and the element of volume is dxdydz, [56]. 




where â, AY'  Az are the unit vectors and A, A and Az are the components of the vector A in 
the rectangular coordinate system. 
The coordinate transformation from rectangular (x, y, z) to cylindrical (p, 0, z) is given, refer-
ring to Fig. A.1(b) by the following matrix, [56]: 
A cos 0 sin 	0 A 
A, - sin cos 	0 = 	A 	 (A.2) 
Az)  0 0 	1 
A.2 Cylindrical Coordinates 
In the circular cylindrical coordinate, the coordinate surfaces are defined as a set of circular 
cylinders (r = constant), a set of planes all passing through the axis and finally a set of planes 
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x 	 X 
(a) System of rectangular coordinates. 	(b) System of circular cylindrical coordinates. 
normal to the axis (z = constant), [53]. Thus, the coordinates of a particular point are given 
as Ti, & and Zi,  where the r, 0 and z are known as the radius, the azimuthial angle and the 
distance along the axis respectively. The elements of lentgh are represented as dr, r d, dz and 
the element of volume is given by r dr do dz, [53]. Referring to Fig. A.1, the cylindrical-to-
spherical transformation of vector components is given in matrix form as follows: 
Ar sin  0 cosO A,, 
A0 = 	cosO 0 —sinO A 	 (A.3) 
A,)  Act, 0 1 0 
A.3 Spherical Coordinates 
In a spherical coordinate system illustrated in Fig. A.1, the surfaces can be defined as a set 
of spheres (radiusrfrom the origin = constant), a set of cones about the axis (8 = constant) 
and a set of planes passing through the polar axis (o = constant). The point with coordinates 
r1, 01 and & lies at the intersection of sphere r = r1, cone 0 = 81, and plane 0 = i. r 
is the radius, 8 the polar angle or colatitude, and q is the azimuthial angle of longitude. The 
elements of distance are expressed by dr, r dO and r sin 0, elements of area are given as 
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r dr dO, r2 sin 0 dO do and r sin  do dr. Finally, the element of volume is defined as 
r2 sin 0 dr dO d. 
Y 
x 
Figure A.1: System of spherical coordinates 
Referring to Fig. A. 1 the rectangular-to-spharical transformation can be expressed in the fol-
lowing matrix form: 
Ar sin 	cos sin 0 sin 	cos 0 A 
A0 = 	0 0 sin 	- sin0 
) 
A 	 (A.4) 




B.1 	Incomplete Elliptic Integral of the First Kind 




where 0 rn 1 	 (B.!) 
where 0 is the amplitude of F(m, ) or 'a, written = amu, and in is its modulus, written 
m = modu. The form of the integral in (B.l) is also called Legendre'sfor,n of the elliptic 
integral of the first kind. If 0 = 7r/2 the integral is called the complete elliptic integral of the 
first kind and is denoted by K(m) or simply K. For all purposes it will be assumed that m is a 
given constant. 
B.2 	Incomplete Elliptic Integral of the Second Kind 
The incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind is defined by 
E(ni,) =f 	1 —m2 sinO2 dO, where 	m 1 	 (B.2) 
(B.2) is also referred to as Legendre 's form for the elliptic integral of the second kind. If 
= 7/2 the integral is called the complete elliptic integral of the second kind and is denoted 
by E(m) or simply E. For all purposes it will be assumed that m is a given constant. 
B.3 	Derivatives of KelvinBei and KelvinBer Functions 
On a different note, the derivatives of the Ber and Bei functions introduced in Chapter 2 are 
given as follows: 
Ber'(q) 
- aBer(q) - Beii(q) + Berl (q) 
(B.3) 
- EIq - 
Bei'(q) 





Misalignment Apparatus Drawings 
Figure C.1: Photograph of the misalignment apparatus including the TX coil under test and 
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FRONT VIEW 
Figure C.2: Mechanical drawing of the general assembly of the misalignment apparatus. 
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Misalignment Apparatus Drawings 
Figure C.4: Design of the end disks of the misalignment apparatus. 
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Figure C.5: Design of the support plates of the misalignment apparatus. 
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Al 	Modified AC resistance computation based on Rodriguez method 
% Author: Kyriaki Fotopoulou 
% Date of Last Revision: 5/10/2007 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
% MATLAB script that computes the AC resistance of N-turn close wound 
' air-core circular spiral coils of circular wire (copper enameled wire) 
% Method based on the function introduced by Rodriguez et al. 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
% Reference: 
% R. Rodriguez et al. Modeling of two dimensional spiral inductors, 
% IEEE Transactions on Components, Hybrids and Manufacturing Technology, 
% vol. 3, no. 4, pp.  5345-541 
--------------------------------------------------------- 




%Conductivity of copper 
sigma=5 . 7*l07; 





%Arrays M,N defining the radii the concentric loops 
%comprising the windings of the TX spiral coil 
L=[0.03:0.0015:0.061 
M=[0.03 0.033 0.036 0.039 0.042 0.045 0.048 0.051 0.054 0.0571 
N=[0.0315 0.0345 0.0375 0.0405 0.0435 0.0465 0.0495 0.0525 0.0555 0.05851 
%Compute the DC and skin effect resistance of the coil 






RDCSEt0t= (2*rho/a2) *sumRDCSE 





C=M - N 
k=2.*(sqrt(A) .1(B)) 
%Compute the elliptic integrals K, E of the first kind 
[K, El =ellipke (k) 
RPE=(K./B)+ (E./(-0.0015)); 
TempRPE= [TempRPE;RPE]; 
sum (TempRPE) "2 
for j=l:length(M) 
Rl=M(j) * (sum(TempRPE) "2) 
TempRl [TempRi ; Rl] 
end 
sum (TempRl) 
R2tot= ( ( ((pi*mo*f) "2) *a"4) / (2*rho) ) *sum(TempRl) 
%R—tot is the total AC resistance of the spiral coil 
Rtot=RDCSEt0t+R2tot 
D.2 	Calculation of power transfer for solenoid, square and circular 
spiral coils in coaxial orientation 
%Author: Kyriaki Fotopoulou 
%Date of Last Revision: 9/02/2008 
%Scipt computes and plots the power transfer between short-solenoid, square 
%and circular spiral inductively coupled TX, RX coils in the coaxial 
%orientation with respect to the coils separation distance D. 
clear all; 
%%%%%%%%%%%Constant  
%Solenoid Tx coil radius, denoted a_S 
a S=0. 056; 
%Solenoid Rx coil radius, denoted b_S 
bS=0.018; 
%Printed Circular Spiral Tx coil radius, denoted a_S 
aCS=[0.056 0.053 0.055 0.052 0.049 0.046 0.043 0.0401; 
%Printed Circular Spiral Rx coil radius, denoted b_S 
bCS=[0.019 0.017 0,016 0.015 0.014 0.013 0.012 0.111; 
'SPrinted Square Spiral Tx coil side length of each concentric loop 
aPSS=[0.10 0.094 0.088 0.082 0.076 0.07 0.064 0.0581; 
Printed Square Spiral Rx coil side length of each concentric loop 
bPSS=[0.033 0.031 0.029 0.027 0.025 0.023 0.021 0.0191; 
%Coil separation distance in m 
D=[0.25:0.001:0.51; 
%Number of Turns of Sholenoid TX coil 
NTX=8; 






%Resonant frequency f=13.5MHz 
f13.5*10(6); 










Calculate the series resistance of the coils 
in the Short-Solenojds%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
TX Short solenoid - 19SWG Copper enamelled wire 
dTX=0. 001 
TX Short solenoid - 25SWG Copper enamelled wire 
dRX=0 .0005 
%Conductivity of copper at 25 degrees Celcius' 
sigma=5 . 9*l0 (7) 
%Resistivity of copper at 25 degrees Celcius% 
rho=(l./sigma); 
%mu is the absolute permeability of the conductor 
%muo is the permeability of free space 
%mu_r is the relative permeability of the conductor 




%Skin depth in the copper conductor 
delta=sqrt(l./(sigma.*pi.*mu.*f)); 
%%%%%%%%Losses in the Short Solenoid  
A_w_TX=pi.*((dTX.2)./4); 
A_wRX=pi.*((dRX.2) .14); 
LSTX=NTX. * 2 *pi *a5; 
L_SRX=NRX. *2*pi*b_S; 
RDCTX= (rho. *LSTX) . /AwTX; 
RDCRX= (rho. *LSRX) . /AwRX; 
XiTx=(dTX.2) ./(4.*(dTX.*delta-de1ta2)); 
XiRx=(dRX.2)./(4.*(dRX.*de1ta-delta.2));  
%Medhurst experimental constant for the proximity effect 
Phi Tx=5 .31; 
Phi Rx=5 .45; 
R Tx SR DC TX. *Xi_Tx. *Phi_Tx. * ( (N TX-i) . /N TX); 
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RRxS=RDCRX. *Xj Rx. *Phj Rx. * ( (NRX-1) . /NRX); 
%%%%%%%%%Losses in the Circular Printed  
t=35.*10(-6); 




LTxCS2 *pi . *sum (a_CS); 







%%%%%%%'96Losses in the Square Printed Spira1s%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
LTxPSS=4 . *sum(aP55); 
LRxPSS=4 . *sum(bPSS); 
t_eff=delta.*(l-exp(-t./delta)) 
RTxPSS=(rho.*LTxPSS) ./(wTx.*teff) 
RRxPSS=(rho.*LRxPSS) ./(w Rx.*t eff) 
96%%%%%%%%%Theoretical Power Gain Values%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Define Power Transfer function PTX/PRX, denoted G(P) 
%for Short-Solenoid TX, RX coils 
G_P_S=( (mu a" (2)*N TX" (2)*N P1" (2) *a S."(4)b 5" (4) *omega" (2) *pi"(2)) .1... 
(16*RRxS*RTxS*(aS."(2)+ D.-(2)).-(3))); 
GPS=lO.*loglo(GPS) 
%Define Power Transfer function PTX/PRX, denoted G(P) 
%for Circular Spiral TX, P1 coils 
for i=l:length(aCS) 
%Define the z-component of the magnetic field, which induces 
%flux across the P1 coil 
Hz PCS=(a CS(i)" (2)) ./( (sqrt(a CS(i) "(2)-s-C." (2) )) 
TempHzPCS= [TempHz PCS ; HzPCSJ 
end 
HZ=sum (TempHzPCS) 
%Effective area of the circular spiral P1 coil 
for jl:length(bCS) 
El_PCS=b_CS(j) ."(2) 
TempBPCS= [TempB PCS ; B1PCS] 
end 
BPCS=sum (TempBPCS) 
%Theoretical Power Ratio Computation 
GPCS=((muo"(2)*pi"(2)*omega"(2))./(16*RRxCS*RTxCS)).*. 
HZ."(2) .*B PCS. "(2); 
GPPCS10. *10gb (GPCS) 
%Define Power Transfer function P TX/P P1, denoted G(P) for 
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Square Spiral TX, RX coils 
for i=1:length(aPSS) 
%Define the z-component of the magnetic field, which induces 
%flux across the RX coil 
Al=(Uy-(aPSS(i) ./2)) ./((y-(a PSS(i) ./2)) .2 + D.2)) .*.. 
((((a PSS(i) ./2)+x) ./(sqrt(Na PSS(i) ./2)+x) .2 +. 
(y-(aPSS(i) .12)) .2 + D.2)))+(((aPSS(i) ./2)-x) .1... 
sqrtUUaPSS(i) ./2)-x) .'2+(y- (a PSS(i) ./2)) .2 + D.2))))) 
TempAl= [TempAl ;Al] 
Bl=((((aPSS(i)./2)+x)./((x+(aPSS(i)./2)).2+D.2)).*... 





((((a_PSS(i) ./2)-x) ./(sqrtN(a_PSS(i) ./2)-x) .2+.. 
(y+(aPSS(i)./2)).2+D.2)))+(((aPSS(i)./2)+x)./... 
(sqrt(((aPSS(i)./2)+x).2+(y+(aPSS(i)./2)).2+D.2))))) 
TempCl [TempCl ; ClJ 
Dl=N(x-(aPSS(i) .12)) ./Ux-(a PSS(i) .12)) ."2 + D.2)) .*. 
((((aPSS(i)./2)-y)./(sqrt(((aPSS(i)./2)-y).2+... 
(x-(aPSS(i)./2)).2+D.2)))+ (UaPSS(i)./2)+y)./... 
(sqrt(((a_PSS(i) ./2)+y) .2 +(x-(a_PSS(i) ./2)) .2 + D.2))))) 
TempDl= [TempDl ;Dl] 
end 
Hz total PSS=(-TempAl + TempHi + TempCl - TempDl); 
HzPSS=sum (Hz total PSS) 
%Effective area of the square spiral RX coil 
for j =1: length (b_PSS) 
BlPSSbPSS(j) .'(2) 
TempBPSS= [TempB PSS B1PSS] 
end 
BPSS=sum(TempBPSS) 
%Theoretical Power Ratio Computation 
GPPSS=((muo(2)*omega(2)) ./(64*pi(2)*R Rx PSS*R Tx PSS)) .*. 
HzPSS. (2) .*B PSS.' (2) 
GPPSS=lO. *loglO (G_P_PSS) 
plot (D,GPS, 'k-', D,GP_PCS, 'r-' ,D,GP PSS, 'b-') 
xlabel('Coil Separation Distance D [m]'); 
ylabel('Power Transfer Ratio [dB]'); 
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D.3 	Calculation of power transfer for solenoid, square and circular 
spiral coils in lateral misalignment scenario 
%Author: Kyriaki Fotopoulou 
%Date of Last Revision: 9/02/2008 
Scipt computes and plots the power transfer between short-solenoid, 
%square and circular spiral TX, RX coils. The RX is lateraly misaligned 
%with respect to the TX coil. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%Constant 
%Solenoid Tx coil radius, denoted a_S 
aS=0 .056; 
%Solenoid Rx coil radius, denoted b_S 
bS=0 .018; 
%Printed Circular Spiral Tx coil radius, denoted a_S 
aCS=[0.056 0.053 0.055 0.052 0.049 0.046 0.043 0.0401; 
Printed Circular Spiral Rx coil radius, denoted bS 
bCS=[0.019 0.017 0.016 0.015 0.014 0.013 0.012 0.113; 
%Printed Square Spiral Tx coil side length of each concentric loop 
aPSS=[0.10 0.094 0.088 0.082 0.076 0.07 0.064 0.0583; 
%Printed Square Spiral Rx coil side length of each concentric loop 
bPSS[0.033 0.031 0.029 0.027 0.025 0.023 0.021 0.0191; 
%Coil separation distance in m 
D=0.3; 
%Lateral misalignment Delta 
Delta= [0.00001:0.001:1] 
%Number of Turns of Sholenoid TX coil 
NTX=8; 
%Number of Turns of Solenoid RX coil 
NP.X=8; 
x=0; 
%Resonant frequency f=13.5MHz 
f=13.5*10(6); 











------Calculate the series resistance of the coils 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Losses in the 
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TX Short solenoid - 19SWG Copper enamelled wire 
d_TX=0 .001 
TX Short solenoid - 25SWG Copper enamelled wire 
dRX=0.0005 
%Conductivity of copper at 25 degrees Celcius% 
sigma=5.9*10 (7) 
Resistivity of copper at 25 degrees Celcius% 
rho= (1./sigma); 
%mu is the absolute permeability of the conductor 
'muo is the permeability of free space 
%mu_r is the relative permeability of the conductor 




%Skin depth in the copper conductor 
delta=sqrt(l./(sigma.*pi.*mu.*f)); 





R_DC_TX= (rho. *LSTX) . /A_w_TX; 
RDCRX= (rho. *LSRX) . /AwRX; 
XiTx=(dTX.2) ./(4.*(dTX.*delta-delta.'2)); 
XiRx=(dRX.2)./(4.*(dRX.*delta-delta.2)); 
%Medhurst experimental constant for the proximity effect 
Phi Tx=5 .31; 
Phi Rx=5 .45; 
R Tx SR DC TX. *Xi_Tx. *Phi_Tx. * ( (NTX-l) . IN TX) 
RRxSRDCRX. *Xi Rx. *Phi Rx. * ( (NRX-l) . /NRX) 





x_w_Rx=sqrt (2. *f . *sigma. *mu. *wRx. *t); 
LTxCS=2 . *pi. *sum (a_CS); 
LRxCS2 *pi . *sum(bCS); 






%%%%%%%%%Losses in the Square Printed Spirals%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
L_Tx_PSS=4 . *sum(a PSS) 




R_Tx_PSS= (rho. *L Tx PSS) . / (wTx. *teff) 
RRxPSS=(rho.*LRxPSS) ./(wRx.*teff) 
%%%'%'%%'s%%%%%%%Theoretical Power Gain  
%modulus of elliptic integrals 
rnS=U4.*aS.*Delta) ./((a S+Delta) .'2 + D2)) 
%EllipticK - Complete elliptic integral of the first kind 
EllipticE - Complete elliptic integral of the first kind 
[Kl,El) =ellipke (rnS) 
Hz_S=magfieldzS (a_S. rnS, Delta, Kl,El) 
%Define Power Transfer function PTX/PRX, denoted G(P) for Short-Solenoid 
%TX, RX coils 
G_P_S((mu_o(2)*N_TX.(2)*NX(2)*bS.'(4)*ornega(2))./... 
(16*RRxS*RTxS) ) .*HzS. (2) 
GP_S=lO.*loglO(GPS) 
for i=l: length (a_CS) 
%rnodulus of elliptic integrals 
rn_CS = ( (4*a CS (i) *Delta) . / ((a_CS (i)+Delta) . 	+ D2) 
%EllipticK - Complete elliptic integral of the first kind 
%EllipticE - Complete elliptic integral of the first kind 
[K2 E21 =ellipke (rn_CS) 
H_CS=(magfieldzCS(aCS(i) ,rn CS,Delta,K2,E2)) 
TempHzCS= [TempHzCS;HZC5]; 
end 
i-JZ= sum (TernpHzCS) 






%Theoretical Power Ratio Computation for Circular Spiral 
GPCS=((rnuo(2)*omega(2)) ./(l6*R_Rx_CS*RTxCS)).*HZ.(2).*DPCS.(2); 
GPPCS=lO . *10gb (G_P_CS) 
%Define Power Transfer function PTX/PRX, denoted G(P) for Square Spiral 
%TX, RX coils 
for i=1:length(aPSS) 
%Define the z-component of the magnetic field, which induces flux across 
%the RX coil 
Al=U(Delta- (a P55(i) ./2)) ./((Delta-(aPS5(i)./2)).2 + D.'2)).*. 
((((a_PSS(i) ./2)+x) ./(sqrt(Na PSS(i) ./2)+x) .'2 +. 




(U(a_PSS(i)./2)+Delta) ./(sqrtN(a PSS(i) ./2)-i-Delta).2 +...  
(x+(a_PSS(i) ./2)) .2 + D.2)))-*(((aPSS(i) .12)-Delta).!... 




Cl=N(Deltai-(aPSS(i)./2))./((Delta+(apSS(j) ./2))."2 + D.'2)) .*. 
((((a_PSS(i)./2)-x)./(sqrt(NaPSS(i)./2)-x).2 +... 
(Delta+(aPSS(i) ./2)) .2 + D.2)))+ (NaPSS(i) ./2)+x) ./... 
(sqrtN(aPSS(i)./2)+x).2 +(Delta+(aPSS(i)./2)).2 +D.2))H); 
TempCl= [TempCl ; Cl]; 
Dl=(((x-(aPSS(i)./2))./((x-(aPSS(i)./2)).2+D.2)).*... 
((((a_PSS(i) .12)-Delta) ./(sqrtN(a PSS(i) ./2)-Delta).2 +. 
(x-(a PSS(i) .12)) .'2 + D.2fl)+ (((a PSS(i) ./2)+Delta) .1... 
(sqrt(Na_PSS(i) ./2)+Delta).2 +(x-(aPSS)i)./2)) '2 + D."2)H)); 
TempDl= [TempDl;Dl]; 
end 
Hz total PSS(-TempAl + TempBl + TempCl - TempDl); 
HzPSS=sum (Hz total PSS) 
%Effective area of the square spiral RX coil 
for jl:length(bPSS) 
Bl_PSS=b_PSS(j) ."(2) 
TempBPSS= [TempB PSS;Bl PSS] 
end 
BPSS=sum (TempBPSS) 
%Theoretical Power Ratio Computation 
G_P_PSS=Nmu_o(2)*omega(2)) ./(64*pi(2)*R_Rx_PSS*R_Tx_PSS)) .*. 
HzPSS.(2).*BPSS.(2); 
GP_PSS=10 . *10gb (G_P_PSS) 
%plot(Delta,GPPCS, 'b-) 
plot (Delta,GP S, 'k-', Delta,GPPCS, 'r-' ,Delta,GP PSS, 'b-') 
xlabel('Lateral Misalignment Delta [m]'); 
ylabel('Power Transfer Ratio [dB]'); 
D.4 	Calculation of power transfer for solenoid, square and circular 
spiral coils in the angular misalignment scenario 
clear all; 
%Author: Kyriaki Fotopoubou 
%Date of Last Revision: 9/02/2008 
%Scipt computes and plots the power transfer between short-solenoid, square 
%and circular spiral TX, RX coils in the coaxial orientation with respect 
%to the coils separation distance D. 
%%%%%%%%%%Constant  
%Solenoid Tx coil radius, denoted aS 
aS=O .056; 




%Printed Circular Spiral Tx coil radius, denoted a_S 
aCS=[0.056 0.053 0.055 0.052 0.049 0.046 0.043 0.040]; 
%Printed Circular Spiral Rx coil radius, denoted bS 
bCS=[0.019 0.017 0.016 0.015 0.014 0.013 0.012 0.111; 
%Printed Square Spiral Tx coil side length of each concentric loop 
aPSS=[0.10 0.094 0.088 0.082 0.076 0.07 0.064 0.0581; 
%Printed Square Spiral Rx coil side length of each concentric loop 
bPSS=[0.033 0.031 0.029 0.027 0.025 0.023 0.021 0.0191; 
Coil separation distance in m 
D=0.3; 
%Number of Turns of Sholenoid TX coil 
NTX=8; 
Number of Turns of Solenoid RX coil 
NRX=8; 
gamma= [0:1:60] 
gamma rad= ((pi.*gamma) ./180); 
x=0; 
Y=O; 
%Resonant frequency f=13.5MHz 
f=13.5*10(6); 










------Calculate the series resistance of the coils 
in the Short-So1enoids%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
TX Short solenoid - 19SWG Copper enamelled wire 
dTX=0. 001 
TX Short solenoid - 255WG Copper enamelled wire 
dRX=0.0005 
%Conductivity of copper at 25 degrees Celcius% 
sigma=5 . 9*l0 (7) 
%Resistivity of copper at 25 degrees Celcius% 
rho=(l./sigma); 
%mu is the absolute permeability of the conductor 
%muo is the permeability of free space 
%mu—r is the relative permeability of the conductor 






%Skin depth in the copper conductor 
delta=sqrt(l./(sigma.*pi.*mu.*f)); 




LSRX=NRX. *2 *pi *b_S; 
R_DC_TX= (rho. *LSTX) . /AwTX; 
RDCRX= (rho. *LSRX) . /AwRX; 
XiTx=(dTX.2)./(4.*(dTX.*delta-delta.2));  
XiRx=(dRX.2)./(4.*(dRX.*delta-delta.2)); 
'Medhurst experimental constant for the proximity effect 
Phi Tx=S .31; 
Phi Rx=5 .45; 
R Tx S=R DC TX. *Xi Tx. *Phi_Tx. * ( (N_TX-l) . IN TX); 
RThS=RDCRX.*XiRx.*PhiRx.*((NRX-l) ./NRX); 






L_Tx_CS=2 . *pi. *sum(aCS); 







%%%%%%%%Losses in the Square Printed Spirals%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
LTxPSS=4 . *sum(aPSS) 
LRxPSS=4 . *sum(bPSS) 
t_eff=delta.*(l-exp(-t./delta)) 
RTxPSS=(rho.*LTxPSS) ./(w_Tx.*t_eff); 
RThcP5S= (rho. *L Rx PSS) . / (wRx. *t_eff) 
%%%%%%%%%'%%Theoretical Power Gain  
%Define Power Transfer function PTX/PRX, denoted G(P) 
%for Short-Solenoid TX, RX coils 
pi(2).*cos(gammarad))./(16*RRxs*RTxs*(as.(2)+ D.(2)).'(3))); 
GP_S=10. *loglo (G_PS) 
%Define Power Transfer function PTX/PRX, denoted G(P) 
%for Circular Spiral TX, RX coils 
for i=l:length(aCS) 
%Define the z-component of the magnetic field, which induces flux 
%across the RX coil 
HzPCS= ( (aCS(i) (2) ) . / ( (sqrt (a CS(i) (2) +D." (2) ) ) . (3))) . *cos (gamma rad) 
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TempHz_PCS= [TempHz PCS ; HzPCS] 
end 
HZ=sum (TempHzPCS) 
%Effective area of the circular spiral RX coil 
for j =1: length (b_CS) 
B1PCS=bCS(j) .(2) 
TempBPCS= [TempB PCS ; B1PCS] 
end 
BPc5=sum(TempBPCS) 
%Theoretical Power Ratio computation 
GPCS=((muo(2)*pi(2)*omega(2))./(16*RRx_CS*RTxCS)).*HZ.'(2).*. 
SPCS.'(2); 
GP_PCS=10. *10gb (G_P_CS) 
%Define Power Transfer function PTX/PRX, denoted G(P) for Square Spiral 
%TX, RX coils 
for i=l:length(a_PSS) 
Wefine the z-component of the magnetic field, which induces flux across 
%the P..X coil 
A1= ( ( (y- (a_PSS (i) ./2)) .1 ( ( y- (a_PSS (i) ./2)) . 	+ D. '2)) . *. 




TempAl= [TempAl ;A1] 
B1='((((aPSS(i) ./2) + x) ./Nx+ (a PSS(i) .12)) .2 + D.2)) .*. 
((NaPSS(i) ./2)+y) ./(sqrtN(a PSS(i) ./2)+y) .'2 +. 
(x+(aPSS(i)./2)).2+D.2)))+(((aPSS(i)./2)-y)./... 
(sqrt(((aPSS(i)./2)-y).2+(x+(a_PSS(i)./2)).2+D.'2))))).*... 






cos (gamma rad) 
TempCl= [TempCl; Cl] 
D1=(((x-(aPSS(i)./2))./((x-(aPSS(i)./2)).2 +D.2)).*... 
((((aPSS(i) ./2)-y) ./(sqrt(Na PSS(i) ./2)-y) .2 +. 
(x-(a_PSS(i) ./2)) .2 + D.2)))+ (Na_PSS(i) ./2)+y) .1... 
(sqrt(((aPSS(i)./2)+y).2+(x-(aPSS(i)./2)).2+D.2))))).*... 
cos (gamma_rad) 
TempDl= [TempDl Dl] 
end 
Hz total PSS=(-TempAl + TempBl + TempCl - TempDl); 
HzPSS=sum (Hz total PSS) 
%Effective area of the square spiral RX coil 
for j=l : length (b_PSS) 
Dl PSS=b PSS(j) .(2) 
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TempBPSS= [TempB PSS ; B1PSS] 
end 
B_PSS=sum (TempBPSS) 
%Theoretical Power Ratio Computation 
G_P_PSS=Nmu_o(2)*omega(2)) ./(64*pi (2) *R Rx PSS*R Tx PSS)) .*. 
HzPSS. (2) .*B PSS. (2) 
GP_PSS=lO. *10gb (G_P_PSS) 
plot( gamma, GPS, 'k-' ,gamma,GP PCS, 'r-' ,gamma,GP PSS, 'b- 
%pbot(D,GPS, 'k-') 
%pbot(D,GPPCS, 'b-') 
%pbot (D,GP PSS, 'r-') 
xlabel('Arigular Misalignment \gamma - [degrees]'); 
ylabel('Power Transfer Ratio - [dB]'); 
D.5 Function magfieldz 
%Author: Kyriaki Fotopoulou 
%Date of Last Revision: 9/02/2008 
function [I-!_z] = magfieldz(a,m,Delta,K,E) 
% Computes the z-component of the magnetic field at the 
% center of the receiver coil, where a, b are the radii 
% of the TX, RX coils respectively. Delta is the Lateral displacement 
% and K, E are the elliptic integrals of the first and second kind. 
Hz=((a.*sqrt(2.*m))./((2*a.*Delta).(3/2))).*((Delta.*K + (Na.*m)-(2-m)...  




Radiated Field of Small Circular Loop 
In this appendix we present the evaluation of the radiated fields from an electrically small 




Figure E.1: Geometrical arrangement for loop antenna analysis [56]. 
Based on the geometry of Fig. E. 1 the magnetic vector potential A is first evaluated as, [56]: 
I-L R dl' 	 (E.1) 
4-7r f I~W'Y"Z) 
 
In general, the current distribution Ie(X', y', z' ) can be written as: 
Ie(x' ,y' ,z')âxlx(x' ,y' ,z' )+âxly(x' ,y' ,z' )+âxlz (x' ,y' ,z) 	(E.2) 
For a circular loop antenna of Fig. E. 1, the current is directed along a circular path. hence, 
it is more convenient to transform the expression in (E.2) in cylindrical components using the 
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following transformation: 
Ix 	cos 	- Sin '' 0 	I 
= 	sin q' 	cos  q' 	0 	I, 	 (E.3) 
Iz 	0 0 1 I 
Expanding the previous matrix transformation yields: 
I 	= I, cos q' - 10 sin 
I = I sin ' + I cos 	 (E.4) 
Iz = 	Iz 
Since the radiated fields are usually determined in spherical components, the rectangular unit 
vectors of (E.2) need to be transformed to spherical coordinates: 
AX 	= a sin 0 COS + â COS 0 cos 	- a sin 
ar sin 0 sin 4 + a0 cos 0sin 0 + AO cos 	 (E.5) 
Az 	= 	ar Cos O 	- 	â0 sin O 
By substituting (E.4) and (E.5) into (E.2) yields the expression for the current in the loop. This 
can be simplified by noting that the current circulating in the loop antenna is flowing in the ç 
direction (10), hence the expression can be reduced as: 
Ie = âI4, sin 0 sin( - 	+ â014, cos 0 sin(q5 - 	+ â4,I4,cos( - 	(E.6) 
The distance R, from the point of the loop to the observation point, can be written as: 
R = jr 2 + a2 - 2ar sin O cos( - 	 (E.7) 
By reffering to Fig. 5.7(c), the differential element length is given by 
dl' = a dqf' 	 (E.8) 
It follows from (E. 1), that the 0 component of the magnetic vector potential is of the form: 
2ir 	e j 22 2 sin 0 cos 4 F 
	
47 
140 = 	f cos ' 	 dq 	 (E.9) Jo 	r2 + a2 - 2ar sin 0 cos 
The integration of the previous expression, (E.9), cannot be carried out without any approxima-
tions. However, for small loops, the function: 
e —jk \/r2+a2  —2ar sin  cos 4,' 
 
= 	+ a2 - 2ar sin 0 cos ' 
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of the integrand in (E.9), can be expanded in a Maclaurin series in a as: 
+•• f = f(0) + f'(0)a + f"(0)a2 + 	+ 	
1 	
f (n—' ) (0)a' 	 (E.l 1)  
(n—i)! 
where f'(0) = 9f /,9a 	, 	= 32f/02a 	. Taking into account only the first two 







+ e —jkrsine cos' 
	 (E.13) 





  + -
1 
 sine cosq 	e'' (E.14) 
r 	r ) 
	
j 
Therefore, the (E. I) reduces to 
Act, 	--- 	cosc'I—  +a —+ 47 f 
2ir 	ri 	(k 
7'k 
-) sine cosc'] e_jkr  d' 	(E.15) 
[r r 
A t, 	e' 
(-  
+ 	sin 	 (E.16) 
4 	r r2 ) 
In a similar manner, the r and 0 components of the magnetic vector potential can be written as: 
sin 
ajil0 	 jk 
, 
Ir 
+ a t \ 
/ 	1 
 sinq 	+ 
-) 	
] sinO cos ' = 0 	(E.17) 
47r r r 
Ar 
I—(— + 
2r 	, r1 	1jk 	
sine cos '] 	0 	(E.18) 
47 	 [r \r r 
A0 _ 	cosOf sin +a 
Consequently, only the q component of the magnetic vector potential remains: 
a21a10 —jkr  [jk + 	sine AâAct,=a, 	e 	
[ 
âct,j 
ka2I0 sin 0 
1 + ---1 e_jkr = 4r [ jkrj 
The magnetic flux B is always solenoidal hence, V • B = 0. Therefore, it can be represented 




Consequently, referring to the original Maxwell's equations as presented in [197], we can 
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or 
	
H=JVxA 	 (E.22) 
Curl V x 
A = r 	





1  DAr 8 
- 	






Substituting the remaining 0 component of the magnetic vector potential in (E.22) and comput-
ing the curl in the spherical coordinates by (E.23) and rearranging, yields the field components 
for a small circular loop are given by Balanis [56] as follows: 
ka2l0 Cos 9 
[1 + 	 (E.24) Hr=j 2r2 
L jkrj 
(ka)2I0 Sin  O 
Ii + 
[ 	1 	1 1 
- (kr)21 ei 
	 (E.25) H9 = - 	4r 	L jkr 
H0=O 	 (E.26) 
Again from Maxwell's equations: 
VxH=J+jw€E 	 (E.27) 
and neglecting the electric current density (J = 0), reveals the corresponding electric field 
components written as: 
Er = E9 = 0 	 (E.28) 
(ka)210 Sin 	
+ 	e_jkr 	 (E.29) 
4r L jkrj 
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Radiation Resistance of a Small Loop 
with Uniform Current 
A magnetic dipole of length 1 and magnetic moment 'm  1 is equivalent to a small electric loop 
of radius a and a constant electric current J provided that: 
'm 1 = jAwaI0 where A = 7ra2 is the area of the loop 
It follows that for simplification purposes, the electrically small loop can be replaced by a 
small linear magnetic dipole of constant current. Fig. E.1 illustrates this equivalence where the 
magnetic dipole is directed along the z-axis which is also perpendicular to the plane of the loop. 
The power in the near-field (k r << 1) of the antenna is predominantly reactive whereas in the 
far-field (k r >> 1) is predominantly real. To illustrate this for the loop, initially the complex 
power density is formed as: 
W = (Ex H*) = [(a E)x ( r H +â0 Hi)] 
(F.1) 
Reffering to Balanis, [56], when the power density as expressed in F.1 is integrated over a 
closed sphere, only its radial component is given by: 
(ka)4 	2 sin 
20 
Wr 	32 r2 I 
	
1+j(ki )3 ] 	 (F.2) 
contributes to the complex power P, As a result, 
(ka)4 	27r 27r 
Pr = Wds = 
32 
II2 
/ / [i +J(k)3] sin  0 d0d 	(E3) Jo jo 
which reduces to 
Pr = () (ka)4 1_[.12 [1 +i(k)3] 	 (F.4) 
and whose real part is equal to 
Prad = 77 () (ka)4 III 2 	 (F.5) 
12 
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In the near-field (kr << 1), the imaginary term within the brackets of (F.4) is dominant which 
makes the power mainly reactive. In the far-field (kr >> 1), the second term within the 
brackets diminishes and as a result the power is considered to be real. The complex power for 





Hence, a comparison between the expression of the radiated power for the infinitesimal dipole 
(F.6), and the electrically small loop (E4), yields a change in sine in the bracketed expression. 
This indicates that the radial power density is capacitive for the infinitesimal dipole and induc-
tive for the loop. Consequently, we can conclude that the radial magnetic energy is larger than 
the electric energy for the small loop, a characteristic that makes loop antennas popular in the 
inductive power transfer applications. In order to calculate the radiation resistance we need to 




(k a) = (/)2 = 207r2 (
C)4 	
(F.7) 
where S = 7a  is the area and C = 27a is the circumference of the loop. For a multi-turn 
loop antenna of N turns the magnetic loop passes through all the loops. Hence, the radiation 
resistance is proportional to the square of the number of turns (Rr oc N2) as follows: 














7/0 0.500 9 0.144 24 0.022 39 0.0052 
6/0 0.464 10 0.128 25 0.020 40 0.0048 
5/0 0.432 11 0.116 26 0.018 41 0.0044 
4/0 0.400 12 0.104 27 0.0164 42 0.0040 
3/0 0.372 13 0.092 28 0.0148 43 0.0036 
2/0 0.348 14 0.080 29 0.0136 44 0.0032 
0 0.324 15 0.072 30 0.0124 45 0.0028 
1 0.300 16 0.064 31 0.0116 46 0.0024 
2 0.276 17 0.056 32 0.0108 47 0.0020 
3 0.252 18 0.048 33 0.0100 48 0.0016 
4 0.232 19 0.040 34 0.0092 49 0.0012 
5 0.212 20 0.036 35 0.0084 50 0.0010 
6 0.192 21 0.032 36 0.0076 
7 0.176 22 0.028 37 0.0068 
8 0.160 23 0.024 38 0.0060 
Table G.1: Table of S. W G numbering for wire diameter. For dimensions in millimeters multiply 
the size in inches by 25.4. 
- Coil Length/Coil Diameter (/D) 
p/d 1 	0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2 4 6 8 10 oc 
1 5.31 5.45 5.65 5.80 5.80 5.55 4.10 3.54 3.31 3.20 3.23 3.41 
1.11 3.73 3.84 3.99 4.11 4.17 4.10 3.36 3.05 2.92 2.90 2.93 3.11 
1.25 2.74 2.83 2.97 3.10 3.20 3.17 2.74 2.06 2.60 2.62 2.65 2.81 
1.429 2.12 2.20 2.28 2.38 2.44 2.47 2.32 2.27 2.29 2.34 2.27 2.51 
1.667 1.74 1.77 1.83 1.89 1.92 1.94 1.98 2.01 2.03 2.08 2.10 2.22 
2 1.44 1.48 1.54 1.00 1.64 1.67 1.74 1.78 1.80 1.81 1.83 1.93 
2.5 1.20 1.29 1.33 1.38 1.42 1.45 1.50 1.54 1.56 1.57 1.58 1.65 
3.333 1.16 1.19 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.24 1.28 1.32 1.34 1.34 1.35 1.40 
5 1.07 1.08 1.08 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.13 1.15 1.16 1.16 1.17 1.19 
10 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.05 
Table G.2: Experimental values of the ratio of the high-frequency coil resistance to the resis-
tance at the same frequency of the same length of straight wire, [93]. 
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Figure C.2: Mechanical drawing of the general assembly of the misalignment apparatus. 
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